Planning Committee
Committee Meeting

November 29, 2017

~ Agenda ~

2117 West River Road N
Minneapolis, MN 55411
www.minneapolisparks.org

Wednesday 5:40 PM

Meeting Times are subject to change based on discussion from previous meetings.

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Meg Forney
John Erwin
Brad Bourn
Steffanie Musich
Annie Young

II.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA

III.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Chair, Commissioner At Large
Vice Chair, Commissioner At Large
Commissioner District 6
Commissioner District 5
Commissioner At Large

Wednesday, November 15, 2017

IV.

PUBLIC HEARING 6:00 p.m. TIME CERTAIN
4.1

V.

Skate Park Activity Plan Public Hearing

ACTION ITEMS
5.1

That the Board adopt Resolution 2017-371 captioned as follows:
Resolution 2017-371
Resolution Approving the Skate Park Activity Plan

5.2

That the Board adopt Resolution 2017-372 captioned as follows:
Resolution 2017-372
Resolution Approving Encroachment Permit for Use of 204.00 Square Feet of
Land in Front of the Subject Property at 4628 Lake Harriet Parkway West,
Encroaching Upon Park Land at Minneapolis Chain of Lakes Regional Park, and
Collecting Appropriate Fees Associated with This Encroachment

5.3

That the Board adopt Resolution 2017-373 captioned as follows:
Resolution 2017-373
Resolution Accepting Encroachment Permit from the City of Minneapolis to
Construct, Operate and Maintain Hall's Island Within City Right-Of-Way at the
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Easterly Section of the Plymouth Avenue Bridge, Within Above the Falls Regional
Park
5.4

That the Board adopt Resolution 2017-374 captioned as follows:
Resolution 2017-374
Resolution Approving Memorandum of Understanding to Explore Options of the
Towerside Green Space Model for Ownership, Development and Management

VI.

STUDY/REPORT ITEM

VII.

ADJOURNMENT

Planning Committee

2117 West River Road N
Minneapolis, MN 55411

Committee Meeting

November 15, 2017

I.

~ Minutes ~

www.minneapolisparks.org

Wednesday 5:40 PM

CALL TO ORDER

Chair, Commissioner At Large Meg Forney: Present, Vice Chair, Commissioner At Large
John Erwin: Present, Commissioner District 6 Brad Bourn: Present, Commissioner
District 5 Steffanie Musich: Present, Commissioner At Large Annie Young: Present.

II.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA

RESULT:
MOVER:
AYES:

III.

ADOPTED [UNANIMOUS]
Brad Bourn, Commissioner District 6
Forney, Erwin, Bourn, Musich, Young

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Planning Committee - Committee Meeting - Nov 1, 2017 5:10 PM

RESULT:
MOVER:
AYES:

IV.

ACCEPTED [UNANIMOUS]
John Erwin, Vice Chair, Commissioner At Large
Forney, Erwin, Bourn, Musich, Young

PUBLIC HEARING 6pm TIME CERTAIN
4.1 Downtown Service Area Master Plan Public Hearing
Chair Forney Opened the Public Hearing.
Dan Collision 81 South 9th St. Spoke in support of the proposed Downtown
Service Area Master Plan.
Being there were no additional present wishing to speak, Chair Forney Recessed
the Public Hearing to the November 29 Regular Meeting.

V.

ACTION ITEMS
5.1

That the Board adopt Resolution 2017-353 captioned as follows:
Resolution 2017-353
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The time being 6:00 PM, Chair, Commissioner At Large Meg Forney called the meeting
to order.
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Resolution Approving the Downtown Service Area Master Plan
RESULT:
MOVER:
AYES:

PUBLIC HEARING 6:30pm TIME CERTAIN
6.1 Public Hearing for the Concept Approval of Central Gym/Park Site
Improvements
Chair Forney Opened the Public Hearing.
David Swan 24xx E 43rd Ave S. Spoke in regards to Twin Cities Bike Polo Club and
in support of the proposed Central Gym/ Park Site improvements.
Joe Ristam 37xx 14th Ave S. Spoke in support of Bike Polo and the proposed
Central Gym/ Park Site improvements.
Sam Crossley 45xx 29th Ave S. Spoke in support of Bike Polo and the proposed
Central Gym/ Park Site improvements.
Seh Schiller 45xx 29th Ave S. Spoke in support of Bike Polo and the proposed
Central Gym/ Park Site improvements.
Eduardo Cardenas 3508 Oakland Ave. Expressed concerns about the Master Plan
process.
Micah Clipperton 1820 3Rd. Ave N. Spoke in support of Bike Polo and the
proposed Central Gym/ Park Site improvements.
Patrick Williamson 3xx Toronto St. Spoke in support of Bike Polo and the
proposed Central Gym/ Park Site improvements.
Keara Hallberg 1339 Upton Ave N. Spoke in support of Bike Polo and the
proposed Central Gym/ Park Site improvements.
Todd Cole 26xx Humboldt Ave S. Spoke in support of Bike Polo and the proposed
Central Gym/ Park Site improvements.
Being there were no additional present wishing to speak, Chair Forney Closed
the Public Hearing.

VII.

PUBLIC HEARING 6:45pm TIME CERTAIN
7.1 Public Hearing for Peavey Park Improvements
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VI.

ADOPTED [UNANIMOUS]
Steffanie Musich, Commissioner District 5
Forney, Erwin, Bourn, Musich, Young
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Chair Forney Opened the Public Hearing.
Kerry Rauschendorfer 29xx Columbus Ave. Spoke in support of the proposed
Peavy Park Improvements.
Nathanial Smith 16xx 3Rd. Street NE. Spoke in support of the proposed Peavy
Park Improvements.

Being there were no additional present wishing to speak, Chair Forney Closed
the Public Hearing.

VIII.

ACTION ITEMS (Continued)
8.1

That the Board adopt Resolution 2017-352 captioned as follows:
Resolution 2017-352
Resolution Approving the Concept Plan for Central Gym Park Improvements

RESULT:
MOVER:
AYES:

ADOPTED [UNANIMOUS]
John Erwin, Vice Chair, Commissioner At Large
Forney, Erwin, Bourn, Musich, Young
That the Board adopt Resolution 2017-353 captioned as follows:
Resolution 2017-353
Resolution Approving the Downtown Service Area Master Plan
Commissioner Erwin Moved to Reconsider Resolution 2017-353 - Motion to
reconsider Approved on a voice vote.
Commissioner Erwin Moved That the Committee forward Resolution 2017-353
to the November 29 Regular Meeting. Motion approved on a voice vote.

8.2

That the Board adopt Resolution 2017-354 captioned as follows:
Resolution 2017-354
Resolution Approving the Playground and Picnic Shelter Concept Plans for
Peavey Park
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Cecil Smith, Spoke in support of the proposed Peavy Park Improvements.
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ADOPTED [UNANIMOUS]
Annie Young, Commissioner At Large
Forney, Erwin, Bourn, Musich, Young
That the Board adopt Resolution 2017-355 captioned as follows:

Resolution Authorizing the Formation and Charge of an Appointed Community
Advisory Committee (CAC) for the Master Plan for Hiawatha Golf Course, a Part
of Nokomis-Hiawatha Regional Park
RESULT:
MOVER:
AYES:

ADOPTED [UNANIMOUS]
Annie Young, Commissioner At Large
Forney, Erwin, Bourn, Musich, Young

IX.

STUDY/REPORT ITEM

X.

ADJOURNMENT

RESULT:
MOVER:
AYES:

ADOPTED [UNANIMOUS]
Annie Young, Commissioner At Large
Forney, Erwin, Bourn, Musich, Young

Committee Meeting adjourned at 7:49 PM
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Resolution 2017-355

4.1

TO:

Planning Committee

FROM:

Michael Schroeder,

DATE:

November 29, 2017

SUBJECT:

Skate Park Activity Plan Public Hearing

BACKGROUND
A public hearing for the Skate Park Activity Plan will be held November 29, 2017, at 6:00 pm in
the Board Room of the Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board, 2117 West River Road North in
Minneapolis. Individuals who would like to speak to the Board of Commissioners about the
project can sign up to speak before 6:00 pm outside the Board Room on November 29, 2017 or
by calling Customer Service at 612-230-6400 before the public hearing.
The Skate Park Activity Plan is a 20-year roadmap for providing quality support to the local
skate park community and encouraging skating among new generations of park users. Activity
Plans were first introduced in the MPRB Comprehensive plan, and they outline the delivery
goals, benefits, facilities, operations, and maintenance required to provide each major
recreation activity (or group of similar activities) in the park system.
The draft Skate Park Activity Plan can be viewed at:
https://www.minneapolisparks.org/park_care__improvements/park_projects/current_projects
/skate_park_activity_plan/

RECOMMENDATION
This item is for discussion purposes.

Prepared By: Colleen O'Dell,, Strategic Planning
Review:
Cindy Anderson
Completed
11/16/2017 1:18 PM
Adam Arvidson
Completed
11/16/2017 3:03 PM
Michael Schroeder Completed
11/17/2017 5:55 PM
Jayne Miller Completed
11/19/2017 7:06 PM
Planning Committee Pending
11/29/2017 5:40 PM

Discussion Item (ID # 3822)
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Resolution 2017-371
Resolution Approving the Skate Park Activity Plan
Whereas, The Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board (MPRB) is the steward of the
Minneapolis parks;
Whereas, The MPRB was founded in 1883 by an Act of the State Legislature, and has the
responsibility to design, improve, and manage parks in Minneapolis;
Whereas, The MPRB has completed a community-driven planning process for skate park
activities and facilities city-wide including the 6 existing skate parks at Armatage, Bottineau,
Brackett, Creekview, Elliot, and Morris Parks;
Whereas, The Skate Park Activity Plan (SPAP) sets an overarching vision for skate parks the city
including potential new skate parks;
Whereas, SPAP will guide the development, rehabilitation, and operation of skate parks over
the next 20-30 years and will also guide capital expenditures under the 20-Year Neighborhood
Park Plan for funding (NPP-20);
Whereas, SPAP is based on extensive community engagement over the course of several years;
Whereas, The MPRB project team has refined the Draft SPAP document based on comments
received from MPRB staff and from the general public during a comment period that concluded
on November 5, 2017;
Whereas, A public hearing has been scheduled to allow additional public comment on the final
Activity Plan;
Whereas, The final SPAP document represents a community-supported, equitable, and
sustainable vision for skate park development throughout the city; and
Whereas, This resolution is supported by the MPRB 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan, which
envisions “Recreation that inspires personal growth, healthy lifestyles, and a sense of
community,” “Dynamic parks that shape city character and meet diverse community needs,”
and “A safe place to play;”
RESOLVED, That the Board of Commissioners approve the Skate Park Activity Plan; and

Resolution 2017-371
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RESOLVED, That the President of the Board and Secretary to the Board are authorized to take
all necessary administrative actions to implement this resolution.

Resolution 2017-371
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TO:

Planning Committee

FROM:

Michael Schroeder,

DATE:

November 29, 2017

SUBJECT:

Resolution Approving the Skate Park Activity Plan

BACKGROUND
This Board action considers approval of the Skate Park Activity Plan (SPAP), a 20-year roadmap
for providing quality support to the local skate park community and encouraging skating among
new generations of park users. Note that the Final SPAP document is not attached to this board
action due to its file size. Instead it will be posted on the project page in concert with the public
release of the Board agenda (www.minneapolisparks.org/currentprojects then click Skate Park
Activity Plan).
SPAP is a written and graphic document that sets a vision for developing skate parks
throughout the city, including improvements to MPRB’s six existing skate parks at Armatage,
Bottineau, Brackett, Creekview, Elliot, and Morris parks.
It has three goals:
• Increase the number, variety and distribution of skate parks in Minneapolis
• Address policy barriers to high-quality skate park experiences
• Improve the overall skate park experience through design, operations, partnerships, and
safety measures
It also provides context and analysis to help inform future decision-making regarding skate park
opportunities within Minneapolis and the Minneapolis park system. This includes:
• Snapshots of each of the six existing skate parks in Minneapolis, including park-specific
suggestions for improvement
• Overview of possible and in-progress skate parks in Minneapolis
• General skate park trends, opportunities and challenges
• Precedents and examples set by other cities across the world
• Summary of public feedback received since 2013
SPAP makes it possible for staff, elected officials, and the public to understand the long-term
vision for skate parks in the city, including those yet to be created.
The SPAP planning process has unfolded over several years starting with initial meetings of
Resolution 2017-371
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skaters and staff held in 2013. It has included public meetings, open houses, interviews, focus
groups, a survey, and direct outreach.
Activity Plan Overview
The SPAP document is exploration of skate park activities in the city, presented in nine sections:
• Why a Skate Park Activity Plan? provides an overview of the document, its vision, and
projected outcomes.
• Skateboarding Overview provides a quick primer on the demographics, benefits,
techniques, types, and safety of skateboarding.
• Skate Parks Overview outlines materials, sizes, trends, and challenges of great skate
parks.
• Precedents gives snapshots of successful, admired, and noteworthy skate parks
throughout the country and internationally.
• Skating in Minneapolis describes the thriving local skate community and provides a map
of existing metro skate parks
• Current State of MPRB Skate Parks takes a look at what works and what could be
improved at the 6 existing skate parks in Armatage, Bottineau, Brackett, Creekview,
Elliot, and Morris parks.
• Community Engagement outlines the project’s public outreach efforts and summarizes
1339 survey responses.
• Goals and Strategies outlines three goals and their related strategies to improve and
support skate parks in Minneapolis. It also includes a funding discussion and guidelines
for design and construction, contractor selection, operations, and maintenance.
• Appendix includes the Community Engagement Plan, outreach material examples, and
key take-aways from public feedback.
Process for Tabulating Public Comment
An open public comment period on the Draft Skate Park Activity Plan document ended on
November 5, 2017. Since then staff has been tabulating public comment and considering it in
light of the multi-year community-engaged planning process to date.
During the public comment period, the Draft SPAP document was made available to the public
on-line, at MPRB headquarters, at each recreation center that has a public skate park, and at
partner organizations throughout Minneapolis. Respondents were requested to comment via
on-line survey, printed survey at the recreation centers, or by contacting the project manager
directly by e-mail, phone, or regular mail.
This section of the background explains how the public comments were tabulated and
analyzed. Tabulation and analysis followed four basic steps:
1. MPRB staff read the words of each commenter, no matter how it was received (a
“commenter” is an individual who chose to respond to the Draft Activity Plan).
2. Commenters’ sentiments were put into a spreadsheet, with each separate comment
Resolution 2017-371
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having its own line (a “comment” is a single sentiment on a single aspect of the plan). A
specific commenter may have more than one comment. For instance, a commenter
may, in a single response, raise concerns about one item, support another, and oppose
a third. These three comments would be tabulated separately.
3. MPRB staff grouped comments into themes. Each theme has a specific stance on a
specific aspect of the plan. Some themes consider the SPAP in entirety, while many
reference specific parks. Specific-park themes have that park named. Some examples of
themes include: “suggestion to include public art”, “support for sustainable skate
parks”, and “opposition to skate stoppers”. Each theme has been given a unique
identification number. That number’s first two digits reflect the park in question (see
the park listing on the document for park numbers) or are “00” for general, or citywide
comments.
4. Each theme was assigned one of four categories, which defines its impact on the Master
Plan. The categories are:
a. Low Impact: Draft plan can be modified to provide additional background or
clarification without a change to a SC recommendation.
b. Moderate Impact: Addressing the theme would require a change to a SC
recommendation, but would not fundamentally alter the plan.
c. High Impact: Addressing the theme would fundamentally change the
underpinnings of the plan, likely requiring additional community engagement.
d. No Impact: Themes that require no change to the plan, because they either
support an aspect of the plan, refer to future detailed design or planning
projects, are simple statements, or are outside the scope of the project
MPRB staff has generated a response to each comment theme. These are tabulated in one of
the attached matrices, which are described in the following section.
Public Comment Summary
Public comments are included with this action in several attachments:
• The Theme Summary (Attachment A) is a list of all public comment themes, their
categories, and a brief description of how the theme has been or could be addressed in
the final SPAP. This file is sorted by theme ID number, which reflects the park in
question and the impact level.
• The Public Comment Log (Attachment B) is a list of all public comments—as
summarized by MPRB staff—with commenter IDs, themes and theme ID numbers, and
dates of transmittal. This file is sorted by theme, then by comment method, then by
commenter. The summaries were generated by MPRB staff.
• The Comment File (Attachment C) is a compilation of the full un-edited text of public
comments.
To examine a specific theme and the exact comments that led to it, use the following process:
1. In the Theme Summary (Attachment A), find a specific theme in the “Theme ID#”
Resolution 2017-371
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column. Note how many comments are associated with this theme.
2. In the Public Comment Log (Attachment B), find that same theme in the “Theme ID#”
column. Note that there may be multiple lines in this matrix with this theme ID number.
In the “Comment Summary” column are more specific descriptions of the actual
comments.
3. Note the commenter number associated with the associated comments and their survey
response numbers.
4. Open the Comment File for the on-line survey (Attachment C) and go to the relevant
survey numbers to read the unedited texts.
Some themes have a category of “no impact”, and several themes led to plan modifications that
are included in the final SPAP document under consideration. It is important to note here that
MPRB staff did not consider public comments to be votes on aspects of the plan. Comments
were grouped into themes and each theme was considered—even if the theme had just one
single comment. Several themes were single-comment themes.
Draft Plan Modification
The final SPAP under consideration has focused on all the extensive comments. It has not,
however, changed fundamentally from its draft form. Many of the comments received were
supportive of the plan. Substantive changes to the plan (anything beyond grammatical or minor
clarifying remarks) are tabulated in Attachment A: Theme Summary (in the “Response”
column).
To address those themes that would have Moderate Impact on the plan (those that would
require a change staff feels might go against the overall engagement around the plan, but not
substantially modify the overall plan), MPRB staff has compiled a list of general SPAP
amendments that could be made by the MPRB Commissioners. Therefore, the Moderate
Impact Amendments document (Attachment D) provides the basic language and/or map
changes that would be required to modify the plan according to several themes. The
Amendments are referenced in the Comment Theme Summary. Should the Board approve any
of these amendments, it may still approve the Activity Plan entirely. MPRB Planning staff will
modify the plan before the final document is posted on-line and in project files.

RECOMMENDATION
MPRB staff recommends that the Board of Commissioners approve the Skate Park Activity Plan.
This action supports the 2007-2020 MPRB Comprehensive Plan through Vision 2, 3 and 4:
Vision Theme 2: Recreation that inspires personal growth, healthy lifestyles, and a sense of
community
Resolution 2017-371
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Goal: Residents, visitors, and workers enjoy opportunities to improve health and fitness.
Goal: People connect through parks and recreation.
Goal: Parks provide a center for community living.
Vision Theme 3: Dynamic parks that shape city character and meet diverse community needs
Goal: Parks shape and evolving city.
Goal: Park facility renewal and development respects history and focuses on sustainability,
accessibility, flexibility, and beauty.
Vision Theme 4: A safe place to play, celebrate, contemplate, and recreate
Goal: Residents, park visitors, and staff make safe choices in the parks.
Goal: Parks are safe and welcoming by design.
ATTACHMENTS:
•

Attachment A-Skate Comment Theme Summary

•

Attachment B-Skate Public Comment Log (PDF)

•

Attachment C-Skate Online Survey

(PDF)

•

Attachment D-Skate Park ID Numbers

(PDF)

•

Attachment E-Skate Moderate Impact Amendments (PDF)

(PDF)

Prepared By: Colleen O'Dell,, Strategic Planning
Review:
Cindy Anderson
Completed
11/17/2017 11:24 AM
Adam Arvidson
Completed
11/17/2017 12:04 PM
Michael Schroeder Completed
11/17/2017 6:20 PM
Jayne Miller Completed
11/19/2017 7:05 PM
Planning Committee Pending
11/29/2017 5:40 PM

Resolution 2017-371
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COMMENT THEME SUMMARY

ID# Key:
Park ID. "00" if a general comment or
1st 2 digits location outside scope of DSAMP
1=low impact; 2=moderate impact; 3=high impact;
3rd digit 4=no impact (support); 5=no impact (other reasons)

Skate Park Activity Plan

THEME ID#

THEME

00‐102

Document text or graphic corrections or
updates
Suggestion to add more information on BMX
riding

00‐103

00‐101

IMPACT

# OF
COMMENTS

7
low impact
low impact

3

Suggestion to include urban agriculture

low impact

1

00‐104

Suggestion to include youth leadership

low impact

1

00‐105

Support for equity in skate park development low impact

4

00‐106

Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks

56

low impact

38
00‐201

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

moderate impact
2

00‐202

Opposition to use of skate stoppers

moderate impact
46

00‐203

Opposition to use restrictions

moderate impact

00‐204

Suggestion to focus on only big skate parks

00‐205

Suggestion to fund construction of skate parks
rather than programming
moderate impact

00‐206

Suggestion to include off‐road (mountain)
biking

00‐207

Support for immediate funding and
improvements

00‐208
00‐301

Support for skateboarding outside of
designated skate parks
Concern with priorities or trust of local
government

Comment Theme Summary

moderate impact

moderate impact

1

1

1
11

moderate impact
3
moderate impact
high impact

3

RESPONSE

NOTES / AMENDMENTS

Most instances of these comments were minor text changes or clarifications of concepts, changes were
made to the final plan including on pages 9, 28, 29, 31, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 42, 43, 49, 51, 53, 61.
Additional text was added to the plan about BMX riding, particularly on pgs 45, 52.
The DSAMP has been modified in specific instances per this comment theme summary, but remains
largely as it was in draft form.
The DSAMP has been modified in specific instances per this comment theme summary, but remains
largely as it was in draft form.
Additional text was added to the plan supporting an equity focus, particularly on pages 7, 8, 10, 30, 38,
52.
Additional text was added to the plan supporting inclusion of BMX, particularly on pages 5, 7, 8, 10, 30,
38, 52.
Making this change would go against a SC plan recommendation, would require modification of one or
more plan sections, and would require a re‐start of the planning process, therefore the SPAP has not
been modified.
Making this change would require a re‐start of the planning process, and have potentially major impacts
on park amenitites and asset management. Skate stoppers are standard design tools used to prevent
damage to infrastructure throughout the park system that is not intended to be skated on.
Making this change would go against a SC plan recommendation, would require modification of one or
more plan sections, and would require a re‐start of the planning process, therefore the SPAP has not
been modified.
Making this change would go against a SC plan recommendation, would require modification of one or
more plan sections, and would require a re‐start of the planning process, therefore the SPAP has not
been modified.
Making this change would go against a SC plan recommendation, would require modification of one or
more plan sections, and would require a re‐start of the planning process, therefore the SPAP has not
been modified.
Making this change would go against a SC plan recommendation, would require modification of one or
more plan sections, and would require a re‐start of the planning process, therefore the SPAP has not
been modified.
Making this change would require reallocation of funding currently prioritized through the CIP and
NPP20, therefore the SPAP has not been modified.
Making this change would go against a SC plan recommendation, would require modification of one or
more plan sections, and would require a re‐start of the planning process, therefore the SPAP has not
been modified.
Making this change would go against the concept of the master plan altogether, therefore the SPAP has
not been modified.

Skate Park Activity Plan

Amendment 00A has been provided to the MPRB Commissioners,
should they like to modify or remove the text restricting BMX
metal peg use in skate parks
Amendment 00B has been provided to the MPRB Commissioners,
should they like to add language restricting or preventing the use
of skate stoppers throughout the MPRB system.
Amendment 00C has been provided to the MPRB Commissioners,
should they like to modify or remove text regarding shared space
scheduling or designation
Amendment 00D has been provided to the MPRB Commissioners,
should they like to modify text regarding proposed sizes to direct
staff to focus only on large‐size skate parks
Amendment 00E has been provided to the MPRB Commissioners,
should they like to modify or add text regarding funding priorities
Amendment 00F has been provided to the MPRB Commissioners,
should they like to add language regarding inclusion of off‐road
(mountain) biking
Amendment 00G has been provided to the MPRB Commissioners,
should they like to immediately allocate funding specifically to
skate parks
Amendment 00H has been provided to the MPRB Commissioners,
should they like to change text in the plan to specifically support
skating outside of skate parks

Attachment: Attachment A-Skate Comment Theme Summary (2017-371 : Skate Park Activity Plan Approval)

4th and 5th digits specific theme ID #

page
1 of 6Pg. 15
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COMMENT THEME SUMMARY

ID# Key:
Park ID. "00" if a general comment or
1st 2 digits location outside scope of DSAMP
1=low impact; 2=moderate impact; 3=high impact;
3rd digit 4=no impact (support); 5=no impact (other reasons)

Skate Park Activity Plan

THEME ID#

THEME

IMPACT

00‐302

Opposition to removing or converting green
spaces

high impact

00‐303

Opposition to skate parks generally

high impact

00‐304

Opposition to specific partnership

high impact

00‐305

Opposition to the plan overall

high impact

00‐306

Suggestion to put skatepark in every city park high impact

00‐401

00‐403
00‐404
00‐405
00‐406
00‐407
00‐408

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for DIY skate parks
Support for full funding of skate parks
Support for local skateboarding scene
Support for more and better skate parks

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

00‐409
00‐410
00‐411
00‐501

Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for the MPRB and parks overall
Support for the plan overall
Concern about communications process
Concern about problems at existing skate
parks
Concern that schools are not providing
exercise

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (scope)

n/a
Statement about skating, skate parks and/or
BMX generally

00‐502
00‐503
00‐504
00‐505

00‐506

Suggestion about project location priorities

1
6

This comment will be passed along to staff for use when developing future planning processes.

2

These comments will be shared with staff.
These comments will be shared with staff of approriate department and park or noted for use in future
planning processes.
These items do not impact elements of the plan.
These items do not impact elements of the plan.
These items do not impact elements of the plan.
These items do not impact elements of the plan.
These items do not impact elements of the plan.

1
1
2

14
138
3
8
24
17
57
2
53
1

These items do not impact elements of the plan.
These items do not impact elements of the plan.
These items do not impact elements of the plan.
These comments will be shared with staff of approriate department.

2

These comments will be shared with staff of approriate department and park.

no impact (scope)

1

This comment is outside of MPRB and/or plan scope

no impact

3

The commenter left these questions blank, did not answer.

no impact (scope)

no impact (statement)

no impact (future)

19

1
47

00‐507

Suggestion for detailed skate park design

no impact (future)

00‐508

Suggestion for future planning processes

no impact (future)

Comment Theme Summary

RESPONSE

Making this change would go against the concept of the master plan altogether, therefore the SPAP has
not been modified. The creation of skate parks requires installing some impervious surfaces.
Making this change would go against the concept of the master plan altogether, therefore the SPAP has
not been modified.
Making this change would require a re‐start of the planning process without existing partnerships,
therefore the SPAP has not been modified.
Making this change would go against the concept of the master plan altogether, therefore the SPAP has
not been modified.
Making this change would go against the concept of the master plan altogether, therefore the SPAP has
not been modified.

4

Appreciation for the planning processes
no impact (support)
Appreciation of Board and/or MPRB staff
no impact (support)
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate
parks
no impact (support)

00‐402

# OF
COMMENTS

10

These items do not impact elements of the plan.
The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on location of proposed
skateparks. These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation of skate parks.

NOTES / AMENDMENTS

Attachment: Attachment A-Skate Comment Theme Summary (2017-371 : Skate Park Activity Plan Approval)

4th and 5th digits specific theme ID #

The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on design of proposed
elements. These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation of skate parks.
This comment will be passed along to staff for use when developing future planning processes.
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COMMENT THEME SUMMARY

ID# Key:
Park ID. "00" if a general comment or
1st 2 digits location outside scope of DSAMP
1=low impact; 2=moderate impact; 3=high impact;
3rd digit 4=no impact (support); 5=no impact (other reasons)

Skate Park Activity Plan

THEME ID#

THEME

IMPACT

# OF
COMMENTS

RESPONSE

00‐509

Suggestion for skate park location

no impact (future)

2

00‐510

no impact (future)

1

01‐107

Suggestion to include child care
Document text or graphic corrections or
updates

The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on location of proposed
skateparks. These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation in these parks.
The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on specific
programming requirements. These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation of skate parks.

low impact

1

Minor text changes were made to the final plan including on page 25

01‐412

Support for skating and skate parks generally

no impact (support)

1

1
01‐511

Suggestion about project location priorities

no impact (future)

02‐413
02‐415
02‐513

02‐514
03‐108
03‐307
03‐416
03‐417
03‐515

Suggestion for skate park location
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate
parks
Support for concepts in the plan
Statement about skating and skate parks
generally

Suggestion for skate park location
Document text or graphic corrections or
updates
Opposition to including Brackett skate park for
improvements
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate
parks
Support for concepts in the plan
Concern about problems at existing skate
parks

no impact (support)
no impact (support)

1
5

no impact (statement)

1

These items do not impact elements of the plan.

1

The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on location of proposed
skateparks. These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation of skate parks.

7

Minor text changes were made to the final plan including on page 26

no impact (future)

no impact (future)
low impact
high impact
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (scope)

3

Making this change would go against the concept of the master plan altogether, therefore the SPAP has
not been modified.
These comments will be shared with staff of approriate department and park or noted for use in future
planning processes.
These items do not impact elements of the plan.

4

These comments will be shared with staff of approriate department and park.

1
2

3
03‐516
04‐418

Suggestion for detailed skate park design
no impact (future)
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate
parks
no impact (support)

Comment Theme Summary

The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on location of proposed
skateparks. These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation of skate parks.
The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on location of proposed
skateparks. These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation of skate parks.
These comments will be shared with staff of approriate department and park or noted for use in future
planning processes.
These items do not impact elements of the plan.

1
01‐512

These items do not impact elements of the plan.

1

NOTES / AMENDMENTS

Attachment: Attachment A-Skate Comment Theme Summary (2017-371 : Skate Park Activity Plan Approval)

4th and 5th digits specific theme ID #

The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on design of proposed
elements. These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation of skate parks.
These comments will be shared with staff of approriate department and park or noted for use in future
planning processes.
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COMMENT THEME SUMMARY

ID# Key:
Park ID. "00" if a general comment or
1st 2 digits location outside scope of DSAMP
1=low impact; 2=moderate impact; 3=high impact;
3rd digit 4=no impact (support); 5=no impact (other reasons)

Skate Park Activity Plan

THEME ID#

04‐419

THEME

Support for concepts in the plan

IMPACT

no impact (support)

# OF
COMMENTS

1
2

04‐517
05‐420

05‐518
06‐421
06‐422
06‐519

06‐520

07‐521

Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Support for concepts in the plan

no impact (future)
no impact (support)

Suggestion for detailed skate park design

Suggestion for skate park location

1

no impact (statement)

1

These items do not impact elements of the plan.

1

The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on design of proposed
elements. These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation of skate parks.

2

The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on location of proposed
skateparks. These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation of skate parks.

no impact (future)

no impact (future)

1

1
08‐209

Opposition to use of skate stoppers

moderate impact

08‐308

Opposition to specialized recreation areas
Opposition to skate park at Calhoun/Bde
Maka Ska

high impact

1

no impact (scope)

1

08‐522

1
08‐523
09‐524

Suggestion for skate park location
Statement about skate parks and/or BMX
generally

no impact (future)
no impact (statement)

1

1
10‐525

Suggestion for detailed skate park design

Comment Theme Summary

The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on design of proposed
elements. These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation of skate parks.
These items do not impact elements of the plan.

no impact (support)

5

no impact (future)

NOTES / AMENDMENTS

These items do not impact elements of the plan.

The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on design of proposed
elements. These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation of skate parks.
These comments will be shared with staff of approriate department and park or noted for use in future
planning processes.
These items do not impact elements of the plan.

Suggestion for detailed skate park design
no impact (future)
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate
parks
no impact (support)
Support for concepts in the plan
Statement about skating and skate parks
generally

4

RESPONSE

Making this change would require a re‐start of the planning process, and have potentially major impacts
on park amenitites and asset management. Skate stoppers are standard design tools used to prevent
damage to infrastructure throughout the park system that is not intended to be skated on.
Making this change would go against the concept of the master plan altogether, therefore the SPAP has
not been modified.
The Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska‐Harriet master plan was previously approved through a separate process
and board action, therefore the SPAP has not been modified.
The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on location of proposed
skateparks. These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation of skate parks.
These items do not impact elements of the plan.

Amendment 08A has been provided to the MPRB Commissioners,
should they like to add language restricting our preventing the use
of skate stoppers throughout the MPRB system.

Attachment: Attachment A-Skate Comment Theme Summary (2017-371 : Skate Park Activity Plan Approval)

4th and 5th digits specific theme ID #

The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on design of proposed
elements. These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation of skate parks.
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COMMENT THEME SUMMARY

ID# Key:
Park ID. "00" if a general comment or
1st 2 digits location outside scope of DSAMP
1=low impact; 2=moderate impact; 3=high impact;
3rd digit 4=no impact (support); 5=no impact (other reasons)

Skate Park Activity Plan

THEME ID#

THEME

IMPACT

# OF
COMMENTS

1
10‐526

no impact (future)

11‐309

Suggestion for skate park location
Concern with priorities or trust of local
government

11‐527

Concern about skating in non‐MPRB space

no impact (scope)

12‐528

Suggestion for BMX dirt course location

no impact (future)

high impact

1
1
1

12‐529

Suggestion for skate park location

12‐530

Suggestion to include off‐road (mountain)
biking

no impact (future)

no impact (scope)

RESPONSE

The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on location of proposed
skateparks. These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation of skate parks.
Making this change would go against the concept of the master plan altogether, therefore the SPAP has
not been modified.
This location is outside the scope of the MPRB system, does not impact elements of the plan, and
therefore the SPAP has not been modified.
The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on location of specific
proposed amenities These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation of skate parks.

1

The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on location of proposed
skateparks. These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation of skate parks.
Making this change would go against a SC plan recommendation, would require modification of one or
more plan sections, and would require a re‐start of the planning process, therefore the SPAP has not
been modified.

1

13‐530

Suggestion for skate park location

no impact (future)

2

The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on location of proposed
skateparks. These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation of skate parks.

14‐108

Suggestion to add more information on BMX
riding

low impact

1

Additional text was added to the plan supporting inclusion of BMX, particularly on pages 45, 52.

1

The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on location of proposed
skateparks. These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation of skate parks.

14‐531

Suggestion for skate park location

no impact (future)

1

15‐423

Suggestion for detailed skate park design
no impact (future)
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate
parks
no impact (support)

The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on design of proposed
elements. These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation of skate parks.

2

These comments will be shared with staff of approriate department and park or noted for use in future
planning processes.

15‐533

Suggestion for future planning processes

1

14‐532

15‐534
16‐109

Suggestion for skate park location
Document text or graphic corrections or
updates

Comment Theme Summary

no impact (future)

no impact (future)
low impact

NOTES / AMENDMENTS

This comment will be passed along to staff for use when developing future planning processes.

5

The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on location of proposed
skateparks. These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation of skate parks.

4

Minor text changes were made to the final plan including on page 65

Skate Park Activity Plan

Amendment 12A has been provided to the MPRB Commissioners,
should they like to add language regarding inclusion of off‐road
(mountain) biking

Attachment: Attachment A-Skate Comment Theme Summary (2017-371 : Skate Park Activity Plan Approval)
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COMMENT THEME SUMMARY

ID# Key:
Park ID. "00" if a general comment or
1st 2 digits location outside scope of DSAMP
1=low impact; 2=moderate impact; 3=high impact;
3rd digit 4=no impact (support); 5=no impact (other reasons)

Skate Park Activity Plan

THEME ID#

16‐110
16‐535
16‐536

THEME

IMPACT

Suggestion of quality skate park precedent
low impact
Statement about skating and skate parks
generally
no impact (statement)
Statement of appreciation for suburban skate
parks
no impact (statement)

# OF
COMMENTS

7
2
1

1
16‐537
17‐424
17‐425

Suggestion for skate park location
no impact (future)
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate
parks
no impact (support)
Suggestion for vendors outside of MPRB to
operate public skate parks
no impact (support)

1
1

18‐539

Suggestion for skate park location

Suggestion for skate park location

Comment Theme Summary

Minor text changes were made to the final plan including on page 65
These items do not impact elements of the plan.
These items do not impact elements of the plan.
The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on location of proposed
skateparks. These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation of skate parks.
These comments will be shared with staff of approriate department and park or noted for use in future
planning processes.
These items do not impact elements of the plan.

no impact (future)

The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on location of proposed
skateparks. These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation of skate parks.

no impact (future)

The SPAP is a concept level plan and as such does not provide detailed guidance on location of proposed
skateparks. These comments will be included in project folders and consulted during
implementation of skate parks.

2
17‐538

RESPONSE

2

Skate Park Activity Plan

NOTES / AMENDMENTS

Attachment: Attachment A-Skate Comment Theme Summary (2017-371 : Skate Park Activity Plan Approval)
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DATE
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐02
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐21
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐05

COMMENTER
NUMBER
17
51
57
62
75
101
33
44
11

2017‐10‐09
2017‐10‐09

118
118

Public Comment Log
Skate Park Activity Plan

low
moderate
high
no impact

SPECIFIC
LOCATION
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

SENTIMENT
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
statement

COMMENT SUMMARY
Thank you for listening to the Minneapolis skateboard community
Thanks MPRB for allowing input on the plan
I appreciate the opportunity to have my voice heard on this issue in which I'm highly affected
Thank you very much for reading this and taking it into consideration
Thank you for your hard work, and involving the community for input
Thank you for taking the time to hear me out
Thanks to all on the Board for considering this plan
Wants to thank the Board for all of its work so far to help promote skateboarding in Minneapolis
I couldn’t find the plan

THEME
Appreciation for the planning processes
Appreciation for the planning processes
Appreciation for the planning processes
Appreciation for the planning processes
Appreciation for the planning processes
Appreciation for the planning processes
Appreciation of Board and/or MPRB staff
Appreciation of Board and/or MPRB staff
Concern about communications process

Brackett
Brackett

concern
concern

Brackett staff suggested calling the police about skate park problems. When the police have been called, they have not shown up
Tennis courts at Brackett will deteriorate faster with people skating on them. How is this being addressed?

Concern about problems at existing skate parks
Concern about problems at existing skate parks

03‐515
03‐515

no impact (scope)
no impact (scope)

Concern about problems at existing skate parks
Concern about problems at existing skate parks

03‐515
00‐502

no impact (scope)
no impact (scope)

Concern about problems at existing skate parks
Concern about problems at existing skate parks
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate parks

00‐502
03‐515
00‐403

no impact (scope)
no impact (scope)
no impact (support)

Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate parks
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate parks
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate parks
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate parks
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate parks
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate parks
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate parks
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate parks
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate parks
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate parks
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate parks
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate parks

00‐403
04‐418
00‐403
00‐403
00‐403
17‐424
06‐421
00‐403
03‐416
00‐403
00‐403
00‐403

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate parks

15‐423

no impact (support)

Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate parks
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate parks
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate parks

15‐423
03‐416
00‐403

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate parks
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate parks
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate parks
Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate parks

00‐403
00‐403
00‐403
02‐413

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

Concern about quality of existing MPRB skate parks

00‐403

no impact (support)

Concern about skating in non‐MPRB space
Concern that schools are not providing exercise

11‐527
00‐503

no impact (scope)
no impact (scope)

Concern with priorities or trust of local government

00‐301

high impact

2017‐10‐09
2017‐10‐08

118
123

Brackett
n/a

concern
concern

2017‐10‐08
2017‐10‐07
2017‐11‐06

123
127
5

n/a
Brackett
n/a

concern
suggestion
statement

2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐02
2017‐11‐02
2017‐11‐02
2017‐11‐01
2017‐10‐31
2017‐10‐22

21
42
43
44
45
55
62
62
63
64
66
96

n/a
Creekview
n/a
n/a
n/a
South Mpls
Morris
n/a
Brackett
n/a
n/a
n/a

concern
concern
concern
concern
support
concern
concern
support
suggestion
concern
support
support

2017‐10‐12

112

North Mpls

concern

2017‐10‐12
2017‐10‐11
2017‐10‐11

113
117
117

North Mpls
Brackett
n/a

concern
concern
support

2017‐10‐09
2017‐10‐08
2017‐10‐08
2017‐10‐07

121
123
123
125

n/a
n/a
n/a
Bottineau

support
concern
support
concern

2017‐10‐07

126

suggestion

2017‐10‐15
2017‐11‐04

109
48

n/a
Government
Center Plaza
n/a

concern
concern

There are already so many problems at Brackett skate park that making it bigger is worrisome. Including: Truant youth during the school day,
swearing and loud music, youth just hanging around in the space not skating, trash, moving boxes into and skating on the tennis courts, using the
tennis nets as a skating obstacle, harassing people who want to play tennis, older youth not letting younger kids use the skate park
A problem I see is absolutely no police or park employee supervision
I’ve taken my young kids to skateparks all over the city, and have seen kids smoking cigarettes and marijuana, using skateparks as a place to go
where they know they won’t be bothered by adults
The boxes at Brackett have long since disappeared, but we would love to have our ledges back!
Anticipated new skateparks in 2000s, but was dissapointed with what was delivered
New skateboarder disappointed with the lack of adequate skate parks in Minneapolis; it doesn't reflect the richness, diversity, and health of the
skate scene in the city
Lives close to Creekview skatepark but skates at Crystal because it has more features and more people around
Would like more skateable parks, unlike current MPRB skateparks which have maintenance issues
Minneapolis has country's best park system, but skateparks are an exception and have long been neglected and underutilized
Plans must make up for neglecting Mpls world‐class, unique and racially diverse skateboarding scene
Skateparks in South Mpls in dangerous condition, disrepair and are a safety concern
In 15 years Morris skatepark only resurfaced once and done incorrectly with wrong material
Have to travel to suburbs to skate a decent park in the metro, Minneapolis doesn't have any
Bracket has almost unskateable ground, wood material shows its age, it needs complete rennovation
Dissapointed by lack of high quality public skateparks in Mpls compared to Madison
Minneapolis skateparks are all pretty outdated and I think a new improved one will really bring the scene together
The current skateparks in Minneapolis are simply not good and should be redone or at least fixed/improved
North Minneapolis current skate parks are far less advanced and maintained than the ones on the Southside, so they aren't utilized and can't
accommodate needs of teens who are in desperate need of positive activites
North Minneapolis current skate parks are far less advanced and maintained than the ones on the Southside, so they aren't utilized and can't
accommodate needs of teens who are in desperate need of positive activites
Bought house across from Brackett and was excited to skate there but been dissapointed
Because local parks suck so much my friends and I often find ourselves leaving our neighborhoods to seek out skateparks to ride
The current skateboard park system is dismal. The parks are poorly built to the point where they are dangerous, they are hard to learn on which
discourages new participants from engaging, and they aren't maintained
I feel like the current skateparks were built and then forgotten about
The main problem I see when I take my kids to the skate parks around town is they have been neglected
Bottineauis a perfect example of a skatepark with a terrible design that cost's a ton of money
Northeast and one in South skateparks have a stair set but no room for set up to do anything over them. It's a waste of space and should either get
taken out or redone so people don't just hang out on them
Government Center Plaza is one of the best skateparks in 50 miles, a space that is owned by the people, and should be an emblem of public space,
yet we make it illegal to skateboard there
Schools are not effectively serving students well including a lack of exercise

2017‐11‐04

45

n/a

concern

Local government prioritizes big business needs above those of the public

Public Comment Log

Skate Park Activity Plan

Theme ID
00‐401
00‐401
00‐401
00‐401
00‐401
00‐401
00‐402
00‐402
00‐501

THEME IMPACT
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (scope)
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COMMENTER
NUMBER

2017‐11‐04

45

2017‐11‐04

SPECIFIC
LOCATION

SENTIMENT

COMMENT SUMMARY

THEME

Theme ID

THEME IMPACT

concern

Public has lost trust in local government because of how people in marginalized communities "are treated as threats/criminals in public spaces"

Concern with priorities or trust of local government

00‐301

high impact

45

n/a
Government
Ctr Plaza

statement

Concern with priorities or trust of local government

11‐309

high impact

2017‐11‐04

45

n/a

support

Minneapolis Government Center has a huge budget, but no human programming
Public has lost trust in local government when MPRB was "scammed by a play‐ground developer and greedy politicians" to build existing Tier 1
skateparks

Concern with priorities or trust of local government

00‐301

high impact

2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐03

60
60
60
60

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

Add context to policy barriers listed on page 42 explaining what Met Council regional parks policy plan is and why skateparks are not allowed
Change population growth forecast from 11% to 9.3% on page 9 (Met Council comment)
Change word "impossible" on pps 28‐29 to "not eligible to receive regional funds"
Describe the nature of regional parks systems to better explain why skateparks in their essence are not aligned with them

Document text or graphic corrections or updates
Document text or graphic corrections or updates
Document text or graphic corrections or updates
Document text or graphic corrections or updates

00‐101
00‐101
00‐101
00‐101

low impact
low impact
low impact
low impact

2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐02
2017‐11‐02
2017‐11‐02
2017‐10‐21

60
60
63
63
63
97

n/a
n/a
Brackett
Brackett
Brackett
Outside Mpls

suggestion
suggestion
concern
concern
support
suggestion

Document text or graphic corrections or updates
Document text or graphic corrections or updates
Document text or graphic corrections or updates
Document text or graphic corrections or updates
Document text or graphic corrections or updates
Document text or graphic corrections or updates

00‐101
00‐101
03‐108
03‐108
03‐108
16‐109

low impact
low impact
low impact
low impact
low impact
low impact

2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐20

99
107

Outside Mpls
n/a

statement
statement

Provide a glossary to clarify use of the word "regional"
Zip code map on pg 31 is difficult to view when zoomed in. Please replace with the version of the map on page 59
Brackett overall unskatable because of poor ground and ramps
Skaters at Brackett take portable box elements into the tennis courts to skate because desparate for smoother ground & space
Boxes at Brackett are a crowd favorite, plastic wood surface is great for grinding
Look at the Eden Prairie Skate Plaza or the pool in the city of Mound as examples
Ojibway skatepark in Maplewood is by far the greatest skatepark in MN. It's huge yet simply designed unlike other parks where it's a small area with
a hundred things cramped together
Even though the plan is WAY too long it never mentions skaters older than 26; there are plenty!

Document text or graphic corrections or updates
Document text or graphic corrections or updates

16‐109
00‐101

low impact
low impact

2017‐10‐20
2017‐10‐11
2017‐10‐11
2017‐10‐11

107
115
117
117

Outside Mpls
Armatage
Brackett
Outside Mpls

statement
support
concern
statement

Document text or graphic corrections or updates
Document text or graphic corrections or updates
Document text or graphic corrections or updates
Document text or graphic corrections or updates

16‐109
01‐107
03‐108
16‐109

low impact
low impact
low impact
low impact

2017‐10‐09

118

Brackett

concern

Document text or graphic corrections or updates

03‐108

low impact

2017‐10‐07
2017‐10‐07

124
124

Brackett
Brackett

concern
concern

Document text or graphic corrections or updates
Document text or graphic corrections or updates

03‐108
03‐108

low impact
low impact

2017‐10‐07
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐04
2017‐10‐12

125
23
38
114

Outside Mpls
n/a
n/a
n/a

statement
n/a
n/a
n/a

16‐109
00‐504
00‐504
00‐504

low impact
no impact
no impact
no impact

2017‐10‐09
2017‐11‐04
2017‐10‐23

118
56
85

Brackett
n/a
n/a

opposition
opposition
opposition

Document text or graphic corrections or updates
n/a
n/a
n/a
Opposition to including Brackett skate park for
improvements
Opposition to removing or converting green spaces
Opposition to removing or converting green spaces

03‐307
00‐302
00‐302

high impact
high impact
high impact

2017‐10‐09

120

n/a

opposition

00‐302

high impact

2017‐10‐09

120

n/a

opposition

I am very disappointed to see that the skate park at Brackett Park is included in this plan
Keep green spaces green, don't turn them into noisy, chaotic places for youth to congregate
I don't understand why you would cement over green areas
The MPRB needs to consider additional Highest and Best Use of it's valuable (and renowned) park/trail system within the city. I think It is very
concerning that current green park space (parks that do not have existing concrete/blacktop surfaces would be torn up to add the skate park
elements
Opposition to removing or converting green spaces
We should be looking for ways to ADD and not subtract green space from our current park system. I'd ask the MPRB NOT to consider skate parks on
sites which are currently used as green space or parks for multiple uses
Opposition to removing or converting green spaces

00‐302

high impact

2017‐10‐31

66

n/a

statement

Pegs on BMX bikes are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate park

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐31

66

n/a

suggestion

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐31

66

n/a

suggestion

On page 43 remove "without pegs" as it excludes BMX street riders
On page 49 ‐ remove "Steel pegs should not be allowed on bikes in skate parks, in order to prevent structural damage." It unnecessarily excludes
BMX street riders and pegs don't cause more maintenance than other uses

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐30

67

n/a

statement

Pegs on BMX bikes are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate park

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐30

67

n/a

suggestion

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐30

67

n/a

suggestion

On page 43 remove "without pegs" as it excludes BMX street riders
On page 49 ‐ remove "Steel pegs should not be allowed on bikes in skate parks, in order to prevent structural damage." It unnecessarily excludes
BMX street riders and pegs don't cause more maintenance than other uses

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

Public Comment Log

The plan doesn't compare Minneapolis to some of the surrounding cities with good public parks (Burnsville, New Richmond, Wausau, Bemidji)
Those small cities are making Minneapolis skateparks look like a sad joke; its an embarrassment. Add that to the Activity Plan
I think part of what makes Armatage skate park work so well is that it is situated in an active park area with a park building
Brackett park is a joke ‐ ground is a "cheese grater" and ramps have holes so wheels stop
The best skatepark is the Burnsville concrete skatepark! Boy did they do it right.
I spoke with staff at Brackett about skate park issues there. Staff said they are unable to do anything because they cannot see or hear what happens
from the community center.
Brackett's skate park is trash: the ramps have chunks coming out, the movable items are completely unskatable, and the transitions suck
the only good thing at Brackett are the 2 rails
Front skatepark and Maple Grove are awesome examples of what skateparks should look like: lots of area, multiple sections, good flow, and can
house lot of skaters
(no response submitted)
(no response submitted)
(no response submitted)
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2017‐10‐26

70

n/a

statement

Pegs on BMX bikes are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate park

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐26

70

n/a

suggestion

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐26

70

n/a

suggestion

On page 43 remove "without pegs" as it excludes BMX street riders
On page 49 ‐ remove "Steel pegs should not be allowed on bikes in skate parks, in order to prevent structural damage." It unnecessarily excludes
BMX street riders and pegs don't cause more maintenance than other uses

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

72

n/a

concern

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

72

n/a

opposition

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs
Any concerns that BMX bikes are more damaging than other sports is simply wrong
Opposition to having a no‐metal‐pegs rule that requires police officers to waste time inspecting and enforcing it. State laws and common park rules
will suffice
Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

72

n/a

opposition

Opposition to not allowing metal pegs on BMX bikes ‐ most riders use aluminum or plastic pegs, so it’s a non‐issue

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

74

n/a

opposition

no metal pegs rule never made sense to me due to the fact that trucks on skate boards are made of the same material

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

74

n/a

statement

Most public skate parks are street style so BMX riders use pegs

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

77

n/a

statement

Pegs on BMX bikes are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate park

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

77

n/a

suggestion

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

77

n/a

suggestion

On page 43 remove "without pegs" as it excludes BMX street riders
On page 49 ‐ remove "Steel pegs should not be allowed on bikes in skate parks, in order to prevent structural damage." It unnecessarily excludes
BMX street riders and pegs don't cause more maintenance than other uses

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

79

n/a

statement

Pegs on BMX bikes are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate park

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

79

n/a

suggestion

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

79

n/a

suggestion

On page 43 remove "without pegs" as it excludes BMX street riders
On page 49 ‐ remove "Steel pegs should not be allowed on bikes in skate parks, in order to prevent structural damage." It unnecessarily excludes
BMX street riders and pegs don't cause more maintenance than other uses

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

80

n/a

statement

Pegs on BMX bikes are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate park

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

80

n/a

suggestion

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

80

n/a

suggestion

On page 43 remove "without pegs" as it excludes BMX street riders
On page 49 ‐ remove "Steel pegs should not be allowed on bikes in skate parks, in order to prevent structural damage." It unnecessarily excludes
BMX street riders and pegs don't cause more maintenance than other uses

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

81

n/a

statement

Pegs on BMX bikes are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate park

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

81

n/a

suggestion

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

81

n/a

suggestion

On page 43 remove "without pegs" as it excludes BMX street riders
On page 49 ‐ remove "Steel pegs should not be allowed on bikes in skate parks, in order to prevent structural damage." It unnecessarily excludes
BMX street riders and pegs don't cause more maintenance than other uses

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

82

n/a

statement

Pegs on BMX bikes are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate park

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

82

n/a

suggestion

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

82

n/a

suggestion

On page 43 remove "without pegs" as it excludes BMX street riders
On page 49 ‐ remove "Steel pegs should not be allowed on bikes in skate parks, in order to prevent structural damage." It unnecessarily excludes
BMX street riders and pegs don't cause more maintenance than other uses

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

83

n/a

statement

Pegs on BMX bikes are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate park

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

83

n/a

suggestion

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

83

n/a

suggestion

On page 43 remove "without pegs" as it excludes BMX street riders
On page 49 ‐ remove "Steel pegs should not be allowed on bikes in skate parks, in order to prevent structural damage." It unnecessarily excludes
BMX street riders and pegs don't cause more maintenance than other uses

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐22

93

n/a

opposition

BMX steel pegs don't damage anything more than skateboard trucks do so I'd appreciate you considering not banning them

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐22

93

n/a

opposition

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐21

97

n/a

opposition

BMX steel pegs must be allowed as without them you will limit the capabilities of the riders in the parks
It is important that bicycles are always part of the plan and that skate parks are designed to handle pegs on bicycles. By having a no pegs rule, it
vastly limits what can be done on a bicycle

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

Public Comment Log
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101

n/a

opposition

I have never witnessed a peg damage anything in a skatepark that a skateboard's truck wouldn’t do the same damage to

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐21

101

n/a

opposition

Skateboards have steel trucks that can do the same amount of damage as BMX pegs, so that needs to be removed

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐10‐15

109

n/a

suggestion

I understand the argument about destruction of property, but there are design solutions to many of these problems

Opposition to restrictions on BMX pegs

00‐201

moderate impact

2017‐11‐04

56

Calhoun/Bde
Maka Ska

opposition

As a resident who lives close to the park, I would strongly oppose this proposal

Opposition to skate park at Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska

08‐522

no impact (scope)

2017‐11‐04

56

Calhoun/Bde
Maka Ska

opposition

For most visitors to Mpls lakes, a skatepark in the area would hold little to no benefit

Opposition to skate park at Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska

08‐522

no impact (scope)

2017‐11‐04

56

Calhoun/Bde
Maka Ska

opposition

Has talked to other residents in the area and they oppose a skate park near the lakes

Opposition to skate park at Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska

08‐522

no impact (scope)

2017‐11‐04

56

Calhoun/Bde
Maka Ska

opposition

The proposed skatepark near Lake Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska seems foolhearty, ill thought‐out, and would be too much

Opposition to skate park at Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska

08‐522

no impact (scope)

2017‐10‐23

89

Calhoun/Bde
Maka Ska

opposition

It seems unwise to turn green space next to a city lake into concrete that can be enjoyed by a very small subset of our community

Opposition to skate park at Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska

08‐522

no impact (scope)

2017‐10‐23

90

Calhoun/Bde
Maka Ska

opposition

A skatepark here is a dumb idea that will become more evident as skate parks go out of fashion.

Opposition to skate park at Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska

08‐522

no impact (scope)

2017‐10‐23

90

Calhoun/Bde
Maka Ska

opposition

Don't drastically change a beautiful area for something that is nothing more than another sports fad that will fade along with so many other sports
fads

Opposition to skate park at Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska

08‐522

no impact (scope)

2017‐10‐23

91

Calhoun/Bde
Maka Ska

opposition

This is a terrible idea! Please just restore and preserve the green space rather than pour a bunch more concrete. Don't do this!

Opposition to skate park at Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska

08‐522

no impact (scope)

2017‐10‐23

92

Calhoun/Bde
Maka Ska

opposition

Absolutely not! A skate park here is an incredibly, stunningly inappropriate use of precious, limited green space. Please choose something ‐‐
anything ‐‐ better than this idea.

Opposition to skate park at Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska

08‐522

no impact (scope)

2017‐10‐23

92

Calhoun/Bde
Maka Ska

opposition

How about just restore the drainage and continue to enjoy it as an area where people gather, play, picnic, and enjoy nature

Opposition to skate park at Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska

08‐522

no impact (scope)

2017‐10‐23

92

Calhoun/Bde
Maka Ska

opposition

The last thing we want for the health of the lake and surrounding area is a cement‐covered area. This is a terrible, terrible idea to which I am
strongly opposed

Opposition to skate park at Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska

08‐522

no impact (scope)

2017‐10‐11

115

Calhoun/Bde
Maka Ska

opposition

Calhoun proposed skate park has no building or scheduled programing, so it doesn't fit with the parameters key to a successful skate park. That area
is instead used by people looking for a place to have a picnic, host a small impromptu gathering, or an occasional game of kickball
Opposition to skate park at Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska

08‐522

no impact (scope)

2017‐10‐11

115

Calhoun/Bde
Maka Ska

opposition

The proposed skate park near Calhoun seems odd, with no other nearby facilities, as well as the high level of vehicle and pedestrian traffic already
in that area, no parking, and demographics of young professionals and retirees.

Opposition to skate park at Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska

08‐522

no impact (scope)

2017‐10‐09

120

Calhoun/Bde
Maka Ska

opposition

Opposition to locating skate park near Lake Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska (with only 1 current large open green space with MILLIONS of visitors each year) Opposition to skate park at Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska

08‐522

no impact (scope)

2017‐10‐09

120

Calhoun/Bde
Maka Ska

opposition

Opposition to locating skate parks close to large public bodies of water

Opposition to skate park at Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska

08‐522

no impact (scope)

2017‐11‐04

56

opposition

Opposition to skate parks generally

00‐303

high impact

2017‐10‐09
2017‐10‐07
2017‐10‐20

120
128
107

Residents not only pay for their property, but they also pay to enjoy a peaceful, harmonious quality of life, free of clanking skateboards
It seems a huge disservice to take multipurpose space that can be used by all demographics (including ADA) and turn it into an extremely
specialized use that largely cannot be used year‐round
Suggestion to not work with 3rd Lair skatepark because of concerns
Why is this "Activity Plan"so big (long, wordy)?

Opposition to specialized recreation areas
Opposition to specific partnership
Opposition to the plan overall

08‐308
00‐304
00‐305

high impact
high impact
high impact

Public Comment Log

n/a
Calhoun/Bde
Maka Ska
n/a
n/a

opposition
opposition
opposition
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statement

The plan doesn't sound like someone that skates was around when it was written. I found a number of errors only a non‐skater would write

Opposition to the plan overall

00‐305

high impact

5
5
20
66

n/a
Calhoun/Bde
Maka Ska
n/a
n/a
n/a

opposition
suggestion
suggestion
concern

opposition to use of skate stoppers
opposition to use of skate stoppers
opposition to use of skate stoppers
Opposition to use restrictions

08‐209
00‐202
00‐202
00‐203

moderate impact
moderate impact
moderate impact
moderate impact

2017‐10‐31

66

n/a

concern

opposition to skate stoppers proposed on new Bde Maka Ska ledges
suggestion for "no new skate stoppers" policy in all park projects
MPRB should never spend money on "skate stoppers" without consulting skate community
If you restrict parks to one type of action sport only, what will siblings and friends on different wheels do together?
Most of the users of a skatepark are friendly with each other and separating the skateboard and BMX groups is an unnecessary discrimination/
restriction

Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203

moderate impact

2017‐10‐31
2017‐10‐30

66
67

n/a
n/a

suggestion
concern

Opposition to use restrictions
Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203
00‐203

moderate impact
moderate impact

2017‐10‐30

67

n/a

concern

Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203

moderate impact

2017‐10‐30

67

n/a

concern

On page 43 remove "Explore the possibility of a few skate spots and/or neighborhood skate parks within the network restricted to skateboarding
only, and/or scheduling of shared skate parks to allow skateboard‐ only or BMX‐only time periods" because it is not inclusive
If you restrict parks to one type of action sport only, what will siblings and friends on different wheels do together?
Most of the users of a skatepark are friendly with each other and separating the skateboard and BMX groups is an unnecessary discrimination/
restriction
The plan does not do enough to support inclusion of all community members including all action sports users, friends, and supporters and should be
re‐written

Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203

moderate impact

2017‐10‐30

67

n/a

suggestion

On page 43 remove "Explore the possibility of a few skate spots and/or neighborhood skate parks within the network restricted to skateboarding
only, and/or scheduling of shared skate parks to allow skateboard‐ only or BMX‐only time periods" because it is not inclusive

Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203

moderate impact

2017‐10‐28
2017‐10‐26

68
70

n/a
n/a

opposition
concern

Opposition to use restrictions
Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203
00‐203

moderate impact
moderate impact

2017‐10‐26

70

n/a

concern

Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203

moderate impact

2017‐10‐26
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

70
72
74
74
75
75
75

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

suggestion
opposition
concern
opposition
opposition
opposition
statement

Opposition to use restrictions
Opposition to use restrictions
Opposition to use restrictions
Opposition to use restrictions
Opposition to use restrictions
Opposition to use restrictions
Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203
00‐203
00‐203
00‐203
00‐203
00‐203
00‐203

moderate impact
moderate impact
moderate impact
moderate impact
moderate impact
moderate impact
moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

75

n/a

statement

Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

75
77

n/a
n/a

statement
concern

Opposition to use restrictions
Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203
00‐203

moderate impact
moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

77

n/a

concern

Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

77

n/a

concern

Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

77
79

n/a
n/a

suggestion
concern

Opposition to use restrictions
Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203
00‐203

moderate impact
moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

79

n/a

concern

Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

79

n/a

concern

Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203

moderate impact

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

79
80

n/a
n/a

suggestion
concern

Opposition to use restrictions
Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203
00‐203

moderate impact
moderate impact

2017‐10‐25

80

n/a

concern

Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203

moderate impact

Public Comment Log

Not allowing BMX bikes into skateparks discriminates against kids looking for a safe place to ride and transform themselves into responsible adults
If you restrict parks to one type of action sport only, what will siblings and friends on different wheels do together?
Most of the users of a skatepark are friendly with each other and separating the skateboard and BMX groups is an unnecessary discrimination/
restriction
On page 43 remove "Explore the possibility of a few skate spots and/or neighborhood skate parks within the network restricted to skateboarding
only, and/or scheduling of shared skate parks to allow skateboard‐ only or BMX‐only time periods" because it is not inclusive
Don't limit parks to any single discipline or discriminate/exclude users
dissapointed that some skate parks in the cities regulate or exclude bikes and/or pegs
The skate comuntity and the BMX comunity get along very well so there is no need to separate us
Opposition to language in proposed plan that creates a divide between skateboards and other "users on wheels"
When you give license to one user group and exclude others, you create tension. That divide is where the problems arise.
I have traveled the world and ridden parks with all "users on wheels" with no issue because I respect all user's styles and safety
Skate parks are playgrounds for different ages, skills, and tools to experience it. You have to take turns and be mindful of other users. This is a big
lesson that plays out in other areas of life
Skateboards, BMX, inline skates, and scooters have used the same ramps/courses/parks together since the 70s when action sports came to be
If you restrict parks to one type of action sport only, what will siblings and friends on different wheels do together?
Most of the users of a skatepark are friendly with each other and separating the skateboard and BMX groups is an unnecessary discrimination/
restriction
The plan does not do enough to support Inclusion of all community members including all action sports users, friends, and supporters and should
be re‐written
On page 43 remove "Explore the possibility of a few skate spots and/or neighborhood skate parks within the network restricted to skateboarding
only, and/or scheduling of shared skate parks to allow skateboard‐ only or BMX‐only time periods" because it is not inclusive
If you restrict parks to one type of action sport only, what will siblings and friends on different wheels do together?
Most of the users of a skatepark are friendly with each other and separating the skateboard and BMX groups is an unnecessary discrimination/
restriction
The plan does not do enough to support inclusion of all community members including all action sports users, friends, and supporters and should be
re‐written
On page 43 remove "Explore the possibility of a few skate spots and/or neighborhood skate parks within the network restricted to skateboarding
only, and/or scheduling of shared skate parks to allow skateboard‐ only or BMX‐only time periods" because it is not inclusive
If you restrict parks to one type of action sport only, what will siblings and friends on different wheels do together?
Most of the users of a skatepark are friendly with each other and separating the skateboard and BMX groups is an unnecessary discrimination/
restriction
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The plan does not do enough to support inclusion of all community members including all action sports users, friends, and supporters and should be
re‐written
Opposition to use restrictions

2017‐10‐25

80

n/a

concern

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

80
81

n/a
n/a

suggestion
concern

2017‐10‐25

81

n/a

concern

2017‐10‐25

81

n/a

concern

2017‐10‐25

81

n/a

suggestion

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

81
82

n/a
n/a

support
concern

2017‐10‐25

82

n/a

concern

2017‐10‐25

82

n/a

concern

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

82
83

n/a
n/a

suggestion
concern

2017‐10‐25

83

n/a

concern

2017‐10‐25

83

n/a

concern

2017‐10‐25

83

n/a

suggestion

2017‐10‐22
2017‐10‐20

95
106

n/a
n/a

concern
statement

2017‐10‐15
2017‐11‐04

109
51

Cancer
Survivor's Park statement
Bottineau
statement

2017‐10‐09
2017‐10‐07

119
130

Morris
Outside Mpls

statement
statement

2017‐10‐07

130

Outside Mpls

statement

Some of my most vivid memories including skating the old Federal Reserve (now Cancer Survivors Park) in downtown Minneapolis
Uses Bottineau skatepark frequently
We frequent Morris Park regularly and my young kids often want to make a few runs on at the skate park before playing on the playground
equipment
I learned how to skateboard at age 27 because of the free skate parks in Denver and Aspen, funded through lottery proceeds
My 94 year old grandmother lives across the street from the Denver skatepark and loves to go watch, it's an awesome way to engage people of all
ages

2017‐11‐06

5

n/a

statement

statement that skateboarders already self‐regulate behavior and avoid crowds for safety

2017‐11‐04

50

n/a

statement

My kids skate as often as they can after school and on weekends outside until the snow flies

2017‐11‐02

62

n/a

statement

Despite rumors, not a single free public skatepark built the last 10 years

2017‐11‐02

63

n/a

statement

Has skated Mpls skate parks for 10 years, heard a lot of feedback

2017‐10‐31

66

n/a

suggestion

Benefits of skateboarding are the same ones for BMX, scootering, and inline skating

2017‐10‐28

68

n/a

statement

BMX rider who grew up with skating friends and recreated together

2017‐10‐26

69

n/a

statement

Has young kids who both skate board and BMX ride

Public Comment Log

On page 43 remove "Explore the possibility of a few skate spots and/or neighborhood skate parks within the network restricted to skateboarding
only, and/or scheduling of shared skate parks to allow skateboard‐ only or BMX‐only time periods" because it is not inclusive
If you restrict parks to one type of action sport only, what will siblings and friends on different wheels do together?
Most of the users of a skatepark are friendly with each other and separating the skateboard and BMX groups is an unnecessary discrimination/
restriction
The plan does not do enough to support inclusion of all community members including all action sports users, friends, and supporters and should be
re‐written
On page 43 remove "Explore the possibility of a few skate spots and/or neighborhood skate parks within the network restricted to skateboarding
only, and/or scheduling of shared skate parks to allow skateboard‐ only or BMX‐only time periods" because it is not inclusive
Please take your time with this and don't create another level of discrimination, especially for the younger generation BMX, scooter, and inline
skateboard riders
If you restrict parks to one type of action sport only, what will siblings and friends on different wheels do together?
Most of the users of a skatepark are friendly with each other and separating the skateboard and BMX groups is an unnecessary discrimination/
restriction
The plan does not do enough to support inclusion of all community members including all action sports users, friends, and supporters and should be
re‐written
On page 43 remove "Explore the possibility of a few skate spots and/or neighborhood skate parks within the network restricted to skateboarding
only, and/or scheduling of shared skate parks to allow skateboard‐ only or BMX‐only time periods" because it is not inclusive
If you restrict parks to one type of action sport only, what will siblings and friends on different wheels do together?
Most of the users of a skatepark are friendly with each other and separating the skateboard and BMX groups is an unnecessary discrimination/
restriction
The plan does not do enough to support inclusion of all community members including all action sports users, friends, and supporters and should be
re‐written
On page 43 remove "Explore the possibility of a few skate spots and/or neighborhood skate parks within the network restricted to skateboarding
only, and/or scheduling of shared skate parks to allow skateboard‐ only or BMX‐only time periods" because it is not inclusive
At X Games BMX & Skate share the exact same street course, they have never limited the use or potential of bikes. BMX is just as much of a part of
X Games as Skate is
There is a stong BMX community and for the most part we get along and create friendships and bonds with skateboarders

Skate Park Activity Plan

Theme ID

THEME IMPACT

00‐203

moderate impact

Opposition to use restrictions
Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203
00‐203

moderate impact
moderate impact

Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203

moderate impact

Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203

moderate impact

Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203

moderate impact

Opposition to use restrictions
Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203
00‐203

moderate impact
moderate impact

Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203

moderate impact

Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203

moderate impact

Opposition to use restrictions
Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203
00‐203

moderate impact
moderate impact

Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203

moderate impact

Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203

moderate impact

Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203

moderate impact

Opposition to use restrictions
Opposition to use restrictions

00‐203
00‐203

moderate impact
moderate impact

Statement about skate parks and/or BMX generally
Statement about skating and skate parks generally

09‐524
02‐513

no impact (statement)
no impact (statement)

Statement about skating and skate parks generally
Statement about skating and skate parks generally

06‐519
16‐535

no impact (statement)
no impact (statement)

Statement about skating and skate parks generally
Statement about skating, skate parks and/or BMX
generally
Statement about skating, skate parks and/or BMX
generally
Statement about skating, skate parks and/or BMX
generally
Statement about skating, skate parks and/or BMX
generally
Statement about skating, skate parks and/or BMX
generally
Statement about skating, skate parks and/or BMX
generally
Statement about skating, skate parks and/or BMX
generally

16‐535

no impact (statement)

00‐505

no impact (statement)

00‐505

no impact (statement)

00‐505

no impact (statement)

00‐505

no impact (statement)

00‐505

no impact (statement)

00‐505

no impact (statement)

00‐505

no impact (statement)
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COMMENTER
NUMBER

SPECIFIC
LOCATION

COMMENT SUMMARY

2017‐10‐25

75

n/a

statement

Lifelong skater and BMXer was at Target HQ when kick off of sponsorship with Hoffman Bikes, Shawn White, and Nate Adams

2017‐10‐25

78

n/a

statement

Members of the BMX community are respectful riders and polite towards skateboarders, scooters, and the skate community

2017‐10‐25

78

n/a

statement

Remembers when city skateparks were few and bmx was not allowed

2017‐10‐25

78

n/a

statement

2017‐10‐25

81

n/a

concern

Xgames bmx gold medalist Colton Walker calls Minneapolis home
Older adults can leave a park if "bad vibes" ensue between skateboarders and BMX riders, but young kids who are dropped off by parents don't
have that luxury

2017‐10‐22

95

n/a

statement

"The Factory" in Mpls helped film a Super Bowl commercial showcasing BMX riding, and did demos for Xgames

2017‐10‐22

95

n/a

statement

Colton Walker started riding BMX at The Factory in NE Mpls, and won first place gold in BMX Dirt at X Games Minneapolis in 2017

2017‐10‐22

95

n/a

2017‐10‐15

109

n/a

concern

The local BMX talent we have been producing is just incredible
It is a shame that is has taken this long for a city with such a rich history of skateboarding to start the process of creating spaces for the sport to
thrive

2017‐10‐15

109

n/a

statement

A great source of information is "Skateboarding, Space and the City: Architecture and the Body" by Iain Borden

2017‐10‐07

130

n/a

statement

Learning how to skateboard in a luxury cement park outside Mpls was liberating and full of opportunities to be part of a very positive community

2017‐10‐07

130

n/a

statement

My experiences of skateparks were a variety of kids, families, and adults always skating, always laughing, and also trying to mentor one another

THEME
Statement about skating, skate parks and/or BMX
generally
Statement about skating, skate parks and/or BMX
generally
Statement about skating, skate parks and/or BMX
generally
Statement about skating, skate parks and/or BMX
generally
Statement about skating, skate parks and/or BMX
generally
Statement about skating, skate parks and/or BMX
generally
Statement about skating, skate parks and/or BMX
generally
Statement about skating, skate parks and/or BMX
generally
Statement about skating, skate parks and/or BMX
generally
Statement about skating, skate parks and/or BMX
generally
Statement about skating, skate parks and/or BMX
generally
Statement about skating, skate parks and/or BMX
generally

2017‐11‐08
2017‐11‐02

3
63

Outside Mpls
n/a

statement
suggestion

Many of the new parks in the Minneapolis suburbs have been great additions
Fix existing skateparks at low cost as temporary solution until Nokomis and NE Athletic Field skate parks are completed

2017‐11‐02

63

suggestion

2017‐10‐26
2017‐11‐06
2017‐11‐08
2017‐11‐06
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04

69
2
3
5
7
7
8
11
15
15
22
22
26
33
33
35
40
42

Armatage
Nokomis/Hiaw
atha
Brackett
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Creekview

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
concern
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
statement
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
support
suggestion
support
suggestion

2017‐11‐04

43

n/a

suggestion

2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04

43
43
47
47

n/a
n/a
Creekview
NE Mpls

suggestion
support
suggestion
suggestion

2017‐11‐04

48

n/a

support

Public Comment Log

SENTIMENT

Theme ID

THEME IMPACT

00‐505

no impact (statement)

00‐505

no impact (statement)

00‐505

no impact (statement)

00‐505

no impact (statement)

00‐505

no impact (statement)

00‐505

no impact (statement)

00‐505

no impact (statement)

00‐505

no impact (statement)

00‐505

no impact (statement)

00‐505

no impact (statement)

00‐505

no impact (statement)

00‐505

no impact (statement)

Statement of appreciation for suburban skate parks
Suggestion about project location priorities

16‐536
00‐506

no impact (statement)
no impact (future)

Armatage is simple and has good fundamentals: good ground, decent amount of ramps, good rail and box, so it can wait for rennovations

Suggestion about project location priorities

01‐511

no impact (future)

Currently use BMX facility in Isanti but would love BMX dirt course closer to home by Lake Nokomis, and soon
No need to remove the tennis courts. Just remove the fence and use smooth cement
I would strongly recommend including more open space without trying to fit in too many obstacles which overcrowds the parks
suggestion to use design considerations other than skate stoppers such as beveling edges, rough materials, ledges
Open spaces are important in skateparks. Many new skateparks in suburbs cram too many obstacles into too small of a space
It’s important to have basic features in plaza parks ‐ good boxes, flatbars, space for approaches, a lot of skaters prefer them
There should be a mini ramp
Good surfacing and spacing out features is important, especially rails, boxes, quarter pipes
The street style parks is most popular in skateboarding ‐ the plaza type style is also liked
To fix bad parks need smooth ground, ramps and stairs without cracks or holes
Site design suggestion ‐ the 3ft restriction isn't that big of a deal as long as the transition is wide and flows
Site design suggestions ‐ long/wider quarterpipes with corners, longer ledges, round rails over flat bars
Make Armatage Park a plaza there’s more than enough room for fields
Site design ‐ would love to see the inclusion of bowls, and more transitions, along with street‐type features
Would like a park built under a bridge or a covered area to extend the activity season
Please build more bowls for us older skaters
support for more bowls and transition skate amenities
Would love to see more transition‐oriented features at Creekview
Site design suggestions ‐ street options: ledges, SAFE stair‐sets and handrails, flatbars, banks, A‐frames, hubbas, round AND flat grind rail surfaces,
and manual pads.
Site design suggestions ‐ transition: quarter pipes and variations (tall and short, skinny and wide), mini ramps, pump tracks, snake runs, humps,
spines, curved quarter pipes, bowls, half pipes, launch ramps, and vert ramps.
Supports flat ground and space between obstacles made out of SMOOTH concrete, so not crowded and a better flow
Can we get a metal‐edged ledge put in Shingle‐Creek at least?
Suggests a plaza style skatepark in Mpls/NE Mpls with lots of ledges and flow, not pre‐fab, with sculptures
Build skateparks to be aesthetically pleasing, use existing elements, with unique features, green spaces, lights, and water fountains intriguing to
skaters and non‐skaters alike

Suggestion for BMX dirt course location
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design

12‐528
03‐516
00‐507
00‐507
00‐507
00‐507
00‐507
00‐507
00‐507
00‐507
00‐507
00‐507
00‐507
00‐507
00‐507
00‐507
00‐507
04‐517

no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)

Suggestion for detailed skate park design

00‐507

no impact (future)

Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design

00‐507
00‐507
04‐517
14‐532

no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)

Suggestion for detailed skate park design

00‐507

low impact

Skate Park Activity Plan
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THEME

Theme ID

THEME IMPACT

2017‐11‐04

51

n/a

suggestion

Suggestion to build a skatepark with similar design to new Carpenter skate park in St. Louis park to draw more visitors and make Mpls a skate hub

Suggestion for detailed skate park design

00‐507

no impact (future)

2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐02

57
57
57
57
63

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Brackett

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
support
suggestion

All skate styles should be served in local parks with large ramps, flowing speed lines, and obstacles inspired by modern street skateboarding
the best skateparks separate low speed zones from faster ones and connect them with flowinglines
Variety between and within skateparks is what keeps this city's skateboarding scene one of the best in the world
Look at sucessgful skateparks in metro area suburbs and throughout the country that attract a wide range of users
Suggestion to build better ground at Brackett, keep boxes, add simple ramps and a circle rail

Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design

00‐507
00‐507
00‐507
00‐507
03‐516

no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)

2017‐11‐02
2017‐11‐02
2017‐11‐02
2017‐11‐02
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

63
63
63
63
71
76

Elliot
Elliot
Elliot
Morris
n/a
n/a

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

Only thing Elliot needs is a good box like the Armatage flat box: @ 1ft tall, 4ft wide, 6‐7ft long from same company that made the ramps
Place a good box in Elliot in the large open area closest to South 6th St, not too close to grass edge
Turn Elliot into a large skate plaza like the one Denver has
suggestion to simply improve ground at Morris to make it temporarily skateable and draw more users
Would like a skate park in my neighborhood that allows BMX bikes
Suggestion to have a "manuel pad" one foot to one and a half feet high as well as one for kids

Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design

05‐518
05‐518
05‐518
06‐520
00‐507
00‐507

no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

76
76
84

n/a
n/a
n/a

support
support
support

Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design

00‐507
00‐507
00‐507

no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)

2017‐10‐23
2017‐10‐23

86
88

n/a
Brackett

suggestion
suggestion

Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design

00‐507
03‐516

no impact (future)
no impact (future)

2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐21

97
97

n/a
n/a

suggestion
suggestion

Suggestion to allow a good amount of flat ground between and around quarter pips, ledges, and flat bars so park can be used to its full potential
Suggestion to use a mix of cement angle iron ledges & recycled plastic ledges
Make a plaza‐like park that's awesome, fun, appealing to all types of athletes and actually utilizing spaces at parks
Please make more LIT AT NIGHT skateparks. Not all skaters are kids, some are dads, moms, adults and we don't all have the luxury to skate during
the afternoon. Sometimes skating at night is better
Wish there was more room, a half pipe at Brackett skate park, and some structures here to do big tricks at Brackett
A skatepark needs to be designed with street type use in mind and have things you'd come across around town: stairs with handrails, pools, jumps,
banks and wall rides
Have all sides of obstacles be ramps so a rider or skater can get creative

Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design

00‐507
00‐507

no impact (future)
no impact (future)

2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐21

97
97
97

n/a
n/a
n/a

suggestion
support
support

Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design

00‐507
00‐507
00‐507

no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)

2017‐10‐21

97

n/a

support

Suggestion for detailed skate park design

00‐507

no impact (future)

2017‐10‐21

99

support

Suggestion for detailed skate park design

00‐507

no impact (future)

2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐21

99
100
101

n/a
Downtown
Mpls
n/a
n/a

Smaller, less transitioned (bigger radius) ramps are good for beginners and should always be available to allow people to progress
Having everything small will not keep people interested as they gain experience
Small ramps and transition "kickers" are not long enough to properly pump and ride out and safely get air in a controled fashion
When thinking about safety, it not about the size of the ramps, it's about the overall design: make sure it's long enough and has an appropriate
downside landing ramp.
We need variety in skateparks. The designs of skateparks in neighboring cities copy each other and it doesn't help if a new skatepark is just like
another that's 15 miles away

support
support
support

Build a downtown skate park with cover or canopy above
Have more plaza like parks that are art influenced and are visually appealing
including smaller ramps for kids is a great idea, don’t just leave the entire park to small ramps though

Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design

10‐525
00‐507
00‐507

no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)

2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐20
2017‐10‐11

101
108
117

n/a
n/a
n/a

support
support
suggestion

Use ideas from well known and liked skateparks around the country (Louisville comes to mind) to make a finalized blueprint of the park
Flow lines should not cross and there sould be more than just one back‐and forth‐line
If you put a concrete bowl into Brackett park I will give you my first born. Just kidding, but seriously... It would be SO RAD

Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design

00‐507
00‐507
00‐507

no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)

2017‐10‐11

117

n/a

suggestion

Suggestion for detailed skate park design

00‐507

no impact (future)

2017‐10‐07
2017‐10‐07
2017‐10‐07

125
126
126

n/a
n/a
n/a

support
concern
suggestion

Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design

00‐507
00‐507
00‐507

no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)

2017‐10‐07

131

Elliot

suggestion

Suggestion for detailed skate park design

05‐518

no impact (future)

2017‐10‐07
2017‐10‐06
2017‐11‐06

131
136
2

Elliot
n/a
n/a

support
suggestion
suggestion

My main request is for more half pipes. Half pipes bring people together and concrete halfpipes (and bowls) are where community is made!
BEFORE YOU SPEND THE MONEY TO BUILD A CONCRETE SKATEPARK, MAKE SURE THAT IT HAS A FLAWLESS DESIGN SO PEOPLE ACTUALLY WANT TO
SKATE IT.
ramps with too extreme angles cause you to lose all of your speed by the time you get up the pyramid
Don't put stairs on a ramp unless they're meant for skating
Suggestion to remove existing ramps from Elliot, and redo parts of the ground with cast‐in‐place concrete features at less than the cost of a full new
skatepark
I believe Elliot is a beautiful place and could attract a large numbers of skateboarders from the surrounding metro with some expansions and
improvements, which would also increase business and help the Elliot community to grow
BMX dirt jumps are awesome and are popping up in other Twin Cities areas, but more is better
suggestion to include members of skateboard community in detailed park planning processes

Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for detailed skate park design
Suggestion for future planning processes

05‐518
00‐507
00‐508

no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)

2017‐11‐04
2017‐10‐25

54
78

n/a
n/a

suggestion
suggestion

Please continue to survey and reach out to skate community through partners who can connect quickly and directly via social media
I highly suggest that you please include the bmx community when planning these skateparks

Suggestion for future planning processes
Suggestion for future planning processes

00‐508
00‐508

no impact (future)
no impact (future)

2017‐10‐21

103

n/a

statement

It’s a great idea. But like all great ideas, the strategy needs to be solid. Have a safety strategy to keep the park drug free and fight/bully free

Suggestion for future planning processes

00‐508

no impact (future)

Public Comment Log
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103
n/a
109
North Mpls

SENTIMENT
suggestion
suggestion

2017‐10‐11

116

n/a

concern

2017‐10‐09

118

n/a

suggestion

2017‐10‐09
2017‐10‐08
2017‐10‐08
2017‐11‐06

121
123
123
5

support
concern
support
suggestion

2017‐11‐06
2017‐11‐06
2017‐11‐06
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐04

5
5
5
30
55

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Calhoun/Bde
Maka Ska
North Mpls
Uptown
Uptown
South Mpls

2017‐10‐23

87

concern

2017‐10‐23

87

Audubon
NE Athletic
Field

2017‐10‐23

87

2017‐10‐23
2017‐10‐23

87
87

2017‐10‐21

104

2017‐10‐21

105

Audubon
NE Athletic
Field
Bottineau
Downtown
Mpls
Nokomis/Hiaw
atha

2017‐10‐20
2017‐10‐13

108
110

South Mpls
NE Mpls

suggestion
suggestion

2017‐10‐12

112

North Mpls

concern

2017‐10‐12

112

North Mpls

support

2017‐10‐12

113

North Mpls

concern

2017‐10‐12
2017‐10‐11

113
115

North Mpls
Armatage

support
support

2017‐10‐09
2017‐10‐06

120
132

n/a
Outside Mpls

2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐08
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05

55
3
11
11

2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐04

2017‐10‐22

Public Comment Log

COMMENT SUMMARY
Local riders know what people want and would love to have a hand in future discussions and brainstorming sessions
Please consider including the North side in skatepark planning
Please consider all voices from the future occupants of the park (ie. Skateboarders, BMX, Rollerbladers, etc.). I feel like those skateparks built that
don't have construction involvement of the end user tend to fail
I would like to hear a detailed plan that addresses how problems at Brackett skate park will be addressed currently and if the skate park is enlarged
at some point in the future
Always keep active skateboarders involved in the decision making process from park design to who builds the actual parks, it is essential to creating
a beneficial outcome
Whatever maintenance schedule is approved needs to be adhered to
Plans for maintenance and governance need to be a major part of the discussion
suggestion to include specific recommendations skatepark locations where current gaps exist

THEME
Suggestion for future planning processes
Suggestion for future planning processes

Theme ID
THEME IMPACT
00‐508
no impact (future)
15‐533
no impact (future)

Suggestion for future planning processes

00‐508

no impact (future)

Suggestion for future planning processes

00‐508

no impact (future)

Suggestion for future planning processes
Suggestion for future planning processes
Suggestion for future planning processes
Suggestion for skate park location

00‐508
00‐508
00‐508
00‐509

no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)

suggestion for a new skatepark in between the skatepark proposed at Bde Maka Ska and Green Central
suggestion for new skatepark in North Minneapolis along West Broadway
suggestion for a new skatepark in Uptown
There is a vacant lot in uptown that could be a great place for a small, simple skatepark
Turn city‐owned property at 26th and Minnehaha into a do it yourself skatepark until a buyer can be found
There are two ramps chained to a fence in the Adoubon tennis courts, and they have been there for about three weeks, so is there going to be a
skatepark there?

Suggestion for skate park location
Suggestion for skate park location
Suggestion for skate park location
Suggestion for skate park location
Suggestion for skate park location

08‐523
15‐534
18‐539
18‐539
17‐538

no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)
no impact (future)

Suggestion for skate park location

07‐521

no impact (future)

Suggestion for skate park location

13‐530

no impact (future)

suggestion

We had heard that there might be a skatepark in Northeast Athletic Field park in the mini golf area, but nothing has happened there
No one uses Audubon tennis courts because they are not maintained and the nets have not been up, would LOVE to see a skatepark there this
summer

Suggestion for skate park location

07‐521

no impact (future)

suggestion
support

Would love to see a skate park at Northeast Athletic Field park this next summer
Would love to have a skatepark closer to home than Bottineau

Suggestion for skate park location
Suggestion for skate park location

14‐531
02‐514

no impact (future)
no impact (future)

suggestion

Suggestion for skate park location

10‐526

no impact (future)

Suggestion for skate park location

12‐529

no impact (future)

Suggestion for skate park location
Suggestion for skate park location

17‐538
14‐531

no impact (future)
no impact (future)

Suggestion for skate park location

15‐534

no impact (future)

Suggestion for skate park location

15‐534

no impact (future)

Suggestion for skate park location

15‐534

no impact (future)

Suggestion for skate park location
Suggestion for skate park location

15‐534
01‐512

no impact (future)
no impact (future)

suggestion
support

building a new skate park in the center of our city that is big and well made would be a great addition to to Minneapolis
A skate park off of Nokomis would be amazing. People skateboard around the lake and a skate park there would help keep skaters off of school and
other properties
I would really love a park for me and my kids to frequent close to Central Gym, Nokomis, or Cedar Field (right now we drive to Plymouth, Eden
Prairie, or Burnsville
New and/or improved skateparks in Minneapolis specifially in District 1 would be a highly valued ammenity.
North Mpls is always the last to receive accomodations to serve our youth who are faced with the most challenges in MN due to the violence and
economic state in our community, yet we are the one's that need it the most
I agree with adding adequate skate parks in Minneapolis, especially North Mpls. Few Northside parents I know take their teens to other skate parks
in the subarbs and are able to pay the fees
North Mpls is always the last to receive accomodations to serve our youth who are faced with the most challenges in MN due to the violence and
economic state in our community, yet we are the one's that need it the most
I agree with adding adequate skate parks in Minneapolis, especially North Mpls. Few Northside parents I know take their teens to other skate parks
in the subarbs and are able to pay the fees
The recommended improvements to Armatage would be welcomed, even an expansion
Suggestion to consider locations that could use revitalization such as Brownfields and areas that are closer to city center which have no reason for
youth/visitors to currently use them
Add a Richfield park to the list

00‐509
16‐537

no impact (future)
no impact (future)

South Mpls
Outside Mpls
Outside Mpls
Outside Mpls

suggestion
suggestion
statement
statement

Skateparks in South Mpls could be operated by DIY skaters at a fraction of the cost
The Woodbury park offers a great example of using space well
Likes New Hope skatepark because it has good ground and you can move the ramps
Likes Ojibway skatepark in MN because it’s spread out and has good ground

Suggestion for skate park location
Suggestion for skate park location
Suggestion for vendors outside of MPRB to operate public
skate parks
Suggestion of quality skate park precedent
Suggestion of quality skate park precedent
Suggestion of quality skate park precedent

17‐425
16‐110
16‐110
16‐110

no impact (support)
low impact
low impact
low impact

17
17
22
45

Outside Mpls
Outside Mpls
Outside Mpls
Outside Mpls

statement
statement
statement
support

Suggestion of quality skate park precedent
Suggestion of quality skate park precedent
Suggestion of quality skate park precedent
Suggestion of quality skate park precedent

16‐110
16‐110
16‐110
16‐110

low impact
low impact
low impact
low impact

95

NE Mpls

statement

Skateparks that are also tourist attractions include Grant Park‐Chicago, Venice Beach‐Los Angeles, North Houston‐Houson, and Southbank in London
St. Cloud has the best skatepark in the state
LES skatepark in NY is a good example of a good transition
Suggests looking at Malmo, Sweden for example of how to integrate skateboarding into public spaces and parks
7 years ago local community started, funded & now operate"The Factory" ‐ a fee/membership‐based 24‐hour Indoor Bike & Skate Park/Training
Facility located in Northeast Minneapolis. It features Minnesota's only foam pit and padded resi jumps for safely learning air tricks on bikes or
boards

Suggestion to add more information on BMX riding

14‐108

low impact

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

concern

support
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2017‐10‐22

95

n/a

suggestion

2017‐10‐22
2017‐10‐22
2017‐10‐06

95
95
133

n/a
n/a
n/a

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

2017‐10‐06
2017‐11‐04

135
45

n/a
n/a

suggestion
suggestion

2017‐10‐09

119

n/a

suggestion

It is difficult to fundraise for capital projects. Please fund the construction of skateparks rather than programming
Suggestion that Skatepark planning and development must include child‐care
As I read through the skate park plan many of the benefits align with off‐road biking ‐ would like to know how to approach this topic with the right
people

2017‐10‐09

119

n/a

2017‐10‐09
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐02
2017‐11‐05

119
45
45
62
24

2017‐10‐31

Theme ID

THEME IMPACT

Suggestion to add more information on BMX riding

00‐102

low impact

Suggestion to add more information on BMX riding
Suggestion to add more information on BMX riding
Suggestion to focus on only big skate parks
Suggestion to fund construction of skate parks rather than
programming
Suggestion to include child care

00‐102
00‐102
00‐204

low impact
low impact
moderate impact

00‐205
00‐510

moderate impact
no impact (future)

Suggestion to include off‐road (mountain) biking

00‐206

moderate impact

suggestion

Has there been consideration to incorporate mountain biking and off‐road cycling skills courses in this plan? Theo Wirth trails are great but far away Suggestion to include off‐road (mountain) biking

00‐206

moderate impact

Nokomis/Hiaw
atha
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

It would be fantastic to see small scale off‐road cycling course with the opportunity to grow on the southeast side (Nokomis/Hiawatha) of the city
that is a blend of pump track, single track, and obstacle/skills similar to Jay Dix course in Columbia, Missouri.
Suggestion that skatepark planning and development should include community agriculture
Suggestion that Skatepark planning and development must include youth leadership
every park should have a skatepark here in Minneapolis
Please include BMX bikes in future plans

Suggestion to include off‐road (mountain) biking
Suggestion to include urban agriculture
Suggestion to include youth leadership
Suggestion to put skatepark in every city park
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks

12‐530
00‐103
00‐104
00‐306
00‐106

no impact (scope)
low impact
low impact
high impact
low impact

66

n/a

statement

Having additional users of skate parks like BMX, scooters, and skates is a benefit to the park, not a challenge. The more users the better.

Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks

00‐106

low impact

2017‐10‐31
2017‐10‐31
2017‐10‐31

66
66
66

n/a
n/a
n/a

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

Add "inclusion" to goal three, referring to inclusion of other action sports like BMX, and include additional text in the goals and strategies section
On page 15, move "users on wheels" from Challenges to Trends.
On page 56 add BMX riders to the list of project stakeholders, they are a critical user group

Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks

00‐106
00‐106
00‐106

low impact
low impact
low impact

2017‐10‐30

67

n/a

statement

Having additional users of skate parks like BMX, scooters, and skates is a benefit to the park, not a challenge. The more users the better.

Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks

00‐106

low impact

2017‐10‐30

67

n/a

suggestion

A wide variety of users of skate parks beyond skateboarding should also be supported and celebrated

Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks

00‐106

low impact

2017‐10‐30
2017‐10‐30
2017‐10‐30

67
67
67

n/a
n/a
n/a

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

Add "inclusion" to goal three, referring to inclusion of other action sports like BMX, and include additional text in the goals and strategies section
On page 15, move "users on wheels" from Challenges to Trends.
On page 56 add BMX riders to the list of project stakeholders, they are a critical user group

Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks

00‐106
00‐106
00‐106

low impact
low impact
low impact

2017‐10‐26

70

n/a

statement

Having additional users of skate parks like BMX, scooters, and skates is a benefit to the park, not a challenge. The more users the better.

Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks

00‐106

low impact

2017‐10‐26
2017‐10‐26
2017‐10‐26
2017‐10‐26
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

70
70
70
70
71
72

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
statement
suggestion

Add "inclusion" to goal three, referring to inclusion of other action sports like BMX, and include additional text in the goals and strategies section
On page 15, move "users on wheels" from Challenges to Trends.
On page 56 add BMX riders to the list of project stakeholders, they are a critical user group
re‐examine and broaden the level of includsion for BMX riders in the plan
MN has few options for BMX riding in parks, but other parks around the world do
Simple park etiquette and communication will alleviate any issues between skateboarders and BMX riders

Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks

00‐106
00‐106
00‐106
00‐106
00‐106
00‐106

low impact
low impact
low impact
low impact
low impact
low impact

2017‐10‐25

77

n/a

statement

Having additional users of skate parks like BMX, scooters, and skates is a benefit to the park, not a challenge. The more users the better.

Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks

00‐106

low impact

2017‐10‐25

77

n/a

suggestion

A wide variety of users of skate parks beyond skateboarding should also be supported and celebrated

Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks

00‐106

low impact

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

77
77
77

n/a
n/a
n/a

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

Add "inclusion" to goal three, referring to inclusion of other action sports like BMX, and include additional text in the goals and strategies section
On page 15, move "users on wheels" from Challenges to Trends.
On page 56 add BMX riders to the list of project stakeholders, they are a critical user group

Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks

00‐106
00‐106
00‐106

low impact
low impact
low impact

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

79
79

n/a
n/a

statement
suggestion

Having additional users of skate parks like BMX, scooters, and skates is a benefit to the park, not a challenge. The more users the better.
A wide variety of users of skate parks beyond skateboarding should also be supported and celebrated

Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks

00‐106
00‐106

low impact
low impact

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

79
79
79

n/a
n/a
n/a

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

Add "inclusion" to goal three, referring to inclusion of other action sports like BMX, and include additional text in the goals and strategies section
On page 15, move "users on wheels" from Challenges to Trends.
On page 56 add BMX riders to the list of project stakeholders, they are a critical user group

Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks

00‐106
00‐106
00‐106

low impact
low impact
low impact

Public Comment Log

Do a little more research on the BMX side here locally, seems a bit alienated in the very few areas that you do mention bikes or limits to bikes
I'd suggest doing more research on the bike side to make sure you are not overlooking anything, and promoting parks friendly to all action sports,
and tour The Factory
Local "Ride MN" organization could be a potential partner for supporting action sports in Mpls parks
Go big or don't bother. All the parks are small and not worth the time it takes to get there

THEME
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2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

80
80

n/a
n/a

statement
suggestion

Having additional users of skate parks like BMX, scooters, and skates is a benefit to the park, not a challenge. The more users the better.
A wide variety of users of skate parks beyond skateboarding should also be supported and celebrated

Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks

00‐106
00‐106

low impact
low impact

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

80
80
80

n/a
n/a
n/a

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

Add "inclusion" to goal three, referring to inclusion of other action sports like BMX, and include additional text in the goals and strategies section
On page 15, move "users on wheels" from Challenges to Trends.
On page 56 add BMX riders to the list of project stakeholders, they are a critical user group

Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks

00‐106
00‐106
00‐106

low impact
low impact
low impact

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

81
81

n/a
n/a

statement
suggestion

Having additional users of skate parks like BMX, scooters, and skates is a benefit to the park, not a challenge. The more users the better.
A wide variety of users of skate parks beyond skateboarding should also be supported and celebrated

Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks

00‐106
00‐106

low impact
low impact

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

81
81
81

n/a
n/a
n/a

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks

00‐106
00‐106
00‐106

low impact
low impact
low impact

2017‐10‐25

81

n/a

support

Add "inclusion" to goal three, referring to inclusion of other action sports like BMX, and include additional text in the goals and strategies section
On page 15, move "users on wheels" from Challenges to Trends.
On page 56 add BMX riders to the list of project stakeholders, they are a critical user group
It is important to be inclusive to all wheel sport (bike, scooter, inline skates, skateboard) enthusiasts and give them a safe and harmonious place to
legally explore their skills and creativity

Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks

00‐106

low impact

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

82
82

n/a
n/a

statement
suggestion

Having additional users of skate parks like BMX, scooters, and skates is a benefit to the park, not a challenge. The more users the better.
A wide variety of users of skate parks beyond skateboarding should also be supported and celebrated

Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks

00‐106
00‐106

low impact
low impact

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

82
82
82

n/a
n/a
n/a

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion

Add "inclusion" to goal three, referring to inclusion of other action sports like BMX, and include additional text in the goals and strategies section
On page 15, move "users on wheels" from Challenges to Trends.
On page 56 add BMX riders to the list of project stakeholders, they are a critical user group

Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks

00‐106
00‐106
00‐106

low impact
low impact
low impact

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

83
83

n/a
n/a

statement
suggestion

Having additional users of skate parks like BMX, scooters, and skates is a benefit to the park, not a challenge. The more users the better.
A wide variety of users of skate parks beyond skateboarding should also be supported and celebrated

Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks

00‐106
00‐106

low impact
low impact

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐20
2017‐10‐20
2017‐10‐06
2017‐11‐06
2017‐11‐06
2017‐11‐05

83
83
83
84
84
100
101
102
106
106
136
2
5
6

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Brackett
n/a
n/a

suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
concern
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
concern
concern
suggestion
suggestion
support
support
statement

Add "inclusion" to goal three, referring to inclusion of other action sports like BMX, and include additional text in the goals and strategies section
On page 15, move "users on wheels" from Challenges to Trends.
On page 56 add BMX riders to the list of project stakeholders, they are a critical user group
All the parks in Minneapolis only appeal to skaters, not BMX
Would appreciate building parks big enough terrain for both bikes and boards
BMX‐friendly obstacles would be great
You need to involve the other extreme sports in the Minneapolis area
Hopefully a new skate park includes bicycles!
The BMX community as a whole really get overlooked when it comes to parks locally
It would be cool to see parks with a BMX influence. I'd participate in any future planning or meetings for that
Skate and BMX go hand in hand. Please help BMXers have a space to go too
Uses Brackett park weekly and would love some small improvements to the park
supports section describing different size skatepark options and location criteria
statement that quality skatepark would get more use than shuffleboard courts

Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for BMX inclusion in skate parks
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐106
00‐106
00‐106
00‐106
00‐106
00‐106
00‐106
00‐106
00‐106
00‐106
00‐106
03‐417
00‐404
00‐404

low impact
low impact
low impact
low impact
low impact
low impact
low impact
low impact
low impact
low impact
low impact
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05

13
17
17
17
17
18
18

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

support
statement
support
support
support
support
support

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05

20
20
20
30

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

statement
statement
statement
support

Offer this healthy physical sport as an opportunity for all youth, not just those with means to travel or who can afford to pay for private parks.
Minneapolis is behind other cities and the suburbs on skatepark development
Having skateparks reduces skating on public and private infrastructure or in unsafe streets
Skateparks should be built where the people are
There are many reasons Minneapolis should fund skateparks
skate parks are safe spaces in neighborhoods to enjoy activity
Skateparks in neighborhoods are outlets that keep skaters from using private property or busy streets
Minneapolis Parks are recognized nationally and worldwide. A citywide innovative skate park infrastructure would help maintain this status and set
our park system apart
Well designed and built skate parks are low maintenance
Well designed and built skate parks with heavy use are a great value of tax dollars
We need good quality parks that are designed BY SKATERS

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐04

32
35
41

n/a
n/a
n/a

support
statement
support

Hopes the Plan will bring more parks/places to skate and multipurpose areas to Minneapolis so the skate community can grow and thrive
Well built concrete skateparks give the skate family a place to interact and grow
If you build it right, they will skate it

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
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COMMENTER
NUMBER
42
45
45
45
45
45

SPECIFIC
LOCATION
Creekview
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

SENTIMENT
suggestion
concern
suggestion
suggestion
suggestion
support

COMMENT SUMMARY
Would love to see more people skating at Creekview
Suggestion to decriminalize skateboarding in public spaces
Suggestion that Skatepark planning and development must include youth development and progamming
Suggestion that skatepark planning and development should include environmental reform
Suggestion to continue to engage skaters and City of Skate
Support for prioritizing skate park safety without police

THEME
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

Theme ID
04‐419
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404

2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04

46
46
48

n/a
n/a
n/a

statement
support
statement

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04

48
48
48

n/a
n/a
n/a

support
support
support

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04

48
48
49
49
49
49

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

support
support
support
support
support
support

Skateparks and actiive alternatives could have positive impacts for kids and teens similar to biking paths and access in Minneapolis
Creating usable, well considered skate parks that are free and accessible to all is brilliant!
Skating with proper equipment and a little guidance is generally safe and fun
Physical activity is important and contributes to mental health but schools don't provide enough of it so safe, accessible skate parks for all are
needed
Skateparks provide an unstructured place for kids to play
Skating connects people and inspires videos and events
Skating teaches patience, creativity, determination, never giving up, paying attention to your body, intuition, repetition, achieving ideas and other
skills
This skate plan covers a lot
current MPRB skate facilities are limiting
Feels Minneapolis has an overdue, strong demand and need for skate parks
I would like to see more available options for skateboarding throughout Minneapolis
support for utilizing unused areas to create safe, fun skate parks to help grow the sport and community

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐02
2017‐11‐02

51
52
54
54
57
57
58
58
58
58
58
58
59
59
60
62
63

Bottineau
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

concern
support
support
support
suggestion
support
statement
suggestion
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
concern

Due to its current design, Bottineau skatepark doesn't flow well, ground is not level, and it is difficult to skate, especially for new skaters
I think better skateparks should be built in Minneapolis
Emphasize quality skatepark design to maximize space and funding and to not waste space or features.
Skate parks add value to the whole Mpls park system.
skate park design for older, life long skaters, and evolving styles is important
The approach to developing skateparks is an opportunity to involve community
Skateparks can be a focal point, draw diverse people, and can be amazing works of art and architecture
overcrowding can be a problem at skateparks and requires good design with separated seating to ensure safety
Appreciate plan's focus on skater involvement, it is key to building a successful skatepark
keep doing what you are doing and having skaters involved 100% of the process
Repeal the tier 1 height restriction
This is a great opportunity to build even better parks within the city, and build them right
Skate parks are a brilliant idea and should be supported more
Skateparks are one of the best outlets for tweens and teens who don't necessarily play organised sports, like respondent's son
Photos and examples of skate parks from across the country bring additional clarity to the plan
Please build more skateparks the keep youth busy and out of trouble
Please take this feedback seriously, I spent a lot of time on it

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

02‐415
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐11‐02
2017‐11‐02
2017‐11‐02

63
63
63

Bottineau
Morris
Bottineau

concern
concern
statement

Bottineau's main problem is the fence that restricts skating, especially by the flat circle rail where more space is needed to land tricks
Morris is unskatable, lacking in fundamentals with terrible asphalt ground, cracks, old ramps and rust covered rails
Bottineau has good base

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

02‐415
06‐422
02‐415

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐11‐02
2017‐11‐02
2017‐11‐02
2017‐11‐02
2017‐10‐31

63
63
63
63
66

Elliot
Elliot
Bottineau
n/a
n/a

statement
statement
suggestion
support
concern

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

05‐420
05‐420
02‐415
00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐31

66

n/a

concern

Elliot is the most imporant public park in Mpls to skateboarders because easily accessible downtown and central location has great aesthetics
Recent rennovations at Elliot make it much better than it was
Bottineau skate park fence is a hazzard and should be removed
existing MPRB skateparks have some good elements but could be improved
Minor restrictions on skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce
There is a sometimes a divide between BMXers and skateboarders, scooter riders, and roller bladers reinforced by how skate parks and park
systems treat different users

Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404

no impact (support)

2017‐10‐31

66

n/a

statement

Many precedent cities and parks highlighted in the plan make a point of positively including other action sports users in skate parks

Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404

no impact (support)

2017‐10‐31
2017‐10‐30

66
67

n/a
n/a

suggestion
concern

Inclusion at a skatepark, no matter what kind of wheels the user chooses, is a key element, will strengthen communities, and teach respect.
Minor restrictions on skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐30

67

n/a

statement

Many precedent cities and parks highlighted in the plan make a point of positively including other action sports users in skate parks

Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404

no impact (support)

Public Comment Log

Skate Park Activity Plan

THEME IMPACT
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
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COMMENTER
NUMBER

SPECIFIC
LOCATION

SENTIMENT

COMMENT SUMMARY

THEME

Theme ID

THEME IMPACT

2017‐10‐26
2017‐10‐26

70
70

n/a
n/a

concern
concern

City doesn't exclude soccer and lacrosse from public football fields, so should not exclude BMX, scooters and in‐line skates from skate parks
Minor restrictions on skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐26
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

70
71
72
72

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

statement
suggestion
suggestion
support

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

72
72

n/a
n/a

support
support

Many precedent cities and parks highlighted in the plan make a point of positively including other action sports users in skate parks
This plan is a chance to show youth they are supported in whatever action sport they choose: skateboarding or BMX or others
Would like to see parks constructed to serve all skill levels of each type of action sport
Routine park maintenance/inspection is important to fix any structural issues before they become a problem
We need to get away from having every park 3‐4' tall max. We should build everything from a small grind ledge to 12' deep bowls to pump tracks
etc.
We need variety for our participants to thrive!

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

75
76
77

n/a
n/a
n/a

opposition
support
concern

Kids have different ways of creating fun at these parks. Let's let them learn, share, and navigate how they use these parks together
you could have everything a park should need but if the layout is right it just won’t work
Minor restrictions on skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

77
79

n/a
n/a

statement
concern

Many precedent cities and parks highlighted in the plan make a point of positively including other action sports users in skate parks
Minor restrictions on skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

79
80

n/a
n/a

statement
concern

Many precedent cities and parks highlighted in the plan make a point of positively including other action sports users in skate parks
Minor restrictions on skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

80
81

n/a
n/a

statement
concern

Many precedent cities and parks highlighted in the plan make a point of positively including other action sports users in skate parks
Minor restrictions on skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐25

81

n/a

statement

Many precedent cities and parks highlighted in the plan make a point of positively including other action sports users in skate parks

Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404

no impact (support)

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

81
82

n/a
n/a

support
concern

It is awesome that the time is being taken to research this and expand upon it, especially as an alternative to more costly team sports
Minor restrictions on skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

82
83

n/a
n/a

statement
concern

Many precedent cities and parks highlighted in the plan make a point of positively including other action sports users in skate parks
Minor restrictions on skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐23
2017‐10‐23

83
86
86

n/a
n/a
n/a

statement
statement
support

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐23
2017‐10‐23
2017‐10‐23
2017‐10‐22
2017‐10‐22
2017‐10‐22
2017‐10‐21

86
86
88
96
96
96
97

n/a
n/a
Brackett
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

support
support
statement
statement
support
support
support

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404
03‐417
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐21

97
97
97
97
97

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

support
support
support
support
support

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐21

98
99
100
100

n/a
Elliot
n/a
n/a

suggestion
support
support
support

Many precedent cities and parks highlighted in the plan make a point of positively including other action sports users in skate parks
Kids, teens, and adults need great parks
Please build more parks, or skaters will continue to skate street spots
Please make more parks, but not just any parks, great parks. Amazing parks. No more cheap park created by someone who doesn't skate. Please
make great PUBLIC skate parks
You have the time, you have the money, and all of the skaters in this amazing city deserve better skate parks
We skate at Brackett almost every day
All of the metro area skate parks are pretty spread out and are often not even worth the trip to get there
If we could have better/bigger skateparks I'm sure both the skateboard and local community would enjoy them
It would be nice to have more skateparks
Don't think of a skatepark as some kid's makeshift ramp in an alley. It needs to be well thought out and designed
Height limits are actually unsafe. The longer and higher a transition and down ramp are, the more time it gives riders and skaters time to execute
and land an air or trick
Part of the purpose of a city skate park is to provide a safe space so users are less likely to go out into the streets.
Put the time, effort, and money into doing it right and making them some of the best public skateparks in the nation
Skateparks in Minneapolis now are unsafe, too small and tight, and pretty boring for a more skilled rider or skater
Time to step it up and make better skate parks
Look more into parking and transportation to skateparks, as parking near a skatepark in downtown Minneapolis can be difficult and not always
convenient and a free lot would used by non‐skatepark users
Minneapolis needs a better downtown skatepark than what's currently at Elliot park
A covered park would be great for Minnesota’s diverse weather
Making the skateparks nicer and look better will help stop the stigma that comes with skaters and skateparks

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
05‐420
00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐21

101
101

n/a
n/a

support
support

I want to see a well designed and useable park in Minneapolis. It will help grow our scene in the extreme sports world and bring new participants in Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Please do not follow the 3‐6 ft height restrictions. It makes for a very boring park that would ultimately be a waste of money

00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)

Public Comment Log
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COMMENTER
SPECIFIC
NUMBER
LOCATION
102
n/a
103
n/a

SENTIMENT
support
support

COMMENT SUMMARY
Great idea! It'd be great to have another park!
New skate parks need to have restroom facilities

THEME
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

Theme ID
THEME IMPACT
00‐404
no impact (support)
00‐404
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐20
2017‐10‐20

103
104
104
105
107
108

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

support
support
support
support
support
support

Parking is becoming scarce in this city and the amount of pay parking has skyrocketed. Your target audience is NOT going to want to pay for parking.
I fully support plans for rebuilding the parks throughout mpls, and building new ones too
it would also be nice to have a park (overpass) that is covered from the rain and snow
Better skate parks would be a way to get people into skating and a way for people to get better at skateboarding
The demographics regarding skateboarding are very interesting
I really like the idea of building micro‐spots in existing parks, mainly because this is already happening from a DIY aspect

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐20
2017‐10‐20

108
108

n/a
n/a

support
support

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐20
2017‐10‐20
2017‐10‐20
2017‐10‐15

108
108
108
109

n/a
n/a
Bottineau
n/a

support
support
support
concern

I really like the idea of giving the public a space for DIY building. I plan a lot of my family vacations around cities with vibrant DIY skate spots
Pre‐fab skate parks or "designed by committee" parks are a waste of money and usually death traps
The hight restriction is ridiculous. Small ramps are not better for beginners. A well balanced, well layed out design with a variety of ramps and
plenty of open space is best.
YOU NEED LOCAL SKATERS TO HELP PLAN PARKS!
No fences please. I put my leg under the fence at Bottineau. It did not feel good.
City planners are missing a huge cultural benefit that skateboarding provides when it is criminalized in public space

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404
02‐415
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐15
2017‐10‐15

109
109

n/a
n/a

concern
support

It is a travesty that there are still laws that criminalize this activity (and that continue to be expanded in scope) and folks like myself continue to be
harassed by the police. I can't even legally ride my skateboard down Nicollet mall! Skateboarding is not a crime.
I am excited to see some great spaces built in our city

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐15

109

n/a

support

Skateboarding contributes to the life of the city by activating public space in creative ways that actually help to makes our streets more safe

Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404

no impact (support)

2017‐10‐13

110

n/a

support

Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404

no impact (support)

2017‐10‐12

112

n/a

support

Looking at the big picture skate parks are small to medium size investments with the potential to have a large postive impact for Minneapolis
Skateboarding is something youth like to do that motivates them, builds their strength, dreams, accomplishments, and it takes them to another
world

Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404

no impact (support)

2017‐10‐12

112

n/a

support

The majority of youth who start off highly interested and committed to skateboarding, loose their enthusiasm due to the lack of resources

Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404

no impact (support)

2017‐10‐12

113

n/a

concern

Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404

no impact (support)

2017‐10‐12

113

n/a

support

The majority of youth who start off highly interested and committed to skateboarding, loose their enthusiasm due to the lack of resources
Skateboarding is something youth like to do that motivates them, builds their strength, dreams, accomplishments, and it takes them to another
world

Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404

no impact (support)

2017‐10‐11

117

n/a

statement

Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404

no impact (support)

2017‐10‐11
2017‐10‐11
2017‐10‐11

117
117
117

n/a
n/a
n/a

support
support
support

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐09
2017‐10‐09
2017‐10‐09

120
120
121

n/a
n/a
n/a

support
support
support

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐09

121

n/a

support

Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404

no impact (support)

2017‐10‐08
2017‐10‐07

122
124

n/a
Brackett

support
support

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
03‐417

no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐07
2017‐10‐07

125
126

n/a
n/a

suggestion
support

Given the youthful demographic of skate boarding, the locations should certainly be accessible from schools/housing and easy to get to
I learned a lot I did not know about skate parks and its' users from the Draft Skate Park Activity Plan
It is great to see Minneapolis finally start to see the positive and benefits of investing in quality skateboard parks
Minneapolis is a vibrant and progressive city, but the lack of skateboard infrastructure in Minneapolis puts us well behind other major metropolitan
areas who have invested in their local action sports community.
I think this plan covered a lot of the issues we're currently facing: height restrictions, having skateboarders involved in the planning of skatepark
layouts, and attention to detail (ramps that make sense/flow/nice ground) will be key
I really want a new and nice skate park
PLAN AHEAD FOR THE FUTURE AND BUILD LARGER PARKS THAT CAN HOUSE MANY SKATEBOARDERS SO THEY ARE NOT OVER CROWDED WHICH
CAN CAUSE MORE INJURIES FROM COLLISIONS
get someone who actually skateboards to design the parks

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐07

129

n/a

support

Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404

no impact (support)

2017‐10‐07
2017‐10‐07

129
129

n/a
n/a

support
support

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan

00‐404
00‐404

no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐07

131

Elliot

statement

having visited other major cities with a thriving skateboard community we are behind the times in the activities we provide in our parks
I believe public skate parks are safe, provide a great gathering area for our youth to enjoy even more sports in our neighborhoods, and increase use
of our park system
I think providing “real skateparks” to our park system is a brilliant idea
I have very much enjoyed skateboarding at Elliot skate park on a daily basis the last 2 years, despite its shortcomings. The existing concrete is very
enjoyable to ride on

Support for concepts in the plan

05‐420

no impact (support)

Public Comment Log

A concrete skate park is worth driving through rush hour for and thats saying something to a person who chooses to ride a bicycle to work
Its a total bummer that we all are leaving Minneapolis to places like Eagan, Burnsville and Golden Valley to skateboard when we have parks all over
the city that could be so amazing
Thank you so much for taking the initiative to build us better parks
The more Minneapolis spends on skate parks the more you have camaraderie, self betterment, community and exercise

Skate Park Activity Plan
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2017‐10‐06
2017‐10‐06
2017‐10‐06
2017‐10‐06
2017‐10‐06
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐02
2017‐10‐15
2017‐11‐06
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐04

134
134
134
135
135
55
55
55
45
45
62
109
5
14
20
20
39

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

support
support
support
statement
support
suggestion
suggestion
support
suggestion
suggestion
support
suggestion
statement
support
concern
support
support

2017‐11‐04
2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐06

45
97
135

n/a
n/a
n/a

support
suggestion
support

Angry with government and park system for failing to create funding plans or recognize skateboarding as the radically creative, multi‐cultural and
therapeutic activity that is is. It is similar to dance and yoga, cardio exercise and multi‐cultural social gatherings.
Minneapolis is a progressive city, so be a leader in being progressive ‐ don't cut it short of what this really needs for skate parks
I would urge the MPRB to fund the plan

2017‐11‐06

5

n/a

statement

2017‐11‐05

13

n/a

opposition

Been waiting for the Park Board to take skateboarding seriously and make further investments in skateparks
Opposition to slow timeline. Improvements needed now, need is urgent for this fast growing sport. Unsafe and limited skatepark options mean
Mpls will lose skaters to other cities.

2017‐11‐05

19

n/a

support

Let’s get these long‐awaited skateparks going for all! Thank you!!

Support for immediate funding and improvements

00‐207

moderate impact

2017‐11‐05

20

n/a

concern

I wish MPRB would have invested and supported skateboarding and skate parks sooner

Support for immediate funding and improvements

00‐207

moderate impact

2017‐11‐05

20

n/a

suggestion

A large regional skatepark is needed and should be an MPRB priority

Support for immediate funding and improvements

00‐207

moderate impact

2017‐11‐05

20

n/a

suggestion

Now is the time to investment in quality public skate parks

Support for immediate funding and improvements

00‐207

moderate impact

2017‐11‐05

20

n/a

suggestion

Prioritize funding for skate parks, as there has been little or no investment in this activity for over a decade

Support for immediate funding and improvements

00‐207

moderate impact

2017‐11‐05

20

n/a

suggestion

Skateboarding and skate parks should be a major focus to help with the equity emphasis the MPRB needs to establish and maintain

Support for immediate funding and improvements

00‐207

moderate impact

2017‐11‐06

21

n/a

suggestion

A large regional skatepark is needed and should be a city and state priority

Support for immediate funding and improvements

00‐207

moderate impact

2017‐11‐05

21

n/a

suggestion

It is time to fund world‐class skateparks in this city

Support for immediate funding and improvements

00‐207

moderate impact

2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐05

45
9

n/a
n/a

support
support

Support for immediate funding and improvements
Support for local skateboarding scene

00‐207
00‐407

moderate impact
no impact (support)

2017‐11‐05

19

n/a

statement

It's time to fund world‐class skateparks
I support mn skateparks !
The skateboarding community in the Twin Cities is vast and growing, welcoming all ages, genders, cultures, socio‐economic differences, abilities,
interest levels

Support for local skateboarding scene

00‐407

no impact (support)

2017‐11‐05

19

n/a

support

Parent's children have benefited from skateboarding ‐ developed mentors and friends, have been encouraged and taught, grown in independence,
athleticism and creativity, have become self‐advocates and self motivated, explore innovation and artistic outlets, have mentored others
Support for local skateboarding scene

00‐407

no impact (support)

2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05

20
27
27
28
30

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

statement
statement
statement
statement
statement

Minneapolis has been a great skateboard city for decades, recognized by Skate culture, and by ESPN with Mpls. hosting numerous years of X Games
The Minnesota skateboard community is strong, bright, and humble and contributes to greatness of Minnesota
Through skateboarding has met the greatest people and stays in contact
Skateboarding has grown immensely in the last four years in Minneapolis
Skateboarding is an amazing creative outlet for many in Minneapolis

00‐407
00‐407
00‐407
00‐407
00‐407

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

Public Comment Log

SENTIMENT
support

Skate Park Activity Plan

THEME
Support for concepts in the plan

Theme ID
THEME IMPACT
00‐404
no impact (support)

Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for concepts in the plan
Support for DIY skate parks
Support for DIY skate parks
Support for DIY skate parks
Support for equity in skate park development
Support for equity in skate park development
Support for equity in skate park development
Support for equity in skate park development
Support for full funding of skate parks
Support for full funding of skate parks
Support for full funding of skate parks
Support for full funding of skate parks
Support for full funding of skate parks

00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐404
00‐405
00‐405
00‐405
00‐105
00‐105
00‐105
00‐105
00‐406
00‐406
00‐406
00‐406
00‐406

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
low impact
low impact
low impact
low impact
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

Support for full funding of skate parks
Support for full funding of skate parks
Support for full funding of skate parks

00‐406
00‐406
00‐406

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

Support for immediate funding and improvements

00‐207

moderate impact

Support for immediate funding and improvements

00‐207

moderate impact

Support for local skateboarding scene
Support for local skateboarding scene
Support for local skateboarding scene
Support for local skateboarding scene
Support for local skateboarding scene

Attachment: Attachment B-Skate Public Comment Log (2017-371 : Skate Park Activity Plan Approval)

COMMENTER
SPECIFIC
NUMBER
LOCATION
134
n/a

COMMENT SUMMARY
Help MN skate scene grow by being proactive in the lives of Minneapolis youth
If there was a positive and all‐inclusive and all‐inviting place like a quality skatepark near youth, it would make a positive and significant impact in
their life
Kids that don't feel accepted in traditional team sports often find their way to skateboarding
Skateparks create a space where kids can go and be active without worrying about getting in trouble on the streets
Skateparks have very low programming costs as they require little to no programming
I would urge the MPRB to fund concrete skateparks
Let skaters build a less‐expensive small plot of land themselves as was done in Portland, OR, Little Rock, AR, and San Diego, CA.
Suggestion to do small projects for quick results to build momentum and gain funding for more skateparks
Turn suitable parkland into a do it yourself skatepark
Strategically promote leadership from people of color/indigenous communities
Suggestion that Skatepark planning and development should support racial, economic and community equity
kids who can't travel outside Minneapolis miss the opportunity to skate decent skateparks
I would love to see a clear focus on ideas of equity and inclusion in the planning process
statement of support for a Park Board Commission that values skateboarding through funding
Please fin support skate parks [stet]
Hope this roadmap gets full funding to establish new skate parks that our community and skateboarders can be proud of
Skateboarding should be supported on an equal bases with soccer, baseball, basketball
Skateboarding is worthwhile for the City to invest in. If you build it, they will come

DATE
2017‐10‐06
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DATE
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐03

COMMENTER
NUMBER
32
32
33
44
45
45
48
58
58

SPECIFIC
LOCATION
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

SENTIMENT
statement
statement
statement
statement
suggestion
support
statement
statement
statement

COMMENT SUMMARY
Growing up in the Minneapolis skate community has been one of the best parts of my life
The skateboarding community is supportive, positive, progressive, diverse and...growing!
Our Minneapolis skateboard community is always welcoming to anyone
Parent in Harrison close to amazing parks says skateboarding is a key family activity because their kids love to skate
There's a need to recognize the Mpls skateboarding community is world‐class, popular, and a radically innovative social project
Our amazing skateboarding scene must be reflected in our public spaces
The skateboarding community lifts each other up and encourages excellence
Learned skating at public skateparks so has a strong passion for Mpls skateboarding community
Mpls skateboarding scene has produced inspiring professional skaters and independent films showcasing the local scene

THEME
Support for local skateboarding scene
Support for local skateboarding scene
Support for local skateboarding scene
Support for local skateboarding scene
Support for local skateboarding scene
Support for local skateboarding scene
Support for local skateboarding scene
Support for local skateboarding scene
Support for local skateboarding scene

2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐02
2017‐11‐01
2017‐10‐31
2017‐10‐22
2017‐10‐06
2017‐11‐08
2017‐11‐06
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04

58
58
61
64
66
95
134
1
4
6
12
17
24
28
29
31
31
31
33
33
44
45
45
45

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

support
support
support
support
statement
support
statement
support
support
suggestion
support
support
support
support
support
statement
statement
support
support
support
support
statement
suggestion
support

As long as the people from 3rd lair, cal surf, familia, and city of skate are involved, they will know how to design it properly or who to hire for that
better skate parks are long overdue in Mpls which has one of the top 3‐5 strong skateboarding scenes in the US
Please keep the Minneapolis skateboard community alive!
Mpls has a massive skateboarding community
The greatest thing about BMX and all action sports is the community and the friendships you build through it
Very glad to see 3rd Lair is involved, very solid team over there
I've never been a part of a community that is more inviting and more accepting than the Minnesota skate scene
support for more and better quality skateparks around Minneapolis
I support the building of quality skate parks
Providing more and better skate facilities would be good
I skate and I support better minneapolis skateparks
I hope together we can build something great
I support improvements to Minneapolis skate parks
New skateparks would be so great for this city!
The city needs more quality skateparks
MPLS needs better parks for everyone!
This is 2017, we're lighty ears behind the rest of the country in supporting skateboarding!
PLEASE BUILD MPLS proper skateparks!!!
Looking forward to having quality places to skateboard for self and with friends
This new park plan will tighten and grow the local skate community
Would love to have increased access to excellent skateparks in our own city
Mpls has a neglected, but ever‐growing skateboard community
All innovative and justice‐focused solutions must be on the table
Has supported creating substantial skateboarding infrastructure for years

2017‐11‐06

5

n/a

concern

concern about negative attitudes towards skating in public spaces, hopes public becomes more accommodating

Support for local skateboarding scene
Support for local skateboarding scene
Support for local skateboarding scene
Support for local skateboarding scene
Support for local skateboarding scene
Support for local skateboarding scene
Support for local skateboarding scene
Support for more and better skate parks
Support for more and better skate parks
Support for more and better skate parks
Support for more and better skate parks
Support for more and better skate parks
Support for more and better skate parks
Support for more and better skate parks
Support for more and better skate parks
Support for more and better skate parks
Support for more and better skate parks
Support for more and better skate parks
Support for more and better skate parks
Support for more and better skate parks
Support for more and better skate parks
Support for more and better skate parks
Support for more and better skate parks
Support for more and better skate parks
support for skateboarding outside of designated skate
parks

2017‐11‐06

5

n/a

opposition

2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐08
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05

45
3
10
13
17

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

statement
statement
support
statement
statement

2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05

17
17
17
18
19
20
20
21

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

statement
statement
support
support
statement
statement
support
statement

Public Comment Log

Theme ID
00‐407
00‐407
00‐407
00‐407
00‐407
00‐407
00‐407
00‐407
00‐407

THEME IMPACT
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

00‐407
00‐407
00‐407
00‐407
00‐407
00‐407
00‐407
00‐408
00‐408
00‐408
00‐408
00‐408
00‐408
00‐408
00‐408
00‐408
00‐408
00‐408
00‐408
00‐408
00‐408
00‐408
00‐408
00‐408

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

00‐208

moderate impact

Opposition to language suggesting street skating/skateboarding outside designated skateparks is problematic, doesn't want to use it as a reason to support for skateboarding outside of designated skate
support additional skateparks.
parks

00‐208

moderate impact

Mpls Government Center, libraries, bike/walking paths, tennis courts, benches and sculptures and other "un‐used, unsafe and cold spaces" are
already skated on by skateboarders and will continue to be
Skateparks are great for local communities and for kids to stay active and build friendships
I skate and I support skateparks
Skateboarding is one of the most equitable sports available to our youth today
Because skateboarding is an individual sport, skateparks are daily, frequently used facilities

Support for skateboarding outside of designated skate
parks
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally

00‐208
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409

moderate impact
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

Skateboarding gives people(especially young people) an active, creative outlet to set goals, build discipline and experience self‐improvement
umpire who feels skateparks are used much more than baseball fields
Society should encourage activities that build growth, like skateboarding
Skateboarding is important
as more skateparks are built, self‐growth, a stronger community, and a "home" place to belong and grow will result
Skateboarding was and is my children's passion
Building quality skateparks throughout our citiy is a great opportunity and is overdue
Skate parks and skateboarding are important issues of public space!

Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally

00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

Skate Park Activity Plan
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5.1.b

COMMENTER
NUMBER

SPECIFIC
LOCATION

SENTIMENT

2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05

21
25
25
27

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

statement
statement
support
statement

2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04

27
32
33
34
37
39
39

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

statement
statement
statement
statement
statement
statement
statement

2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04

39
41
45
45
48

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

statement
statement
support
support
statement

2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐01
2017‐11‐01
2017‐11‐01
2017‐10‐31
2017‐10‐28
2017‐10‐28
2017‐10‐25

48
53
57
64
64
64
66
68
68
73

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

statement
support
statement
statement
statement
statement
support
statement
support
statement

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25

73
73

n/a
n/a

support
support

2017‐10‐25

73

n/a

support

2017‐10‐25

73

n/a

support

2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐23
2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐20

73
75
78
81
81
86
104
108

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

support
support
support
statement
support
statement
statement
statement

2017‐10‐20

108

n/a

support

2017‐10‐15

109

n/a

2017‐10‐11

115

2017‐10‐11
2017‐10‐09
2017‐10‐09

117
119
121

Public Comment Log

COMMENT SUMMARY
Skateboarding is an inherently social and collaborative movement that builds confidence, trust, and health ‐ both physical and mental
I don’t skate but most of my friends do and I would love to someday learn how to!
Thank you for all the skate parks even if they are super far apart from each other they are fun. :)
Building a skatepark for youth will create a stronger community and help them grow into creative hard working individuals
Skateboarding brings together people from different ethical, economical, and social backgrounds together, teaching kids to never give up after
falling down
Being able to go to a public park and skate with people from all different backgrounds is easily the best part of any day
Skateboarding has provided me with a community, new friendships, and progression in my skating
I love skateboarding
Our family skateboards!
Skateboarding bring kids from all social and economic classes together; black or white, we are all skateboarders.
Skateboarding is rising in popularity, and with influence of street culture will continue
Skating is good because it teaches about self, life, the "real world", keeps kids from drugs and alcohol; if not into sports, music or theater it's a way
for kids to express themselves independently; it can bring happiness to children with bad home lives, and allows them to see good in themselves
I love skateboarding
Skateboarding creates safe spaces for neglected populations
Suggestion to recognize skateboarding as a social, artistic, and liberating activity and treat it that way
Skating is an incredible experience and helps to shape a person. It's really magical
The cool thing about skating is that there isn't a wrong way to do it, you can learn at your own pace, and no one is really judging or giving you a
grade
I support skateboarding
skateboarding made me who I am and introduced me to role models
Cities that have good skateparks support the artistic self expression of skaters
Skateparks are essential parts of cities
The best cities have iconic skateparks
I've seen firsthand how a well made skatepark can positively impact a community all over the country and world
Skateparks had a positive impact on my life and I hope the same can be true for thousands of others
skateparks support a lifelong pursuit of hard work and progression
Action sport communities attract all kinds of individuals and encourage kids to interact
Facilities providing safe, controlled environments for individuals to practice and enjoy action sports means less individuals succumbing to drugs,
crime, and general inactivity due to boredom or purposelessness
Not everyone enjoys mainstream sports or other common activities that are already catered to within our infrastructure
Providing alternative action sport facilities is a reasonable investment of money and within the city's best interests, vs. a US Bank Stadium or Target
Center
sports such as skateboarding and BMX bicycle riding provide constructive, healthy, and social activities for children and adults alike, and have many
positive influences on the community.
These sports expose youth to teamwork, sportsmanship, dedication, an opportunity to develop social skills, a healthy lifestyle, and an overall better
quality of life
I share your community's excitement for offering areas for kids—and older kids :)—to skate and ride
BMX, skateboarding, scootering, and skating help build confidence and respect in youth
There is nothing quite as exciting as a new skatepark opening up and the possibilities for new and creative lines
New skateparks will have positive impacts on surrounding communities and bring diverse people together to enjoy the park
Skateboarding is an art. It a way to express yourself. Skating is something you love, with people you love
Skateboarding builds community, forges bonds, and bridges gaps between groups that otherwise might not have mixed
I enjoy DIY skate parks because they are a mix of function and art, always very visually interesting

THEME

Theme ID

THEME IMPACT

Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally

00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally

00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally

00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally

00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally

00‐409
00‐409

no impact (support)
no impact (support)

Support for skating and skate parks generally

00‐409

no impact (support)

Support for skating and skate parks generally

00‐409

no impact (support)

Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally

00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409
00‐409

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

Support for skating and skate parks generally

00‐409

no impact (support)

statement

I know skaters get a lot of flack for "property damage" but really they are modifying public space. If pedestrians wear down grass no one accuses
them of destruction of property, instead you realize that there should be a sidewalk there to support the public's needs
Skateboarding adds rich texture to the city ‐ it brings life to urban space, such as the vibrant public space at Barcelona Museum of Contemporary
Art or the historic Love Park

Support for skating and skate parks generally

00‐409

no impact (support)

Armatage

support

The skate park at Armatage park has been well received and seems highly utilized, seems great for beginners and for practicing smaller skills/tricks

Support for skating and skate parks generally

01‐412

no impact (support)

n/a
n/a
n/a

statement
support
support

I just got back into skateboarding in my 30's and its THE BEST ‐ an excuse to get out of your house or pack up for a destination road trip
Having skate park resources in our community is a huge asset
The benefits that come from a robust skateboard community are too many to list but let me assure you there are many

Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally

00‐409
00‐409
00‐409

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

Skate Park Activity Plan
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DATE
2017‐10‐07
2017‐10‐07
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐06
2017‐11‐06
2017‐11‐06
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05

COMMENTER
NUMBER
129
129
36
36
5
5
5
13
16
19
20
36

SPECIFIC
LOCATION
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

SENTIMENT
support
support
statement
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support

COMMENT SUMMARY
Having more skateparks will add to the variety, fun, and image of our city as being a top notch community to raise a family in
My kids love to skateboard as do many kids in Minneapolis
Free ice skating, movies in the park, and Webber pool all great examples of living in Minneapolis
Loves Minneapolis and feels parks will gain national recognition
Overall happy with the plan
The plan looks great, appreciate thoroughness, goals, guidelines, capturing need for skateparks, and creative strategies.
This plan is an exciting step towards taking skateboarding seriously
Fantastic proposal
I support the Skate Park Activity Plan as drafted.
Parent of skaters excited to see comprehensive, throrough, anticipated and welcomed skate park plan
Thank you for a thorough and complete document with this Skate Park Activity Plan
Let's make it happen!

THEME
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for skating and skate parks generally
Support for the MPRB and parks overall
Support for the MPRB and parks overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall

2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04

44
44
46

n/a
n/a
n/a

support
support
support

Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall

00‐411
00‐411
00‐411

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐03
2017‐11‐01
2017‐11‐01
2017‐10‐31
2017‐10‐30
2017‐10‐30

48
50
54
58
58
58
58
60
64
65
66
67
67

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support

I strongly support all of the reasons offered in this activity plan to improve and promote skateboarding within the Minneapolis park system.
This activity plan is an exciting and long overdue development
This plan is a positive contribution to community development and community interractions
Thanks to everyone involved in developing the activity plan, it is incredible and amazing. The passion, attention to detail and the way they hit it
from so many angles is really awesome.
I support this initiative wholeheartedly. Thank you!!
I am very happy to see that MPRB is investing resources into skateparks.
I think the plan is great and I hope that you continue the way you guys are going
Thank you for your efforts and I can’t wait to see what they produce
This is so exciting to see your organization making efforts to expand our skateparks
Your plan to me seems to be right on point
The plan is well done and is supported by feedback through engagement with the skater community
I think this is a great idea!
I'd like to see it happen!
Thank you for putting this outline together, it is exciting to see a plan to improve skateparks in Minneapolis!
I'm encouraged to see that Minneapolis is taking steps to better serve it's communities through action sports
The overall plan is thorough and addresses most of the needs of the community

Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall

00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

2017‐10‐26
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐25
2017‐10‐22
2017‐10‐22
2017‐10‐22
2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐15
2017‐10‐13
2017‐10‐12
2017‐10‐09
2017‐10‐08
2017‐10‐07

70
72
74
77
77
78
78
79
79
80
80
81
81
82
82
83
83
93
94
95
98
109
110
111
119
123
130

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support

very encouraging to see a city that wants to provide positive outlets for a growing demographic ‐ skateboarders, inline skaters, BMXers, scooters
I am very excited about this whole project
BMX rider from outside Minneapolis is extremely excited to hear about this project
I'm encouraged to see that Minneapolis is taking steps to better serve it's communities through action sports
The overall plan is thorough and addresses most of the needs of the community
I greatly appreciate that Minneapolis is taking steps to get skatepark built around the wonderful city of Minneapolis
Thank you for your time and thank you for making the community a better place to live by building skateparks around the city
I'm encouraged to see that Minneapolis is taking steps to better serve it's communities through action sports
The overall plan is thorough and addresses most of the needs of the community
I'm encouraged to see that Minneapolis is taking steps to better serve it's communities through action sports
The overall plan is thorough and addresses most of the needs of the community
I'm encouraged to see that Minneapolis is taking steps to better serve it's communities through action sports
The overall plan is thorough and addresses most of the needs of the community
I'm encouraged to see that Minneapolis is taking steps to better serve it's communities through action sports
The overall plan is thorough and addresses most of the needs of the community
I'm encouraged to see that Minneapolis is taking steps to better serve it's communities through action sports
The overall plan is thorough and addresses most of the needs of the community
I fully support more skateparks in the city
I am a skateboarder in Minneapolis, and I support adding new skateparks and improving existing skateparks in our communities
Looking VERY good here keep up the great work. Very excited about this & would love to help promote via our networks.
The plan seems well set and precise with plenty of detail
Looks really great!
The Skate Park Activity Plan has my full support
I think its great and will be widely and amazingly appreciated
As I read through the skate park plan it is very well laid out
This new plan looks great
It's exciting to see that Minneapolis is putting this on the agenda

Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall

00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411

no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)

Public Comment Log

Skate Park Activity Plan

Theme ID
00‐409
00‐409
00‐410
00‐410
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411
00‐411

THEME IMPACT
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
no impact (support)
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5.1.b

COMMENTER
SPECIFIC
NUMBER
LOCATION
132
n/a
135
n/a

SENTIMENT
support
support

COMMENT SUMMARY
Very excited to see whats going to happen with the skateparks around town keep up the great work!
Looks great

THEME
Support for the plan overall
Support for the plan overall

Theme ID
THEME IMPACT
00‐411
no impact (support)
00‐411
no impact (support)
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Minneapolis ‐ South
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174.30.209.16

Date
2017‐11‐08

216.70.43.154

2017‐11‐06

2

Minneapolis ‐ South

Please add your comments on the 2017 Draft Skate Park Activity Plan in the box below.
I would love to see more and better quality skateparks around Minneapolis!
Please include members of skateboard community in the planning process of this. I use brackett park weekly and would love some small improvements to the park. No need to remove the tennis courts. Just remove the
fence and use smooth cement....

76.89.253.202
142.147.59.1

2017‐11‐06
2017‐11‐06

3
4

Minneapolis ‐ Southwest
Minneapolis ‐ North

Skateparks are a great thing for local communities and offer a great way for kids to stay active and build friendships. I think many of the new parks in the Minneapolis suburbs have been great additions but as a skater of
17 years I would strongly recommend including more open space without trying to fit in too many obstacles which overcrowds the parks. The Woodbury park offers a great example of using space well.
I support the building of quality skate parks

68.168.162.155
73.94.229.76

2017‐11‐06
2017‐11‐05

5
6

Minneapolis ‐ Southwest
Minneapolis ‐ Downtown

I am a life long Minneapolis resident and have been skateboarding since the year 2000. I remember the excitement of hearing about the new skateparks being built in the mid 2000s, and then the immediate
disappointment upon actually seeing them. I've long been waiting for the Park Board to take skateboarding seriously and make further investments in skateparks, and this plan is an exciting step towards that. The plan
looks great! I really appreciate how thorough it is and support many of the goals and guidelines presented within it. Ultimately, the plan does a good job capturing the need for skateparks in Minneapolis, and lays out
creative strategies to improve. A few things jumped out to me in reading the plan: 1. I don't appreciate the language that suggests that skateboarding outside of designated skateparks is problematic. Real street skating
is a huge part of what makes skateboarding culture thrive and instills creativity and practical life skills in those who partake in it. While I understand the negative attitude toward street skating from property owners and
building managers, I would rather not use this as a reason to support additional skateparks. I would hope that attitudes change to become more accepting and accommodating of skateboarding in public spaces, and I
dislike reinforcing the negativity it's associated with. 2. I don't believe parking should be a consideration for skateparks of any size. Skateboarders are used to parking several blocks away from their destination skate
spots. Adding additional surface parking when that space could be used for additional skatepark space, green space, or other active park uses should not be a priority, especially considering broader city goals to reduce
vehicle miles traveled and promote alternative forms of transportation. 3. I liked the section describing the different size of skatepark options and how they should be placed throughout the city, but I did not see any
specific recommendations for areas that have gaps in the network currently. For example, the Uptown area, home to Cal Surf, Familia, and several skateboarders of all ages, lacks any skateparks in walking distance. Painter
Park would be a great location to fill the gap between the Lake Maka Ska park and Green Central. North Minneapolis, especially along West Broadway is another dead zone that should have a smaller scale park to fill the
gaps. 4. I would like to see the Park Board enact a "no new skate stoppers" policy for all of its projects. https://twitter.com/PhilmerPhiI/status/923594790029144072 As seen in the photos linked, the new ledges along
Lake Maka Ska will be getting skate stoppers. While I understand that not everywhere will be suitable to allow skateboarding, I feel that there are design considerations that can be used to prevent skateboarders from
using those spaces that don't require the use of skate stoppers. Skate stoppers are hostile, ugly, and quite frankly, a big "F you" to skateboarders. Alternatives to skatestoppers include beveling or rounding out edges, using
rougher materials, thoughtful placement of ledges, and much more. Regardless, skateboarders are great at self regulating their behavior and take care to avoid crowded settings like the ledges pictured. Skate stoppers
have no place in public projects. Overall, I'm very happy with the plan, and look forward to a Park Board Commission that values skateboarding and shows it in how they distribute funds.
Providing more and better skate facilities would be good. Don’t we still have like shuffleboard and stuff? A quality skatepark would get a lot more use than that.

66.87.144.168
142.147.59.1
50.205.24.74
68.47.76.168

2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05

7
8
9
10

Minneapolis ‐ South
Minneapolis ‐ North
Minneapolis ‐ South
Other ‐ Eden Prairie

Open spaces are important in skateparks. Many of the new skateparks in the suburbs try to cram too many obstacles into too small of a space. It’s important to have some basic features in the park also. Good boxes and
flatbars with plenty of run up from all directions are sometimes forgotten in the newer “plaza” style parks, but realistically a lot of skaters prefer them to other obstacles.
There should be a mini ramp.
I support mn skateparks !
I skate and I support skateparks

66.87.139.75
68.168.187.54

2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05

11
12

Minneapolis ‐ South
Minneapolis ‐ South

68.46.82.164
67.4.159.209

2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05

13
14

Minneapolis ‐ South
Minneapolis ‐ South

68.46.82.164
174.53.249.145

2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05

15
16

Minneapolis ‐ South
Minneapolis ‐ South

17

As a kid I played multiple youth sports and have umpired for a decade. Getting 18 kids onto a baseball field for a couple hours a week is great but the fields otherwise went untouched. This is not the same with a skatepark.
Since someone only needs themselves and a board to participate, skateparks are some of the most frequently visited facilities in a city. If there is no snow on the ground and the temperature is above freezing, you can see
at least one person enjoying a skatepark any time of day. Skateboarding gives people(especially young people) an active, creative outlet to set goals, build discipline and experience self‐improvement. An activity that
provides someone with this type of growth should be encouraged by society. Having skateparks in the community minimizes skating “features” around local businesses and busy streets that are either unfit or unsafe for
skaters. In comparison to other cities, Minneapolis is behind. Most free, outdoor, high‐quality skateparks in the twin cities are in the suburbs(with St. Cloud having the best park in the state). Skateparks should be built
where the people are. Some major cities have even turned their skateparks into tourist attractions. Examples of this include Grant Park in Chicago, Venice Beach in LA, North Houston in Houston, and Southbank in London.
Other ‐ Used to commute fromThese are a few of the many reasons Minneapolis should fund skateparks. Thank you for listening to the Minneapolis skateboard community and I hope together we can build something great.

97.116.51.177

2017‐11‐05

Online Survey Responses

I couldn’t find the plan. My favorite Minnesota parks are Ojibway because it’s spread out and good ground. New hope skatepark is sick because it has good ground and you can move the ramps. Good ground and
spreading every feature out is important. I’ve never heard someone complain about rails, boxes, quarter pipes, etc being too far apart. But if they are too close together it can suck.
I skate and I support better minneapolis skateparks.
Fantastic proposal. We can't wait to see improvements for these parks. The need is urgent. The parks are unsafe (due to cracks and tears) as well as disfunctional due to layout and limited options. We have the potential
to lose these individuals to other communities that support their skaters through various skate parks options. The timeline is much too slow. We need these improvements now. The sport is growing fast. Skateboarding
is one of the most equitable sports available to our youth today. Offer this healthy physical sport as an opportunity for all of our youth, not just those with means to travel to neighboring cities or those who can afford to
pay for private parks.
Please fin support skate parks.
As a skateboarder myself I know the struggles of a bad skate park and what could be done to fix them. ‐The ground should be smooth ‐The ramps shouldn’t have huge cracks at the top or bottom ‐if there are stairs
don’t have a crack at the top ‐fix holes in the ramps if possible ‐the street style parks is most popular in skateboarding ‐the plaza type style is liked
I support the Skate Park Activity Plan as drafted.

Skate Park Activity Plan
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199.185.130.22
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Commenter
Number
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18

19

Other ‐ Suburbs

Please add your comments on the 2017 Draft Skate Park Activity Plan in the box below.
Skateboarding is important. If there is a skatepark present in a neighborhood it creates a safe space for individuals to practice and enjoy their activity and sport. It becomes an outlet and keeps them from having to utilize
business property to improve their style and technique and away from objects near busy streets.

Minneapolis ‐ Southwest

Wow, I’m very excited to see such a comprehensive and thorough “Skate Park Activity Plan”! As a parent of skateboarders in the city, the plan is most anticipated and welcomed! The skateboarding community in the Twin
Cities is vast and growing. It welcomes and supports all ages, genders, cultures, socio‐economic differences, abilities, interest levels, etc. My children have experienced this first‐hand since they were in early elementary
school when they started skateboarding to now in their older teen years. They were immediately embraced by older skateboarders who became mentors and friends. My children have been encouraged, taught and
supported by fellow skateboarders. Skateboarding has positively shaped my teens. Through skateboarding, they have grown in their independence, their athleticism and creativity. They have become self‐advocates and
self‐motivated to work hard and do their best. They have been able to explore innovation and artistic outlets. In turn, they have become the mentors and friends to the newer skateboarders. With more spaces and parks
to encourage skateboarding, the opportunities for self‐growth and growth for a stronger community all around will thrive! More and more children and adults can find “homes” at the skateparks; places where they belong
and grow. Let’s get these long‐awaited skateparks going for all! Thank you!!
Building quality skateparks throughout our citiy is a great opportunity and has been a long time coming. Skateboarding and skate parks should be a major focus to help with the equity emphasis the MPRB needs to
establish and maintain. ‐ Please prioritize funding for skate parks. There has been little or zero investment in this activity for well over a decade. ‐ A large regional skatepark is needed and should be a city, MPRB, and
state priority. ‐ Minneapolis Parks are recognized nationally and worldwide. A citywide innovative skate park infrastructure would help maintain this status and set our park system apart. ‐ Well designed and built
skate parks are low maintenance and with heavy use are a great value of tax dollars. ‐ Minneapolis has been a great skateboard city for decades, recognized by Skate culture, and by ESPN with Mpls. hosting numerous
years of X Games. Now is the time to investment in quality public skate parks. ‐ MPRB should never spend money on "skate stoppers" without consulting skate community. ‐ As a parent of skateboarders, I wish MPRB
would have invested and supported skateboarding and skate parks sooner. Skateboarding was and is my children's passion and it should be supported on an equal bases with soccer, baseball, basketball,.... Thank you for
a thorough and complete document with this Skate Park Activity Plan. Hope this roadmap gets full funding to establish new skate parks that our community and skateboarders can be proud of.

199.185.130.22

2017‐11‐05

20

Minneapolis ‐ South

75.72.176.19

2017‐11‐05

21

Minneapolis ‐ Northeast

75.73.14.205
172.58.84.221
63.231.146.222
73.88.9.160
71.195.51.24

2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05

22
23
24
25
26

Minneapolis ‐ South
Minneapolis ‐ Southwest
Minneapolis ‐ South
Minneapolis ‐ South
Minneapolis ‐ South

71.220.1.60
67.6.83.108
199.185.130.22

2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05

27
28
29

Minneapolis ‐ Downtown
Minneapolis ‐ Southwest
Minneapolis ‐ Southwest

66.87.144.84
97.127.71.108

2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05

30
31

Minneapolis ‐ South
Minneapolis ‐ Northeast

174.219.137.158 2017‐11‐05

32

Minneapolis ‐ South

107.2.125.136
173.22.136.27
66.87.145.96

2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05

33
34
35

Other ‐ Hopkins
Other ‐ Minneapolis west
Minneapolis ‐ South

24.118.124.8
97.116.139.182
172.58.83.200

2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐05
2017‐11‐04

36
37
38

Minneapolis ‐ Southwest
Minneapolis ‐ Southwest
Minneapolis ‐ South

Online Survey Responses

Skate parks and skateboarding are important issues of public space! I am a new(er) skateboarder who has been disappointed with the lack of adequate skate parks in Minneapolis; it doesn't reflect the richness, diversity,
and health of the skate scene here. Skateboarding is an inherently social and collaborative movement; it builds confidence, trust, and health ‐ both physical and mental. It is time to fund world‐class skateparks in this city.
Long/wider quarterpipes with corners. The 3ft restriction isn't that big of a deal as long as the transition is wide and flows. LES skatepark in NY is a good example with what transition it has. Longer ledges. Round rails
over flat bars.
(no response submitted)
I support improvements to Minneapolis skate parks. Please include BMX bikes in future plans.
I don’t skate but most of my friends do and I would love to someday learn how to! Thank you for all he skate parks even if they are super far apart from each other they are fun. :)
Make Armatage Park a plaza there’s more than enough room they have to feilds damnit
Hello Minneapolis Parks & Rec Board, My name is Ryan Um. I am a recent Mechanical Engineering graduate from Iowa State University. I currently work as a R&D/product development technician for a medical device
company in Plymouth, MN. I grew up in Minnetonka, MN where I began skateboarding in my teen years. Skateboarding is something that I am very passionate about and has introduced me to some of the greatest people
I've met and stay in contact with today. The Minnesota skateboard community is a strong, bright, and humble group of individuals that have contributed in many different ways making Minnesota the great state it is.
Skateboarding is a lifestyle that brings people from different ethical, economical, and social backgrounds together. It also teaches kids to never give up after falling down which can help in other things in life. Building a
skatepark for the youth will create a stronger community and help them grow into creative hard working individuals.
I’ve been skateboarding for 8 years. The growth of seen it undertake in the past four is huge. New skateparks would be so great for this city!
I’ve been skating for 7 years. The city needs more quality skateparks.
Skateboarding is an amazing creative outlet for me and so many others in Minneapolis and we need good quality parks that are designed BY SKATERS. There is a vacant lot in uptown that could be a great place for a small,
simple skatepark.
PLEASE BUILD MPLS proper skateparks!!! This is 2017, we're lightyears behind the rest of the country in supporting skateboarding! MPLS needs better parks for everyone!
Growing up in the Minneapolis skate community has been one of the best parts of my life, being able to go to a public park and skate with people from all different backgrounds is easily the best part of any day. The
skateboarding community is supportive, positive, progressive, diverse and...growing! I hope that the Activity Plan will bring more parks/places to skate (ie multipurpose areas) to Minneapolis so the skate community can
grow and thrive.
Even though I am a Hopkins resident, many of my friends live in Minneapolis and we look forward to having quality places to skateboard. Skateboarding has provided me with a community, new friendships, and
progression in my skating. Our Minneapolis skateboard community is always welcoming to anyone, and this new park plan will only tighten and grow this community. Would love to see the inclusion of bowls, and more
transitions, along with incorporating street‐type features. Having a park built under a bridge or a covered section would be additional nice, to extend the season. Thanks to all on the board for considering.
I love skateboarding
Well built concrete skateparks gives the skate family a place to interact and grow as a family. Ps build more bowls for us older skaters...
minneapolis parks will gain national recognition if they continue down the path they have been going. free ice skating in the winter, movies in the park in the summer, and the webber natural pool are all great examples of
what it means to live in minneapolis. i love my city and am proud of what they provide for the community. let's make it happen!
Our family skateboards!
(no response submitted)
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24.245.44.84
107.4.238.226
174.53.229.181

2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04

39
40
41

Other ‐ St. Paul proper
Minneapolis ‐ South
Other ‐ West Side

Sirs and Madams of the Park Board, My name is Ryan Toth and I am a senior Economics student at the University of St. Thomas. I will be attending further graduate studies in the coming year. But, when I am not studying
for classes, I am skateboarding. Skateboarding has been apart of my life now for around 12 years. I started when I was very young‐‐ ~10 years old‐‐ it has taught me so much about myself, others, and life. I am from a
small suburb, North west of Minneapolis, called, Elk River. I was introduced to skateboarding through friends when I had transferred from catholic elementary school to public middle school. I was very shy and didn't know
anything about the real world. Skateboarding showed me a lot about this, "real world". Skateboarding kept me away from drugs and alcohol because I was busy skateboarding, or thinking about skateboarding. It was my
life throughout middle school and high school. Now being in college, its given me the insight that skateboarding is good for the people that weren't into sports, music, or theatre. Its a way for kids to express themselves
without having to worry about coaches or teachers hounding them to improve quicker or do something else. Skateboarding can bring happiness to a child's life when maybe their life at home isn't decent. Its a way for kids
to see the good in themselves when someone might not be giving them the right affection. But, most importantly it bring kids from all social and economic classes together; black or white, we are all skateboarders.
Skateboarding is rising in popularity, and with the influences from streetwear culture and other "hip" cultures, skateboarding is alive and well, and it will be for sometime. Skateboarding is worthwhile for the City to invest
in. If you build it, they will come.
Bowls! And transition
I love skateboarding. If you build it right, they will skate it.

65.128.130.221

2017‐11‐04

42

Minneapolis ‐ North

I live close to Creekview skatepark bit normally skate at Crystal because it has more features and more people around. I'd love to see more people at Creekview and more transition oriented features.

75.72.53.46

2017‐11‐04

43

Other ‐ Hopkins MN

73.185.159.252

2017‐11‐04

44

Minneapolis ‐ North

199.185.130.22

2017‐11‐04

45

Other ‐ Minneapolis

107.77.206.135

2017‐11‐04

46

Minneapolis ‐ North

67.220.4.170

2017‐11‐04

47

Minneapolis ‐ North

Online Survey Responses

More skatable parks that don’t have akward transitions like sunken ramp edges, steep banks with no curve on the end, no rounded hips, longer run ups for tricks, and no strangely dangerous “unique” obstacles. We would
like to have a variety of things to skate like street options, such as ledges, SAFE stair‐sets and handrails, flatbars, banks, A‐frames, hubbas, round AND flat grind rail surfaces, and manual pads. Also, many options for the
skaters that enjoy transition skateboarding such as quarter pipes and variations(tall and short, skinny and wide), mini ramps, pump tracks, snake runs, humps, spines, curved quarter pipes, bowls, half pipes, launch ramps,
and vert ramps. We would also like a reasonable amount of basic flat ground and space between obstacles made out of SMOOTH concrete, so it’s not so crowded and there is a better flow.
First of all, I want to thank the Board for all of its work so far to help promote skateboarding in Minneapolis, This activity plan is an exciting and long overdue development. My family lives in the Harrison neighborhood
where we enjoy amazing proximity and access to city parks, but it's clear that Minneapolis skateparks have long been neglected and the spaces have been underutilized. My perspective is that of a parent whose kids love
skateboarding. A few years ago I knew next to nothing about the sport, but now it's a key part of our family's activities. We would love to have increased access to excellent skateparks in our own city. I typically
wholeheartedly agree with claims that Minneapolis has the country's best park system, but the skateparks are a clear exception. I strongly support all of the reasons offered in this activity plan to improve and promote
skateboarding within the Minneapolis park system. Thank you!

I have been skateboarding with friends frequently for over a decade. I was a young child attending park/rec meetings and I continue to issue my support of substantially creating a skateboarding infrastructure.
Comprehensive plans must make up for neglecting our already world‐class, unique and racially diverse skateboarding scene. Our amazing skateboarding scene must be reflected in our public spaces. Since I was a kid, I
have been angered with my (Minneapolis) government and park system for failing to create funding plans or recognize skateboarding as the radically creative, multi‐cultural and therapeutic activity that is is. It is similar to
dance and yoga, cardio exercise and multi‐cultural social gatherings. It's been far too long to realize, that you (the Park/Rec Board), were scammed by a play‐ground developer and greedy politicians with the 'first tier' of
skateparks. The entire skateboard community (up to age 60+) has realized this and lost trust from our local government. Secondly, we have lost trust and a feeling of safety from the way skateboarding, young people and
especially Black folks and people of color/indigenous are treated as threats/criminals in public spaces. This happens from centering big business' wants over the needs of the public and through our militaristic, labor
exploiting incarceration/police institution. Sites such as the Minneapolis Government Center, libraries, bike/walking paths, tennis courts, benches and sculptures across the city are all skateparks by design and have been
used for decades by our neglected, but ever‐growing skateboard community. Skateboarders will continue to creatively dance and spend time together in public/private spaces, no matter the perimeters. It's in
skateboarding's radically artistic and shared/equity‐nature that users will continue to "activate" otherwise un‐used, unsafe and cold spaces (such as the Minneapolis Government Center that has a huge budget, but no
human programming). Skateboarders make these spaces multi‐generational and equity‐focused social gathering spaces. This creates a new space safer for youth, elderly and systemically neglected populations, such as
people suffering from homelessness or mental illness (including substance abuse). We can look to cities like Malmo, Sweden, who are integrating skateboarding and recreation into public spaces, along with development
of parks. Public space is owned by the community. It's time to fund world‐class skateparks, decriminalize skateboarding in public spaces and recognize we have a world‐class popularity and a radically innovative social
project at hand. Plans must continue to include our world‐class skateboarding scene, the partnership from visionaries at City of Skate, and most importantly, strategically promote leadership from people of
color/indigenous communities. That is where the innovation, expertise and shared prosperity will come from. We deserve to recognize skateboarding as the social‐liberation activity that it is. It must collaborated with
decades of movements supporting racial economic and community equity. It must prioritize safety without Police, include community agriculture and environmental reform. It must include youth development,
programming, child‐care and youth leadership. All innovative and justice‐focused solutions must be on the table. Skateboarding is a social‐gathering, artistic and liberating activity. It should be treated as such.
Creating usable, well considered skate parks that are free and accessible to all is brilliant! This type of positive contribution to community development and community intrractions are what we need more of ‐ we see the
positive impacts of increased biking paths and access in Minneapolis, this could certainly do the same for kids and teens to have active alternatives within our city.
I would love to see a plaza style skatepark in Minneapolis/ NE Minneapolis that has lots of ledges and flow. Not pre‐fab, but original design concepts with city sculptures and design worked into the plan. Can we get a metal‐
edged ledge put in Shingle‐Creek at least? Thanks!
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73.24.16.248

2017‐11‐04

48

Other ‐ Saint Paul

68.168.172.47
71.68.34.211

2017‐11‐04
2017‐11‐04

49
50

Minneapolis ‐ Northeast
Minneapolis ‐ Southwest

First off I would just like to thank everyone involved in developing the activity plan. It is incredible and amazing. The passion, attention to detail and the way they hit it from so many angles is really awesome. I just have
to say, through my involvement with skateboarding over the past 13 years I have personally had an incredible experience and I think it has helped shaped who I am today. It has taught me so many things. Patience,
creativity, determination, never giving up, paying attention to your body, intuition, repetition and the list goes on. Skating has taught me if you have an idea and you put it to action you can achieve it. Not only all this but it
has connected me with hundreds of people around the metro and has inspired me to create skateboarding videos and hold events. I never used to think about the impact of that, but then I started working at an
elementary school. This experience really brought me back to my youth. And made me think of when I saw skateboarding for the first time and just how cool I thought it looked. It's really magical. Kids are always seeming
to look for the fun, and skating with proper equipment is generally pretty safe. Especially with a little guidance. With schools not providing adequate physical activity I believe they are labeling kids with different mental
disorders in order to keep there system "working" effectively, because no one wants to be wrong or is willing to change and stand up for the rights of students. Students are being neglected with sub par learning
conditions, not enough staff, terribley unhealthy food, and like I said lack of exercise. We need to provide safe parks for people of all ages to easily get to. Physical activity is extremely important to mental health. It also
provides a place for kids to interact that is not so structured. The cool thing about skating is that there isn't a wrong way to do it, you can learn at your own pace, and no one is really judging or giving you a grade. The
skateboarding community from my experience is a group of people that enjoy lifting up one another and seeing each other be the best they can be. I could go on forever about skateboarding and how much it means to
me, and this plan the city of skate and the minniapolis parks and rec board came up with covers a lot. One more thought, building the parks to be estetically pleasing, using existing terrain and objects, giving them
unique features, green spaces, lights, water fountains. Just making the parks a place that anyone, even non skaters would want to go would be ideal. Thank you so much!!! Shane Brown
As a longtime member of the skateboarding community, I would like to see more available options for skateboarding throughout Minneapolis. My children and I feel limited by the current status of recreation facilities that
are provided. Utilizing unused areas and reforming outdated portions of existing parks and city lots to create safe, fun skateboard plazas and parks will help grow the sport and community. I honestly feel that Minneapolis
has a strong demand and need for this overdue absence. Thank you
My kids skate as often as they can after school and on weekends outside until the snow flies. I support this initiative wholeheartedly. Thank you!!

Minneapolis ‐ Northeast
Minneapolis ‐ Downtown
Other ‐ Suburb

I Live in the bottineau neighborhood and use the skatepark frequently. Due to its current design, it can be difficult to skate. I would support building a skatepark with a design similar to that of the new carpenter skate
park in St. Louis park. The current design of the bottineau park does not flow well and the ground is not level making it difficult to skate. It is especially difficult for new skaters to learn in such a park. Designing parks like
carpenter would draw more visitors to Minneapolis skateparks and cement Minneapolis as a skateboarding hub. Thanks for allowing our input on this matter.
I think better skateparks should be built in Minneapolis
I support skateboarding.

24.118.48.96
2017‐11‐04
141.224.240.123 2017‐11‐04
73.164.32.161
2017‐11‐04

51
52
53

66.87.145.105

2017‐11‐04

54

Minneapolis ‐ Southwest

67.6.43.121

2017‐11‐04

55

Minneapolis ‐ South

174.20.215.135

2017‐11‐04

56

Minneapolis ‐ Southwest

I am an adult skateboarder. I am also a resident, real estate investor, and tax payer of the city of Minneapolis. I am very happy to see that MPRB is investing resources into skateparks. I believe this ads value to
Minneapolis parks as a whole. I would like to emphasize the importance of skatepark design and to sell out expert advisement to make the best out of space and funding allotted. It is a shame to have unusable features
and wasted space. Please continue to survey. Please continue to reach out to local skate community through your partners suck as city of skate, Cal Surf, Familia, and 3rd Lair. They have the reach and attention of the
Minneapolis skateboard community and can reach them very quickly through various channels including social media. Thank you for considering my comments.
Due to the huge initial cost of the building of skateparks, why not allow a small piece of land to be built by the skateboarders themselves. This has worked in other cities, Portland, OR, Little Rock, AR, San Diego, CA, etc. I
know there is a city owned property at 26th and Minnehaha that has been for sale for about a decade. What about allowing this property to be used as a do it yourself skatepark until a suitable buyer can be found? I
realize this is not park land, but the park does own other suitable land. My opinion would be to find small projects that can be started/achieves quickly to allow for momentum to build. With a quick result, it may be able to
build momentum/funding to more skateparks. Also, a quick tour of the parks in south Minneapolis will show that the parks are in such disrepair that they are a safety concern. I understand the liability issues of building
parks, but the park board is currently operating skateparks that are in much more dangerous condition than something that a knowledgeable and willing local skate community could create at a fraction of the cost if given
an opportunity.
As a resident who lives close to the park, I would strongly oppose this proposal. There is much to be said for keeping a green space GREEN; and not turning it into a noisy, chaotic place for youth to congregate. Residents
not only pay for their property, but they also pay to enjoy a peaceful, harmonious quality of life; free of clanking skateboards. And for the vast majority of the visitors to this lake area, I suspect this would undoubtedly
hold little to no benefit for them as well. I have served on several boards in the area and have received feedback from fellow residents firsthand that think in kind to this matter, so these are not just my opinions alone.
In summation, this project seems foolhearty at best for this area. A good truism in life is “less is more” and not introducing a skatepark to this location would definitely be More, in regards to this ill thought‐out proposal.
Respectfully Jeff Idelkope

Minneapolis ‐ Northeast

There's nothing like skateboarding outside in Minneapolis. The city's approach to building skateparks is an opportunity to give the involved communities unique assets that promote physical activity. As a skateboarder with
the intention to skateboard for as long as I possibly can, skatepark design is incredibly important for my longevity. In order to show that skateboarding can be a positive influence for participants of all ages, all styles of
skateboarding need to have representation at local parks. This means including obstacles from large ramps and flowing speed lines to obstacles inspired by modern street skateboarding. Skateboarders aren't always
looking to challenge themselves, but they understand that styles evolve over time. In order to accommodate a large skateboarding scene like ours, we need to look at successes from skateparks in surrounding suburbs and
parks around the country. When I travel, I look for those that attract a wide range of different skateboarders. Today's progressive skateparks have to balance the separation of different obstacles that require different
speeds. The best skateparks find ways to separate the low speed zones from faster ones and create connections between similar speed zones in order to create a flowing line. In short, variety between and within
skateparks is what keeps this city's skateboarding scene one of the best in the world. I've met people who I consider to be role models through skateboarding and I know I wouldn't be who I am today without it. I
appreciate the opportunity to have my voice heard on this issue in which I'm highly affected. Sincerely, Ben Vaske
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Please add your comments on the 2017 Draft Skate Park Activity Plan in the box below.

As a former 3rd lair employee and a skater who learned at public skateparks, I have a strong passion for Minneapolis’ skateboarding community. This is so exciting to see your organization making efforts to expand our
skateparks. Here are some of my thoughts on your plan. I think it is great and I hope that you continue the way you guys are going. This movement to get better parks in Minneapolis is long overdue for how strong the
minneapolis skateboarding scene is, so it’s exciting to see it’s finally happening. Minneapolis has one of the top five, maybe top three local scenes in the united states. Our community publishes consistent videos made by
independent filmmakers and/or companies which inspire youth and give the rest of the country a glimpse at the level of talent coming out of our strong scene. There have been professionals coming out of minneapolis
for decades now, and are the main inspiration to every next generation of kids learning how to skateboard at public parks. This is a great opportunity to build even better parks, build them within the city, and build them
right. Skateparks can be a focal point of any park or city area, draw diverse demographics of people, and can be amazing works of art and architecture. I really appreciated how much effort your plan focuses on skater
involvement. I think the key to building a successful skatepark is having people involved who have experience skating at skateparks and who know how to design and make one. That being said, the amount of
participation in skateboarding combined with all other action sports within a public skatepark can be dangerous because of overcrowding. We went through this challenge every winter at 3rd lair. If designed right, and
with proper seating away from the skatepark area, a skatepark can handle a lot of people safely. As long as the people from 3rd lair, cal surf, familia, and city of skate are involved, they will know how to design it properly
or who to hire so they will design it properly. If you guys can, I would try and get that tier‐1 rule repealed or something so we aren’t restricted to that small of structures. As far as I know, that doesn’t exist in any other
state and if we want to match the level of parks in other cities, we NEED to get around that somehow.
Your plan to me seems to be right on point and I think you should keep doing what you are doing and having
skaters involved 100% of the process. Thank you again for your efforts and I can’t wait to see what they produce.
Skate parks are a brilliant idea and should be supported more. These parks are one of the best outlets for t‐weens and teens who don't necessarily play organised sports and it is outdoors too! My son wouldn't have his
teen years without these parks.
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Minneapolis ‐ Downtown

75.73.213.101

2017‐11‐03

59

Minneapolis ‐ Southwest

60
61

These comments are submitted by Regional Parks and Natural Resources staff from the Metropolitan Council. Thank you for the opportunity to review the draft Skate Park Activity Plan. The plan is well done and is
supported by feedback through engagement with the skater community. Photos and examples of skate parks from across the country bring additional clarity to the plan. Please consider the following suggestions: ‐Page
9 indicates that the Metropolitan Council forecasts a population growth of 11% by 2040 in Minneapolis. The plan then applies that percentage to the 2016 estimate of skate park users to determine the number of skate
park users in 2040. However, the Minneapolis population is forecast to grow 9.3% between 2016 and 2040 (from 419,952 in 2016 to 459,200 in 2040). Please consider revising this information. ‐The zip code map on
page 31 is difficult to read, and becomes very pixelated when zooming in. The version of this same map that is on 59 does not have this issue. Please consider replacing the map on page 31. ‐Goal 2 on page 42 discusses
"policy barriers" to skate parks and states that skate parks are not an allowed use in regional parks or trails, with the recommendation to lobby the Metropolitan Council to allow them as parks policy plans are updated.
The plan does not provide context to the reader of why the Metropolitan Council is involved and is unclear what a parks policy plan is (or whose plan it is). The plan could benefit by including a glossary of terms, including
a description of the Regional Parks Policy Plan and the Metropolitan Council's role in the regional parks system (as was done in the Park Board's Urban Agriculture Activity Plan). ‐Please note that the regional parks
system as defined in the 2040 Regional Parks Policy Plan is intended to be strongly tied to water bodies and natural resources and provide passive recreation opportunities based on these natural features.
Characterizations of skate parks throughout the draft Skate Park Activity Plan‐‐such as manufactured facilities built from concrete and the desire to have organized competitions and tournaments‐‐do not appear to align
with the nature of the regional parks system. ‐The plan includes some terms that may be misinterpreted by the reader and could benefit from clarification. For example, the draft plan mentions regional parks, regional
scale skate parks, and regional facilities. A regional scale skate park is different than a regional park. Please consider providing definitions or a glossary and using consistent terms throughout the plan. ‐On pages 28‐29,
the plan indicates that it is impossible to use regional funds to build or maintain a skate park (Nokomis and Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska). The word "impossible" may be interpreted to incite people. Please consider stating that
skate parks are not eligible to receive regional funds. With the incorporation of a glossary that was suggested in previous comments, it will be more apparent to the reader why this is the case. Thanks again for the
Other ‐ St. Paul (location of orgopportunity to comment.
Please keep the Minneapolis skateboard community alive!
Minneapolis ‐ Downtown
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Minneapolis ‐ South

Hi my name is Josh, i’ll start by saying in the 15 years i’ve been skateboarding there has been one skatepark in my south minneapolis keewaydin neighborhood and that’s morris park. They had replaced the old metal
ramps with new cement ramps but they did not resurface existing basketball blacktop, Now the new cement ramps have almost melted into the blacktop creating really bad cracks/bumps at the bottom of each ramp. It
has gotten so bad that nobody even uses these old skateparks. You have to travel to neighboring suburbs to skateboard at a decent skatepark and think about all the kids who can’t travel outside minneapolis. they don’t
know a decent skatepark because minneapolis doesn’t have any. I’ve heard for over 10 years that they we’re planning on making new skateparks all over minneapolis but there has not been a single opening of a free
public skatepark. please please do us all a big favor and build more skateparks for the youth, keep them busy and out of trouble. There’s plenty of parks that could facilitate skateparks and i think every park should have a
skatepark here in minneapolis. Thank you very much for reading this and taking it into consideration and hopefully i’m not the only skater who feels this way about the lack of minneapolis skatepark.
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Please add your comments on the 2017 Draft Skate Park Activity Plan in the box below.

Minneapolis ‐ Northeast

Hey there! My name is Dalton Jones, and I am a 25 year old skateboarder who grew up near the cities and now lives in NE Minneapolis. I have been skating since the age of 12, and I have been using all of these Minneapolis skate parks for over
10 years. Being around these skate parks for so long I have heard tons of feedback from many locals, so I will not just be speaking for myself, but also from most of the people that use these parks on a daily basis. First off, I would like to start
by saying I think many of the existing skate parks in Minneapolis have good aspects to them and many of them can be made much more "skateable" at a very low cost. I don not think this should be a permanent solution, but instead a start to
get skateboarders by while we work on constructing new parks such as the Nakomis one and NE athletic field one. I will first start by talking about Armatage. Armatage is most likely one of the simplest parks in Minneapolis, but that is not
necessarily a bad thing. Armitage has all the fundamentals of a good skate park. It has good ground, a decent amount of ramps, a good rail and most importantly, a good box. I think if you had to hold off on renovating a skate park to save
money, then it should most likely be Armatage. Next I will talk about Morris. Almost everyone I talk to has either never heard of this skate park, or has only been there once. This is because you only need to go there once to understand how
bad it really is. This skate park is lacking the absolute most important fundamental of a skate park. Good ground! it is almost impossible to roll on it, and there are cracks at the bottom of the ramps that are a safety hazard. Simply adding
better ground to this skate park and making sure there are no cracks at the bottom of the ramps will make this skate park almost brand new to most skaters since most have not even been there. This does not compensate for the old ramps
and rust covered rails, but as I said before, this simple fix will bring many people out to skate a park they once knew as completely unskateable. Bracket is another skate park that is almost unskateable because of the ground. The park is also
wood instead of concrete, so the ramps show much more age. This skate park needs complete renovation, but the boxes there are a crowd favorite. The plastic wood material is a great surface for grinding. The funny thing is, most skaters that
I know that go to bracket usually take the plastic boxes into the unused tennis courts a few yards away because there was much smoother and it had more room to skate around. Unfortunately, the city did not like that and at one point even
took the boxes away because of this. Obviously this just showed how desperate these skateboarders were and how ironic the cities decision was. Overall, bracket is unskateable because of the ground and the ramps. If there was better ground
with those boxes there, then all you would have to do is add a few simple ramps and a circle rail and that park would be good. Bottineau is the closest to my house so I am there constantly. This park also has a good base, but has its faults. The
main problem with this park is the fence. there is a lot of good options here, but the fence restricts skating in many ways. The flat circle rail is the most impacted by this. If you look at the fence that lies directly after the rail you will see the
fence is mangled and scratched up from skateboarders and bikers hitting it after they land a trick. One local told me that years ago someone cut that area of the fence out and the city put it back in a few weeks later. That part of the fence and
many other areas of the fence is a safety hazard and the whole thing should be removed. If its possible to add another couple concrete squares after the rail then that would be the ideal option, but no matter what the fence has to go. Lastly I
will talk about Elliot. Elliot is by far the most important park in Minneapolis to skateboarders. It's close proximity to downtown makes it easily accessible by all, it is very important for tourists that skate and are visiting, and lastly; it has an awe
factor that no other skate park has in Minneapolis because of all the buildings. Elliot is also very important because the recent renovations made it much better than it was. This park only needs one thing. A good box. A box Identical to the
armitage flat box would be perfect. It is about a foot tall, 4 feet wide and 6 or 7 feet long. I know the ramps are made by the same company, so it would be very easy to get that same box and make it match the rest of the park. The placement
of the box would have to be in the large open area of the park that is closest to South 6th Street. The box would need to be far enough from the grass on each end so you could roll away from tricks. I am not sure the dimensions of the park,
but I would be happy to help you with the placement of the box in order to make sure it will get skated. I think if you do anything to any Minneapolis skate park it should be adding this box to Elliot. It is the only element missing from this park
to make it a very enjoyable park, and as I mentioned before, it is the most central and important park we have. The only think more you could do to Elliot is turn it into a large skate plaza much like the one Denver has, but I don't see that
happening for a while. So, In the meantime, I think this would be very appreciated! I put a lot of time into this and tried to tie in my ideas and feedback along with others, so please take this feedback seriously. Thank you so much for the
progress we've made so far, and I hope we can keep moving forward with these projects as planned.

Minneapolis ‐ Northeast
Minneapolis ‐ Downtown

I think this is a great idea! I recently moved to Minneapolis from Madison and was incredibly disappointed by the lack of high quality public skateparks here since the city has such a massive skateboarding community.
Skateparks are such essential part to a cities make‐up. All of my favorite cities that I have visited have iconic skateparks. Skateparks show a city's culture and willingness to support a beautifully artist and self expressive
sport.
I'd like to see it happen!

Other ‐ Minneapolis

Hello! My name is Erik Elstran. I have been riding BMX for 13 years and 3 professionally. I first moved to Minneapolis in 2010. Thank you for putting this outline together, it is exciting to see a plan to improve skateparks
in Minneapolis! Though, Minneapolis does have five skateparks they are all pretty outdated and I think a new improved one will really bring the scene together. I have traveled all over the country and the world and seen
firsthand how a well made skatepark can positively impact a community. The greatest thing about BMX to me and all of action sports is the community. I have made countless friends (BMXers and skateboarders) through
the common interest of riding kid's bikes and would be nowhere near where I'm at now without this community. However, there is a sometimes a divide between BMXers and skateboarders in different places and
scenes. The skateparks kids grow up riding play an important role in that. How bike riders, scooter riders, or roller bladers are treated at their local park (if they're allowed in) will reflect on all of their attitudes towards
each other. The positives that you have listed for skateboarding such as personal accomplishment, building social networks and community bonds, increased physical activity etc., are no different when considering BMX,
scootering, and inline skating too. Inclusion at a skatepark, no matter what kind of wheels the user chooses to use it on, is a key element to skatepark experience and use. Inclusion at a skatepark will strengthen all of our
communities as well as teach people to be respectful of others regardless of their differences. Now, I want to address some language in your plan that specifically challenges this inclusion. 1. Of the 3 main goals listed for
the Minneapolis Skate Park Activity Plan, add "inclusion" to the 3rd point. This is important enough to also include as a new section to the plan. ‐Increase the number, variety and distribution of skate parks in Minneapolis
‐Address policy barriers to high‐quality skate park experiences ‐Improve the overall skate park experience through design, operations, partnerships and safety measures 2. Page 15 ‐ move (not delete) "users on wheels"
from the Challenges section to the Trends in Skate Parks section. Having additional users of the park like BMX, scooters, and skates is a benefit to the park, not actually a challenge. The more users of the facility, the better!
Many of the most successful skateparks listed in the plan already make a point of including other uses as a positive. 3. Page 43 ‐ remove "without pegs" from the statement as it excludes BMX street riders. As indicated
elsewhere in the plan, minor restrictions on skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce. Pegs are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate park. "design for and allow all
non‐motorized wheeled sports in skate parks including BMX riding without pegs, scooter use, and in‐line skating." 4. Page 43 ‐ remove the following full quote because the principle is not inclusive. If two siblings come to a
park together (one on a skateboard, one on a BMX bike or scooter), will one need to sit out? Most of the users of a skatepark are friendly with each other and separating the groups is an unnecessary
discrimination/restriction. "Explore the possibility of a few skate spots and/or neighborhood skate parks within the network restricted to skateboarding only, and/or scheduling of shared skate parks to allow skateboard‐
only or BMX‐only time periods." 5. Page 49 ‐ remove the statement "Steel pegs should not be allowed on bikes in skate parks, in order to prevent structural damage." It unnecessarily excludes BMX street riders. As
indicated elsewhere in the plan, minor restrictions on skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce. Pegs are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate park and there is no
indication that structural damage is any more of a concern than through other standard use. All obstacles will require proper maintenance, do not single out a specific use as being "off limits". 6. Page 56 ‐ Identification of
Project Stakeholders and Technical Advisory Committee As indicated in the plan, there are multiple users of a Skate Park in addition to skateboards. Add a BMX line‐item as a key stakeholder for inclusive input and
communication. They are a critical user group! Thank you for your time! Erik
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Minneapolis ‐ South

Please add your comments on the 2017 Draft Skate Park Activity Plan in the box below.

First, I'm encouraged to see that Minneapolis is taking steps to better serve it's communities through action sports. The overall plan is thorough and addresses most of the needs of the community. However, my primary
comment is that the plan does not do enough to support INCLUSION of all community members. As inclusion is a key piece of why the MPRB exists, any language that excludes individuals, friends, supporters, and other
action sports users should be carefully re‐written. "The Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board exists to provide places and recreation opportunities for all people to gather, celebrate, contemplate, and engage in
activities that promote health, well‐being, community, and the environment. " There are a wide variety of uses for skateparks beyond skateboarding, which are indicated in the activity plan. These should be not only
supported, but celebrated as bringing more users to Minneapolis parks. Specifically as a BMX rider, I'd like to comment on the following: 1. Of the 3 main goals listed for the Minneapolis Skate Park Activity Plan, add
"inclusion" to the 3rd point. It's a key element of the Skatepark experience and use. This is important enough to also include as a new section to the plan. ‐Increase the number, variety and distribution of skate parks in
Minneapolis ‐Address policy barriers to high‐quality skate park experiences ‐Improve the overall skate park experience through design, operations, partnerships and safety measures 2. Page 15 ‐ move (not delete) "users
on wheels" from the Challenges section to the Trends in Skate Parks section. Having additional users of the park like BMX, scooters, and skates is a benefit to the park, not actually a challenge. The more users of the
facility, the better! Many of the most successful skateparks listed in the plan already make a point of including other uses as a positive. 3. Page 43 ‐ remove "without pegs" from the statement as it excludes BMX street
riders. As indicated elsewhere in the plan, minor restrictions on skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce. Pegs are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate park.
"design for and allow all non‐motorized wheeled sports in skate parks including BMX riding without pegs, scooter use, and in‐line skating." 4. Page 43 ‐ remove the following full quote. The principle is not inclusive. If 2
siblings come to a park together (one on a skateboard, one on a BMX bike or scooter), will one need to sit out? Most of the users of a skatepark are friendly with each other and separating the groups is an unnecessary
discrimination/restriction. "Explore the possibility of a few skate spots and/or neighborhood skate parks within the network restricted to skateboarding only, and/or scheduling of shared skate parks to allow skateboard‐
only or BMX‐only time periods." 5. Page 49 ‐ remove the statement "Steel pegs should not be allowed on bikes in skate parks, in order to prevent structural damage." It unnecessarily excludes BMX street riders. As
indicated elsewhere in the plan, minor restrictions on skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce. Pegs are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate park and there is no
indication that structural damage is any more of a concern than through other standard use. All obstacles will require proper maintenance, do not single out a specific use as being "off limits". 6. Page 56 ‐ Identification of
Project Stakeholders and Technical Advisory Committee As indicated in the plan, there are multiple users of a Skate Park in addition to skateboards. Add a BMX line‐item as a key stakeholder for inclusive input and
communication. They are a critical user group! Thank you very much for your time and attention to these details, it's appreciated!"
I grew up riding BMX in the Twin Cities with friends who skated and friends who rode BMX. Had we not had a small skatepark in our city, who knows where those countless hours of progression and determination
would’ve been spent. This small skatepark was the seed needed to help grow a lifelong pursuit of hard work and progression. Not allowing BMX bikes into skateparks discriminates against thousands of kids looking for a
safe place to ride and to transform themselves into responsible adults by using the same techniques they use to improve their skills in the skatepark. Skateparks had a positive impact on my life and I hope the same can be
true for thousands of others.
My kids are young (5 and 8), but both are learning how to skate board. They'd also love to do some BMX riding, more preferably on a dirt course. The large BMX facility up in Isanti is great, but the drive is so far. We'd love
to have a place to bike to here in our South Minneapolis neighborhood ‐‐ Lake Nokomis park would be great! And soon!
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Minneapolis ‐ Downtown

To Whom It May Concern, I am excited to see the City of Minneapolis organizing and allocating time and funds to action sports. As someone that grew up on a BMX bike and still actively supports younger generations of
riders as a BMX instructor, this is very encouraging to see a city that wants to provide positive outlets for a growing demographic ‐ skateboarders, inline skaters, BMXers, scooters. One thing I would like to help provide
feedback on is the level of inclusion in the current plan. Consider this, would the City of Minneapolis establish a public football field and then post that no other sport (soccer, lacrosse, etc.) is allowed to be played on the
field for fear of additional or different wear/tear? After reading through the Activity Plan, I believe there is opportunity to reexamine some areas to broaden the level of inclusion for participants that have need for these
facilities. As a BMX rider, I would like to comment on the following pieces specifically: 1. Of the 3 main goals listed for the Minneapolis Skate Park Activity Plan, add "inclusion" to the 3rd point. It's a key element of the
Skatepark experience and use. This is important enough to also include as a new section to the plan. ‐Increase the number, variety and distribution of skate parks in Minneapolis ‐Address policy barriers to high‐quality
skate park experiences ‐Improve the overall skate park experience through design, operations, partnerships and safety measures 2. Page 15 ‐ move (not delete) "users on wheels" from the Challenges section to the
Trends in Skate Parks section. Having additional users of the park like BMX, scooters, and skates is a benefit to the park, not actually a challenge. The more users of the facility, the better! Many of the most successful
skateparks listed in the plan already make a point of including other uses as a positive. 3. Page 43 ‐ remove "without pegs" from the statement as it excludes BMX street riders. As indicated elsewhere in the plan, minor
restrictions on skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce. Pegs are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate park. "design for and allow all non‐motorized wheeled
sports in skate parks including BMX riding without pegs, scooter use, and in‐line skating." 4. Page 43 ‐ remove the following full quote. The principle is not inclusive. If 2 siblings come to a park together (one on a
skateboard, one on a BMX bike or scooter), will one need to sit out? Most of the users of a skatepark are friendly with each other and separating the groups is an unnecessary discrimination/restriction. "Explore the
possibility of a few skate spots and/or neighborhood skate parks within the network restricted to skateboarding only, and/or scheduling of shared skate parks to allow skateboard‐ only or BMX‐only time periods." 5. Page
49 ‐ remove the statement "Steel pegs should not be allowed on bikes in skate parks, in order to prevent structural damage." This seems to imply that the construction of features that users would "grind" on will be
intentionally under built to specifically limit or exclude BMX riders. 6. Page 56 ‐ Identification of Project Stakeholders and Technical Advisory Committee As indicated in the plan, there are multiple users of a Skate Park
in addition to skateboards. Add a BMX line‐item as a key stakeholder for inclusive input and communication. They are a critical user group! Thank you very much for your time and attention to these details, it's
appreciated!
As a BMX rider of 30 years it would be great to have parks that allowed bikes where I live. I have traveled all over the world riding parks that allowed bikes. Growing up in MN there were very few options. This is a great
chance for MN to show the youth that they support them in whatever action sport they choose.

Minneapolis ‐ Northeast

Hello, I am very excited about this whole project. I do have a few comments/concerns. (1) I would not limit the use of any park at any time to any single discipline. It's 2017, there is no need to discriminate/exclude any
park user based on their equipment of choice. Simple park etiquette and communication will alleviate any issues. (2) The issue of not allowing metal pegs on bmx bikes. The majority of riders run aluminum or plastic
pegs to begin with, so it's basically a non issue. Any concerns that bikes are more damaging than other sports is simply wrong. Routine park maintenance/inspection is important to fix any issues before they become a
problem. And we need less enforceable rules. We don't need to waste police officers time inspecting and or removing participants from the parks for minor equipment issues. State laws and common park rules will
suffice. I have an extensive bmx background. I am a sponsored professional rider and I have traveled throughout the country to many public and private skateparks. I would like to see parks constructed to serve all skill
levels of each sport. We need to get away from having every park 3‐4' tall max. We should build everything from a small grind ledge to 12' deep bowls to pump tracks etc. We need variety for our participants to thrive! I
have been building ramps, dirt jumps etc for over 20 years. I would be interested in answering any questions on bmx park design. Thanks for your time
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Please add your comments on the 2017 Draft Skate Park Activity Plan in the box below.
In my opinion and experience, sports such as skateboarding and BMX bicycle riding provide constructive, healthy, and social activities for children and adults alike, and must not be overlooked in their ability to have many
positive influences on the community. Facilities providing safe, controlled environments for individuals to practice and enjoy these sports means less individuals succumbing to drugs, crime, and general inactivity due to
boredom or purposelessness. These communities also offer a unique social environment in that they attract all kinds of individuals from all walks of life and provide a catalyst for kids to interact in and become familiar
with this ideal situation. Not everyone enjoys mainstream sports or other common activities that are already catered to within our infrastructure, and considering the relatively insignificant amount of funding needed to
maintain facilities such as a skatepark (versus a new U.S. Bank Stadium or Target Field), it seems completely reasonable and within our city's best interests to accommodate the "alternative sports" community through
providing appropriate facilities. These sports, like any others, expose the young community to positive elements such as teamwork, sportsmanship, dedication, an opportunity to develop social skills, a healthy lifestyle,
and an overall better quality of life.
Hello my name is Joshua and i live about an hour south of the city's. I have been riding BMX all my life and one of my favorite past times is going to Minneapolis is ride. When I heard of this project I was extremely excited
but there are some things I'd like to mention and put imput on. One of the things that is really disappointing about some of the skate parks in the city's is that sometimes when I go to skate park and it has tight regulations
on bikes or they don't even allow bikes. One of witch is no pegs rule do to the fact most public skate parks are set up as a "street style" and if we are not slow to have pegs it kinda destroys the point of riding the skate
park. Also no metal pegs rule never made sense to me due to the fact trucks on skate boards are made of the same material. I'd like to mention aswell that the skate comuntity and the BMX comunity get along very well so
there is no need to separate us. Sinserly Joshua LaBarr

75.168.46.131

2017‐10‐25

73

Minneapolis ‐ North

172.58.83.139

2017‐10‐25

74

Other ‐ Henderson MN

75

Hi Minneapolis P&R ‐ Even though I live out of state, I share your community's excitement for offering areas for kids—and older kids :)—to skate and ride. Thank you for your hard work, and involving the community for
input. I grew up both skating and riding BMX bikes. I am 37 now. I was a professional BMXer for over a decade, traveling the world with other bmxers, skaters, and the whole action sports family. I first visited
Minneapolis on a trip to Target Headquarters to kick off a new sponsorship with Hoffman Bikes, Shawn White, and Nate Adams. I loved it, and still maintain the friendships that I made in the Twin Cities. I just wanted to
give some background on why I feel a connection to this project. I see a lot of language in your proposed plan that creates a divide between skateboards and other "users on wheels". Skateboards, BMX, inline skates,
and most recently scooters have used the same ramps/courses/parks together since the 70s when action sports came to be. These parks are ultimately playgrounds with different ages, skills, and ways to interpret the
ramps—no matter what tool you're using to experience it. Much like any other playground, you have to take turns and be mindful of other users. This is a big lesson that plays out in other areas of life: be mindful and
respectful of others. I have literally traveled the world and ridden parks with all "users on wheels" with no issue because I respect all user's styles and safety. When you give license to one user group and exclude others,
Other ‐ I live in Portland, OR buyou create tension. That divide is where the problems arise. Bottom line, kids have different ways of creating fun at these parks. Let's let them learn, share, and navigate how they use these parks together. Thank you.

207.170.194.18

174.53.222.44

2017‐10‐25

2017‐10‐25

76

Minneapolis ‐ South

209.23.142.194

2017‐10‐25

77

Other ‐ Minneapolis

75.146.163.6

2017‐10‐25

78

Minneapolis ‐ Downtown

Online Survey Responses

Please allow a good amount of flateground between & around quarter pipes (drop in or roll ins) ledges (tall,short & long) & flat bars it is important that there is enough space so that the park can be used to it’s full
potential.. maybe a mix of cement angle iron ledges & recycled plastic ledges.. manuel pad should be important too maybe a foot high to a foot 1/2 & a kids Manuel pad.. again the amount of space between opsticals is
important..you could have everything a park should need but if the layout is right it just won’t work.. please feel free to email me if you need help with planning thanks

First, I'm encouraged to see that Minneapolis is taking steps to better serve it's communities through action sports. The overall plan is thorough and addresses most of the needs of the community. However, my primary
comment is that the plan does not do enough to support INCLUSION of all community members. As inclusion is a key piece of why the MPRB exists, any language that excludes individuals, friends, supporters, and other
action sports users should be carefully re‐written. "The Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board exists to provide places and recreation opportunities for all people to gather, celebrate, contemplate, and engage in
activities that promote health, well‐being, community, and the environment. " There are a wide variety of uses for skateparks beyond skateboarding, which are indicated in the activity plan. These should be not only
supported, but celebrated as bringing more users to Minneapolis parks. Specifically as a BMX rider, I'd like to comment on the following: 1. Of the 3 main goals listed for the Minneapolis Skate Park Activity Plan, add
"inclusion" to the 3rd point. It's a key element of the Skatepark experience and use. This is important enough to also include as a new section to the plan. ‐Increase the number, variety and distribution of skate parks in
Minneapolis ‐Address policy barriers to high‐quality skate park experiences ‐Improve the overall skate park experience through design, operations, partnerships and safety measures 2. Page 15 ‐ move (not delete)
"users on wheels" from the Challenges section to the Trends in Skate Parks section. Having additional users of the park like BMX, scooters, and skates is a benefit to the park, not actually a challenge. The more users of the
facility, the better! Many of the most successful skateparks listed in the plan already make a point of including other uses as a positive. 3. Page 43 ‐ remove "without pegs" from the statement as it excludes BMX street
riders. As indicated elsewhere in the plan, minor restrictions on skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce. Pegs are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate park.
"design for and allow all non‐motorized wheeled sports in skate parks including BMX riding without pegs, scooter use, and in‐line skating." 4. Page 43 ‐ remove the following full quote. The principle is not inclusive. If 2
siblings come to a park together (one on a skateboard, one on a BMX bike or scooter), will one need to sit out? Most of the users of a skatepark are friendly with each other and separating the groups is an unnecessary
discrimination/restriction. "Explore the possibility of a few skate spots and/or neighborhood skate parks within the network restricted to skateboarding only, and/or scheduling of shared skate parks to allow skateboard‐
only or BMX‐only time periods." 5. Page 49 ‐ remove the statement "Steel pegs should not be allowed on bikes in skate parks, in order to prevent structural damage." It unnecessarily excludes BMX street riders. As
indicated elsewhere in the plan, minor restrictions on skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce. Pegs are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate park and there is no
indication that structural damage is any more of a concern than through other standard use. All obstacles will require proper maintenance, do not single out a specific use as being "off limits". 6. Page 56 ‐ Identification
of Project Stakeholders and Technical Advisory Committee As indicated in the plan, there are multiple users of a Skate Park in addition to skateboards. Add a BMX line‐item as a key stakeholder for inclusive input and
communication. They are a critical user group! Thank you very much for your time and attention to these details, it's appreciated!
I greatly appreciate that Minneapolis is taking steps to get skatepark built around the wonderful city of Minneapolis. I am representing the bmx community I remember when city skateparks were few and bmx was not
allowed. So I highly suggest that you please include the bmx community when planning these skateparks. We do have an x games bmx gold medalist Colton Walker that calls Minneapolis home. The bmx community are
respectful riders and polite towards skateboarding scooters and skate community. Thank you for your time and thank you for making the community a better place to live by building skateparks around the city. Bmx
skateboarding scootering and skating helps build confidence and respect in the youth.
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Please add your comments on the 2017 Draft Skate Park Activity Plan in the box below.

Minneapolis ‐ Southwest

First, I'm encouraged to see that Minneapolis is taking steps to better serve its communities through action sports. The overall plan is thorough and addresses most of the needs of the community. However, my primary
comment is that the plan does not do enough to support INCLUSION of all community members. As inclusion is a key piece of why the MPRB exists, any language that excludes individuals, friends, supporters, and other
action sports users should be carefully re‐written. As a long‐time BMX rider in the Minneapolis community, I'd like to first address the following statement:
"The Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board exists
to provide places and recreation opportunities
for all people to gather, celebrate, contemplate, and engage in activities that promote health, well‐
being, community, and the environment." I'd
like to point out that there are a wide variety of uses for skateparks beyond skateboarding, which are indicated in the activity plan. These should be not only supported, but celebrated as bringing more users to
Minneapolis parks. Additionally, I'd like to comment on the following: 1. Of the 3 main goals listed for the Minneapolis Skate Park Activity Plan, add "inclusion" to the 3rd point. It's a key element of the Skatepark
experience and use. This is important enough to also include as a new section to the plan. ‐Increase the number, variety and distribution of skate parks in Minneapolis ‐Address policy barriers to high‐quality skate park
experiences ‐Improve the overall skate park experience through design, operations, partnerships and safety measures 2. Page 15 ‐ move (not delete) "users on wheels" from the Challenges section to the Trends in Skate
Parks section. Having additional users of the park like BMX, scooters, and skates is a benefit to the park, not actually a challenge. The more users of the facility, the better! Many of the most successful skateparks listed in
the plan already make a point of including other uses as a positive. 3. Page 43 ‐ remove "without pegs" from the statement as it excludes BMX street riders. As indicated elsewhere in the plan, minor restrictions on
skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce. Pegs are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate park. "design for and allow all non‐motorized wheeled sports in skate
parks including BMX riding without pegs, scooter use, and in‐line skating." 4. Page 43 ‐ remove the following full quote as the principle is not inclusive: "Explore the possibility of a few skate spots and/or neighborhood
skate parks within the network restricted to skateboarding only, and/or scheduling of shared skate parks to allow skateboard‐ only or BMX‐only time periods." If two siblings come to a park together (one on a skateboard,
one on a BMX bike or scooter), will one need to sit out? Most of the users of a skatepark are friendly with each other and separating the groups is an unnecessary discrimination/restriction. 5. Page 49 ‐ remove the
statement "Steel pegs should not be allowed on bikes in skate parks, in order to prevent structural damage." It unnecessarily excludes BMX street riders. As indicated elsewhere in the plan, minor restrictions on skateparks
(helmets, pads, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce. Pegs are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate park and there is no indication that structural damage is any more of a concern
than through other standard use. All obstacles will require proper maintenance, do not single out a specific use as being "off limits". 6. Page 56 ‐ Identification of Project Stakeholders and Technical Advisory Committee
As indicated in the plan, there are multiple users of a Skate Park in addition to skateboards. Add a BMX line‐item as a key stakeholder for inclusive input and communication. We are a critical user group! Thank you very
much for your time and attention to these details, it's appreciated!

Minneapolis ‐ South

First, I'm encouraged to see that Minneapolis is taking steps to better serve its communities through action sports. The overall plan is thorough and addresses most of the needs of the community. However, my primary
comment is that the plan does not do enough to support INCLUSION of all community members. As inclusion is a key piece of why the MPRB exists, any language that excludes individuals, friends, supporters, and other
action sports users should be carefully re‐written. As a long‐time BMX rider in the Minneapolis community (13+ years), I'd like to first address the following statement:
"The Minneapolis Park and Recreation
Board exists to provide places and recreation opportunities
for all people to gather, celebrate, contemplate, and engage in activities that promote health, well‐
being, community, and the
environment." I'd like to point out that there are a wide variety of uses for skateparks beyond skateboarding, which are indicated in the activity plan. These should be not only supported, but celebrated as bringing more
users to Minneapolis parks. Additionally, I'd like to comment on the following: 1. Of the 3 main goals listed for the Minneapolis Skate Park Activity Plan, add "inclusion" to the 3rd point. It's a key element of the
Skatepark experience and use. This is important enough to also include as a new section to the plan. ‐Increase the number, variety and distribution of skate parks in Minneapolis ‐Address policy barriers to high‐quality
skate park experiences ‐Improve the overall skate park experience through design, operations, partnerships and safety measures 2. Page 15 ‐ move (not delete) "users on wheels" from the Challenges section to the
Trends in Skate Parks section. Having additional users of the park like BMX, scooters, and skates is a benefit to the park, not actually a challenge. The more users of the facility, the better! Many of the most successful
skateparks listed in the plan already make a point of including other uses as a positive. 3. Page 43 ‐ remove "without pegs" from the statement as it excludes BMX street riders. As indicated elsewhere in the plan, minor
restrictions on skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce. Pegs are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate park. "design for and allow all non‐motorized wheeled
sports in skate parks including BMX riding without pegs, scooter use, and in‐line skating." 4. Page 43 ‐ remove the following full quote as the principle is not inclusive: "Explore the possibility of a few skate spots and/or
neighborhood skate parks within the network restricted to skateboarding only, and/or scheduling of shared skate parks to allow skateboard‐ only or BMX‐only time periods." If two siblings come to a park together (one on
a skateboard, one on a BMX bike or scooter), will one need to sit out? Most of the users of a skatepark are friendly with each other and separating the groups is an unnecessary discrimination/restriction. 5. Page 49 ‐
remove the statement "Steel pegs should not be allowed on bikes in skate parks, in order to prevent structural damage." It unnecessarily excludes BMX street riders. As indicated elsewhere in the plan, minor restrictions
on skateparks (helmets, pads, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce. Pegs are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate park and there is no indication that structural damage is any more
of a concern than through other standard use. All obstacles will require proper maintenance, do not single out a specific use as being "off limits". 6. Page 56 ‐ Identification of Project Stakeholders and Technical Advisory
Committee As indicated in the plan, there are multiple users of a Skate Park in addition to skateboards. Add a BMX line‐item as a key stakeholder for inclusive input and communication. We are a critical user group!
Thank you very much for your time and attention to these details, it's appreciated!"
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Please add your comments on the 2017 Draft Skate Park Activity Plan in the box below.

Other ‐ Richfield, MN

First, I'm encouraged to see that Minneapolis is taking steps to better serve it's communities through action sports. The overall plan is thorough and addresses most of the needs of the community. However, my primary
comment is that the plan does not do enough to support INCLUSION of all community members. As inclusion is a key piece of why the MPRB exists, any language that excludes individuals, friends, supporters, and other
action sports users should be carefully re‐written. "The Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board exists to provide places and recreation opportunities for all people to gather, celebrate, contemplate, and engage in activities
that promote health, well‐being, community, and the environment. " There are a wide variety of uses for skateparks beyond skateboarding, which are indicated in the activity plan. These should be not only supported, but
celebrated as bringing more users to Minneapolis parks. Specifically as a BMX rider, I'd like to comment on the following: 1. Of the 3 main goals listed for the Minneapolis Skate Park Activity Plan, add "inclusion" to the 3rd
point. It's a key element of the Skatepark experience and use. This is important enough to also include as a new section to the plan. ‐Increase the number, variety and distribution of skate parks in Minneapolis ‐Address
policy barriers to high‐quality skate park experiences ‐Improve the overall skate park experience through design, operations, partnerships and safety measures 2. Page 15 ‐ move (not delete) "users on wheels" from the
Challenges section to the Trends in Skate Parks section. Having additional users of the park like BMX, scooters, and skates is a benefit to the park, not actually a challenge. The more users of the facility, the better! Many of
the most successful skateparks listed in the plan already make a point of including other uses as a positive. 3. Page 43 ‐ remove "without pegs" from the statement as it excludes BMX street riders. As indicated elsewhere in
the plan, minor restrictions on skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce. Pegs are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate park. "design for and allow all non‐
motorized wheeled sports in skate parks including BMX riding without pegs, scooter use, and in‐line skating." 4. Page 43 ‐ remove the following full quote. The principle is not inclusive. If 2 siblings come to a park together
(one on a skateboard, one on a BMX bike or scooter), will one need to sit out? Most of the users of a skatepark are friendly with each other and separating the groups is an unnecessary discrimination/restriction. "Explore
the possibility of a few skate spots and/or neighborhood skate parks within the network restricted to skateboarding only, and/or scheduling of shared skate parks to allow skateboard‐ only or BMX‐only time periods." 5.
Page 49 ‐ remove the statement "Steel pegs should not be allowed on bikes in skate parks, in order to prevent structural damage." It unnecessarily excludes BMX street riders. As indicated elsewhere in the plan, minor
restrictions on skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce. Pegs are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate park and there is no indication that structural damage is any
more of a concern than through other standard use. All obstacles will require proper maintenance, do not single out a specific use as being "off limits". 6. Page 56 ‐ Identification of Project Stakeholders and Technical
Advisory Committee As indicated in the plan, there are multiple users of a Skate Park in addition to skateboards. Add a BMX line‐item as a key stakeholder for inclusive input and communication. They are a critical user
group! Thank you very much for your time and attention to these details, it's appreciated! Please take your time with this and don't create another level of discrimination, especially for the younger generations. As an
older adult I can recognize the 'bad vibes' at a skatepark and come back later‐ the younger kids who took the bus or who's parents dropped them off don't have this luxury. It is important to be inclusive to all wheel sport
(bike, scooter, inline skates, skateboard) enthusiasts and give them a safe and harmonious place to legally explore their skills and creativity. I think it is awesome that the time is being taken to research this and expand
upon it, especially as an alternative to more costly team sports. It will undoubtedly have a positive affect on the immediately surrounding communities, and will bring in a level of diversity as people from other
communities, skill levels, and economic backgrounds all get together to enjoy a new skatepark. There is nothing quite as exciting as a new skatepark opening up and the possibilities for new and creative lines. Thank you
for considering this as an option!

Other ‐ Wabasha MN

First, I'm encouraged to see that Minneapolis is taking steps to better serve it's communities through action sports. The overall plan is thorough and addresses most of the needs of the community. However, my primary
comment is that the plan does not do enough to support INCLUSION of all community members. As inclusion is a key piece of why the MPRB exists, any language that excludes individuals, friends, supporters, and other
action sports users should be carefully re‐written. "The Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board exists to provide places and recreation opportunities for all people to gather, celebrate, contemplate, and engage in
activities that promote health, well‐being, community, and the environment. " There are a wide variety of uses for skateparks beyond skateboarding, which are indicated in the activity plan. These should be not only
supported, but celebrated as bringing more users to Minneapolis parks. Specifically as a BMX rider, I'd like to comment on the following: 1. Of the 3 main goals listed for the Minneapolis Skate Park Activity Plan, add
"inclusion" to the 3rd point. It's a key element of the Skatepark experience and use. This is important enough to also include as a new section to the plan. ‐Increase the number, variety and distribution of skate parks in
Minneapolis ‐Address policy barriers to high‐quality skate park experiences ‐Improve the overall skate park experience through design, operations, partnerships and safety measures 2. Page 15 ‐ move (not delete)
"users on wheels" from the Challenges section to the Trends in Skate Parks section. Having additional users of the park like BMX, scooters, and skates is a benefit to the park, not actually a challenge. The more users of
the facility, the better! Many of the most successful skateparks listed in the plan already make a point of including other uses as a positive. 3. Page 43 ‐ remove "without pegs" from the statement as it excludes BMX
street riders. As indicated elsewhere in the plan, minor restrictions on skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce. Pegs are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate
park. "design for and allow all non‐motorized wheeled sports in skate parks including BMX riding without pegs, scooter use, and in‐line skating." 4. Page 43 ‐ remove the following full quote. The principle is not
inclusive. If 2 siblings come to a park together (one on a skateboard, one on a BMX bike or scooter), will one need to sit out? Most of the users of a skatepark are friendly with each other and separating the groups is an
unnecessary discrimination/restriction. "Explore the possibility of a few skate spots and/or neighborhood skate parks within the network restricted to skateboarding only, and/or scheduling of shared skate parks to
allow skateboard‐ only or BMX‐only time periods." 5. Page 49 ‐ remove the statement "Steel pegs should not be allowed on bikes in skate parks, in order to prevent structural damage." It unnecessarily excludes BMX
street riders. As indicated elsewhere in the plan, minor restrictions on skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce. Pegs are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate
park and there is no indication that structural damage is any more of a concern than through other standard use. All obstacles will require proper maintenance, do not single out a specific use as being "off limits". 6.
Page 56 ‐ Identification of Project Stakeholders and Technical Advisory Committee As indicated in the plan, there are multiple users of a Skate Park in addition to skateboards. Add a BMX line‐item as a key stakeholder
for inclusive input and communication. They are a critical user group! Thank you very much for your time and attention to these details, it's appreciated!
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66.87.144.174
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Minneapolis ‐ South

Please add your comments on the 2017 Draft Skate Park Activity Plan in the box below.

"First, I'm encouraged to see that Minneapolis is taking steps to better serve it's communities through action sports. The overall plan is thorough and addresses most of the needs of the community. However, my primary
comment is that the plan does not do enough to support INCLUSION of all community members. As inclusion is a key piece of why the MPRB exists, any language that excludes individuals, friends, supporters, and other
action sports users should be carefully re‐written. "The Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board exists to provide places and recreation opportunities for all people to gather, celebrate, contemplate, and engage in
activities that promote health, well‐being, community, and the environment. " There are a wide variety of uses for skateparks beyond skateboarding, which are indicated in the activity plan. These should be not only
supported, but celebrated as bringing more users to Minneapolis parks. Specifically as a BMX rider, I'd like to comment on the following: 1. Of the 3 main goals listed for the Minneapolis Skate Park Activity Plan, add
"inclusion" to the 3rd point. It's a key element of the Skatepark experience and use. This is important enough to also include as a new section to the plan. ‐Increase the number, variety and distribution of skate parks in
Minneapolis ‐Address policy barriers to high‐quality skate park experiences ‐Improve the overall skate park experience through design, operations, partnerships and safety measures 2. Page 15 ‐ move (not delete)
"users on wheels" from the Challenges section to the Trends in Skate Parks section. Having additional users of the park like BMX, scooters, and skates is a benefit to the park, not actually a challenge. The more users of
the facility, the better! Many of the most successful skateparks listed in the plan already make a point of including other uses as a positive. 3. Page 43 ‐ remove "without pegs" from the statement as it excludes BMX
street riders. As indicated elsewhere in the plan, minor restrictions on skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce. Pegs are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate
park. "design for and allow all non‐motorized wheeled sports in skate parks including BMX riding without pegs, scooter use, and in‐line skating." 4. Page 43 ‐ remove the following full quote. The principle is not
inclusive. If 2 siblings come to a park together (one on a skateboard, one on a BMX bike or scooter), will one need to sit out? Most of the users of a skatepark are friendly with each other and separating the groups is an
unnecessary discrimination/restriction. "Explore the possibility of a few skate spots and/or neighborhood skate parks within the network restricted to skateboarding only, and/or scheduling of shared skate parks to
allow skateboard‐ only or BMX‐only time periods." 5. Page 49 ‐ remove the statement "Steel pegs should not be allowed on bikes in skate parks, in order to prevent structural damage." It unnecessarily excludes BMX
street riders. As indicated elsewhere in the plan, minor restrictions on skateparks (helmets, and otherwise) are typically unwelcome, and extremely difficult to enforce. Pegs are not an issue in a well‐maintained skate
park and there is no indication that structural damage is any more of a concern than through other standard use. All obstacles will require proper maintenance, do not single out a specific use as being "off limits". 6.
Page 56 ‐ Identification of Project Stakeholders and Technical Advisory Committee As indicated in the plan, there are multiple users of a Skate Park in addition to skateboards. Add a BMX line‐item as a key stakeholder
for inclusive input and communication. They are a critical user group! Thank you very much for your time and attention to these details, it's appreciated!"
I feel like all the parks in Minneapolis only appeal to skaters, that being said if any part of the 20 year expansion has to do with flow of parks or having big enough terrain for bikes and boards it would without a doubt go
appreciated. The biggest thing to focus on would be making a plaza like park that's awesome,fun, appealing to all types of athletes and actually utilizing the spaces at the parks.
I don't understand why you would cement over green areas.
Please make more parks, but not just any parks, great parks. Amazing parks. No more cheap park created by someone who doesn't skate. Kids, teens, and adults need great parks. Skateboarding is an art. It a way to
express yourself. Skating is something you love, with people you love. Please make great PUBLIC skate parks. Please make more LIT AT NIGHT skateparks. Not all skaters are kids. Some are dads, moms, adults. And we
don't all have the luxury to skate during the afternoon. Sometimes skating at night is better. Please build more parks, or skaters will continue to skate street spots. You have the time, you have the money, and all of the
skaters in this amazing city deserve better. Thanks Signed, EVERY SKATER EVER

68.168.172.89

2017‐10‐23
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Minneapolis ‐ Northeast

172.58.87.18
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2017‐10‐23
2017‐10‐23
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Minneapolis ‐ South
Minneapolis ‐ Southwest

72.50.222.181
72.50.222.181

2017‐10‐23
2017‐10‐23

90
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Minneapolis ‐ Southwest
Other ‐ West Calhoun

72.50.222.181

2017‐10‐23

92

Minneapolis ‐ Southwest

Representing myself and my group of friends who also skate, we would love to have a skatepark closer than Bottineau. We had heard that there might be one in northeast park that they would make in the mini golf area
along with the new park building, but nothing has happened there. There are two ramps chained to a fence in the Adoubon tennis courts, and they have been there for about three weeks, so is there going to be one there?
No one uses those tennis courts because they are not maintained and this past summer the nets have not been up. So we would LOVE to see a skatepark at adoubon or northeast this next summer.
Me and my friends are all learning how to skate together and we go to bracket almost every day to practice, we wish there was more room and also a half pipe would be amazing, we are all very competitive and are
constantly trying to one up eachother, it would be nice to have some structures here where we could do big tricks or at least attempt them.
It seems unwise to turn green space next to a city lake into concrete that can be enjoyed by a very small subset of our community.
A dumb idea that will become more evident as skate parks go out of fashion. Don't drastically change a beautiful area for something that is nothing more than another sports fad that will fade along with so many other
sports fads.
This is a terrible idea! Please just restore and preserve the green space rather than pour a bunch more concrete. Don't do this!
Absolutely not! This is an incredibly, stunningly inappropriate use of precious, limited green space. And the last thing we want for the health of the lake and surrounding area is a cement‐covered area. This is a terrible,
terrible idea to which I am strongly opposed. Please choose something ‐‐ anything ‐‐ better than this idea. How about just restore the drainage and continue to enjoy it as an area where people gather, play, picnic, and
enjoy nature.

75.72.38.72
97.116.69.42

2017‐10‐22
2017‐10‐22

93
94

Minneapolis ‐ South
Minneapolis ‐ South

Hello, Being a former professional BMX freestyle rider from (and still living in) Minnesota, I fully support more skateparks in the city. I would add that steel pegs must be allowed as without them you will limit the
capabilities of the riders in the parks. They don't damage anything more than skateboard trucks do so I'd appreciate you considering not banning them. Thanks, Kurt Schmidt
I am a skateboarder in Minneapolis, and I support adding new skateparks and improving existing skateparks in our communities.
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Minneapolis ‐ Northeast

73.88.6.65

2017‐10‐22
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Minneapolis ‐ South

Looking VERY good here keep up the great work. Very excited about this & would love to help promote via our networks. Very glad to see 3rd Lair is involved on the skate side, I've worked & performed with them for 15
years now at the Minnesota State Fair, very solid team over there glad to see this. I'd really suggest doing a little more research on the BMX side here locally, seems a bit alienated in my opinion in the very few areas that
you do mention bikes or limits to bikes. 7 years ago our local community started, funded from scratch, & now operate Minnesota's 24 Hour Indoor Bike & Skate Park/Training Facility located right here in Northeast
Minneapolis called "The Factory" which features Minnesota's only foam pit and padded resi jumps for safely learning air tricks on bikes or boards http://ridethefactory.com We also worked closely with Explore
Minnesota Tourism and their Super Bowl Commercial earlier this year, with the opening & closing BMX shots of the commercial with the X Games banner filmed right here at our facility in Northeast. This summer we
worked with X Games coordinating youth demos on site at US Bank Stadium, by mixing in our local youth with a handful of the world most talented kids that we flew in from out of state & out of country. And as a matter
of fact, one of the very young little kids from here 10 years ago, Colton Walker, has grown up within our action sports scene at our park and just won first place gold in BMX Dirt at X Games Minneapolis. The local talent we
have been producing is just incredible, I'd highly suggest stopping by our facility for a tour some time. See our YouTube Series "Lil Pros Tour" with more than 15,000,000 views http://lilprostour.com Our local action
sports community "Ride MN" would also be a great fit for this as well, event planning, etc we've spent the last 3 years bringing together all of action sports into one family right here in Minnesota: "It’s about passion,
camaraderie and making memories. A community of many coming together as one. It matters not what we ride, but in that we all ride." http://ridemn.co Our team is more than happy to help with all of the
miscellaneous areas that you need help with. I'd really suggest doing more research on the bike side to make sure you are not overlooking anything... You even said it yourself, if you do not build a park, your entire city
becomes a park... Especially if it is not friendly to all areas of action sports. Look at X Games... BMX & Skate share the exact same street course. They have never limited the use or potential of bikes. BMX is just as much of
a part of X Games as Skate is. Feel free to reach out any time 952‐200‐7732. ‐Dustin Grice
The current skateparks in Minneapolis are simply not good and should be redone or at least fixed/improved. It would be nice to have more of them too, all of the parks are pretty spread out and are often not even worth
the trip to get there. If we could have better/bigger skateparks I'm sure both the skateboard and local community would enjoy them.

97.127.8.104

2017‐10‐21

97

Other ‐ Saint Louis Park

Although I currently don't live in Minneapolis, I do have a step daughter that lives there and I spend a lot of time in Minneapolis. I am an avid cyclist and also a BMX rider who enjoys riding a variety of skateparks. It is
important the bicycles are always part of the plan and that the parks are designed to handle pegs on bicycles. By having a no pegs rule, is vastly limits what can be done on a bicycle. I would like to add that part of the
purpose of a city skatepark is to give riders and skaters a place to go so they are less likely to go out into the streets riding and grinding on benches, handrails, and other things. So a skatepark needs to be designed with
street type use in mind. Stairs with handrails, pools, jumps, banks and wall rides. Things a rider or skater might typically come across when finding something to ride around town. Height limits are actually unsafe. The
longer and higher a transition and down ramp are, the more time it gives riders and skaters time to execute and land an air or trick. Small ramps and transitions tend to be what we call kickers. Meaning they are no ling
enough to properly pump and ride out a transition to properly and safely get air in a controled fashion. Smaller less transitioned ( bigger radius) ramps are good for beginners and should always be available to allow
people to progress. But having everything small will not keep people interested as they gain experience. When thinking about safety, it not about the size of the ramps, it's about the overall design. An example of this is
if you have a jump ramp that is 4 feet high, make sure it is also long enough and has an appropriate downside landing ramp. If it's too short, riders will overshoot it. If it has too shallow of a downside, if a riders falls their
angle of fall is more perpendicular rather than more parallel this having a bigger impact. If a 4 foot high jump has a side that drops off straight down 4 feet, that is unsafe. Have all sides be ramps so a rider or skater can get
creative. In the end, don't think of a skatepark as some kids makeshift ramp in an alley. It needs to be well thought out and designed. Right now the skateparks in Minneapolis are unsafe, too small and tight, and pretty
boring for a more skilled rider or skater. Time to step it up. Look at the Eden Prairie Skate Plaza or the pool in the city of Mound. Put the time, effort, and money into doing it right and making them some of the best
public skateparks in the nation. Minneapolis is a progressive city.......so be a leader in being progressive. Don't cut it short of what this really needs. Shad Holland

75.168.71.178

2017‐10‐21

98

Other ‐ St Paul ‐ West

The plan seems well set and precise with plenty of detail. One aspect I believe that may need to be looked into further is parking and transportation to the skateparks. I don't know if I have a set solution but I know parking
near a skatepark in downtown Minneapolis can be difficult and not always convenient for users coming from the suburbs. And building a free parking lot would most likely be used by non‐skatepark users.

73.94.145.144

2017‐10‐21

99

Minneapolis ‐ Downtown

174.219.144.125 2017‐10‐21

100

Other ‐ Suburb

104.240.12.10
68.232.243.190

2017‐10‐21
2017‐10‐21

101
102

Other ‐ Mound, MN
Other ‐ Mankato

68.46.54.25

2017‐10‐21

103

Minneapolis ‐ North

68.46.110.105

2017‐10‐21

104

Other ‐ prospect park

Online Survey Responses

Minneapolis needs a better downtown skatepark than what's currently at Elliot park. It would be so cool if it could be built with some type of cover too whether it's under a highway or has some type of canopy built
above. We also need variety in the skateparks. The designs of skateparks in neighboring cities tend to continuously copy each other and it doesn't help the skateboarding culture if a new skatepark is just like another
that's 15 miles away. Ojibway skatepark in Maplewood is by far the greatest skatepark in MN. It's huge yet simply designed unlike other parks where it's a small area with a hundred things cramped together.
Have more plaza like parks, that are art influenced and are visually appealing. I’m a bmx rider so bmx friendly obstacles would be great. A covered park would be great for Minnesota’s diverse weather. Making the
skateparks nicer and look better will help stop the stigma that comes with skaters and skateparks.
You need to involve the other extreme sports (bmx, scooter, skateboard, rollerblade, etc). They all have a large community and scene in the Minneapolis area. As far as not allowing “steel pegs” in the parks due to fear of
damage, skateboards have steel “trucks” that can do the same amount of damage, so that needs to be removed. As someone that has been involved in extreme sports for almost 20 years I have never witnessed a “peg”
damage anything in a skatepark that a skateboards “truck” wouldn’t do the same damage to. Please do not follow the 3‐6 ft height restrictions. It makes for a very boring park that would ultimately be a waste of money.
Of course including smaller ramps for kids is a great idea, don’t just leave it to small ramps though. Use ideas from well known and liked skateparks around the country (Louisville comes to mind) to make a finalized
blueprint of the park. I want to see a well designed and useable park in Minneapolis. It will help grow our scene in the extreme sports world and bring new participants into the sports included. Thank you for taking the
time to hear me out. I would love the opportunity to help with his project. I don’t currently live in Minneapolis but I love this city and am in the area quite often.
Great idea! I travel from Mankato to ride BMX at 3rd Lair, it'd be great to have another park! Hopefully this includes bicycles!
It’s a great idea. But like all great ideas, the strategy needs to be solid. Safety (for the people there) I am referring to keeping the park drug free and fight/bully free. Needs to have facilities. Restrooms etc. Parking! It seems
like parking is becoming scarce in this city and the amount of pay parking has skyrocketed. Your target audience is NOT going to want to pay for parking. As a builder of the X‐games, and a local Bmx rider for over 20
years, and being part of one of the best private skateparks in mpls, we know what people want. We (local riders) would love to have a hand in the discussion!! I know 40+ people that would JUMP at the chance to have a
brainstorm session!
I fully support MPLS city of skate's plans for rebuilding the parks throughout mpls, and building new ones too. Additionally, the building of a new park in the center of our city, one that is big and well made, would be a
great addition to to Minneapolis. it would also be nice to have a park (overpass) that is covered from the rain and snow. skateboarding builds community, forges bonds, and bridges gaps between groups that otherwise
might not have mixed.
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174.197.0.175

2017‐10‐21

105

Minneapolis ‐ South

24.245.57.4

2017‐10‐20

106

Other ‐ West

Hey I’m Cole, im a sponsored skater in South Minneapolis. It would be a way to get people into skating and a way for people to get better at skateboarding. A skate park off of Nokomis would be amazing. I’ve seen people
skateboarding around the lake and my friends around our block. It would help keep skaters off of school properties and other properties too. I think we should get a skatepark off of lake Nokomis.
The bmx community as a whole really get overlooked when it comes to parks locally. There is a stong community and for the most part we get along and creat friendships and bonds with skateboarders. It would be cool to
see for parks with a bmx influence. I know myself that I'd like to participate in any planning or meetings if public.

Other ‐ St. Paul

Why is this "Activity Plan"so big (long, wordy)? It also, doesn't sound like someone that skates was around when it was written. I found a number of errors only a non‐skater would write. Even though it is WAY too long it
never mentions skaters older than 26; there are plenty! It also doesn't compare Minneapolis to some of the surrounding cities that have way less skaters but have good public parks (Burnsville, New Richmond, Wausau,
Bemidji, etc.) Those small cities are making Minneapolis skateparks look like a sad joke; its an embarrassment. I don't think the Minneapolis City Council likes looking like a lesser city to any of those small cities. So adding
that into the "Activity Plan" might be beneficial. That being sad, the demographics regarding skateboarding is very interesting. Again, this plan is way too long.

Minneapolis ‐ South

I would really love a park for me and my kids to skate at. The Central Gym, Nakomis, or Cedar Field locations are all parks we would frequent (right now we drive to Plymouth, Eden Prairie, or Brunsville to skate). I also
really like the idea of building micro‐spots in existing parks. Mainly because this is already happening from a DIY aspect. I know skaters get a lot of flack for "property damage" for waxing ledges, but really they are modify
what is an exiting public space. If pedestrians wear down the grass is a certain spot no one accuses them of destruction of property; you realize that there should be a sidewalk there to support the publics needs. I also
really like the idea of giving the public a space for DIY building. I plan a lot of my family vacations around cities with vibrant DIY skate spots including Portland, Philly, Kansas City, and Asheville NC. I enjoy them because
they are a mix of function (because we can skate them) and art. They are always very visually interesting. No fences please. I put my leg under the fence at Bottineau. It did not feel good. The hight restriction is
ridiculous. Small ramps are not better for beginners. A well balanced, well layed out design with a variety of ramps and plenty of open space is best. Lines should not cross and there sould be more than just on, back and
forth line. YOU NEED LOCAL SKATERS TO HELP PLAN PARKS! Pre‐fab parks or "designed by comity" parks are a waste of money and usually death traps.

97.127.64.192

75.72.200.72

2017‐10‐20

2017‐10‐20

107

108

Please add your comments on the 2017 Draft Skate Park Activity Plan in the box below.

97.127.55.170

2017‐10‐15

109

Minneapolis ‐ North

73.94.203.197
73.94.99.134

2017‐10‐13
2017‐10‐12

110
111

Minneapolis ‐ Northeast
Other ‐ Edina

Looks really great! I have been skateboarding for 29 years. Some of my most vivid memories including skating the old Federal Reserve (now Cancer Survivors Park) in downtown Minneapolis. I am excited to see some great
spaces built in our city. It is a shame that is has taken this long for a city with such a rich history of skateboarding to start the process of creating spaces for the sport to thrive. It is a travesty that there are still laws that
criminalize this activity (and the continue to be expanded in scope) while folks like myself, who are 40+ years old, continue to be harassed by the police. Skateparks are great, but it misses the point that skateboarding
contributes to the life of the city by activating public space in creative ways that actually help to makes our streets more safe. Skateboarding offers a rich texture to the the character of the city ‐ it brings life to urban
space. For examples of this, consider the vibrance of the public space at Barcelona Museum of Contemporary Art or the historic Love Park. A great source of information is "Skateboarding, Space and the City: Architecture
and the Body" by Iain Borden. City planners are missing a huge cultural benifit that skateboarding provides when it is criminalized in public space. Think about the Government Center Plaza, one of the best skateparks in
50 miles. A space that is owned by the people, and should be an emblem of public space, yet we make it illegal to skateboard there. I understand the argument about destruction, but there are design solutions to many of
these problems. Imagine, I can't even legally ride my skateboard down Nicollet mall! Skateboarding is not a crime. Also, related to the plan, I would love to see a clear focus on ideas of equity and inclusion in the
planning process. Please consider including the North side in skatepark planning.
New and/or improved skateparks in Minneapolis specifially in District 1 would be a highly valued ammenity. Looking at the big picture these are several small to medium size investments with the potential to have a large
postive impact for Minneapolis residents and vistors. The Skate Park Activity Plan has my full support.
I think its great and will be widely and amazingly appreciated.

Other ‐ Golden Valley

I agree with adding adequate skate parks in Minneapolis. Especially North Minneapolis where the current one's are far less advanced and maintained as the one's on the Southside. Therefore, they aren't utilized nor can
they accomodate the needs of our teens who are in desperate need of having positive activities in the community to engage in. Few Northside parents I know do take their teens to other skate parks in the subarbs and are
able to pay the fees. The majority of youth who start off highly interested and committed to skate boarding, loose their enthusiasm due to the lack of resources. And end up giving up on an interest, something they like to
do that motivates them, builds their strength, a dream, accomplishment, maybe even an activity they love so much it takes them to another world. I've lived and worked on the Northside for 25 years. We are always the
last to receive accomodations to serve our youth who are faced with the most challenges in MN due to the violence and economic state in our community, yet we are the one's that need it the most.

Other ‐ Golden Valley
Minneapolis ‐ Northeast

I agree with adding adequate skate parks in Minneapolis. Especially North Minneapolis where the current one's are far less advanced and maintained as the one's on the Southside. Therefore, they aren't utilized nor can
they accomodate the needs of our teens who are in desperate need of having positive activities in the community to engage in. Few Northside parents I know do take their teens to other skate parks in the subarbs and are
able to pay the fees. The majority of youth who start off highly interested and committed to skate boarding, loose their enthusiasm due to the lack of resources. And end up giving up on an interest, something they like to
do that motivates them, builds their strength, a dream, accomplishment, maybe even an activity they love so much it takes them to another world. I've lived and worked on the Northside for 25 years. We are always the
last to receive accomodations to serve our youth who are faced with the most challenges in MN due to the violence and economic state in our community, yet we are the one's that need it the most.
(no response submitted)

97.116.90.244

97.116.90.244
75.72.168.231

2017‐10‐12

2017‐10‐12
2017‐10‐12

112

113
114

184.100.84.59

2017‐10‐11

115

Minneapolis ‐ Southwest

The skate park addition at Armatage park has been well received and seems highly utilized. I think part of what makes this work so well here is that it is situated in an active park area with a park building. The
recommended improvements would be welcomed, and I would guess that even an expansion would be received well by the neighborhood. The current skate park seems great for beginners and for practicing smaller
skills/tricks. I noted the proposal for a park near Lake Calhoun. That seems odd, with no other nearby facilities, as well as the high level of vehicle and pedestrian traffic already in that area, and no parking (especially if
current users predominately drive to skate parks). It is transit accessible, but the neighborhood doesn't have much of the demographic that would use a skate park (young professionals and retirees). Encouraging more
traffic to that area, without any regular oversight for the are (with no building or scheduled programing) seems to not fit with the parameters the Park Board describes as key to a successful skate park. It seems that that
area is used by people looking for a place to have a picnic, host a small impromptu gathering, or an occasional game of kickball.

206.55.176.117

2017‐10‐11

116

Minneapolis ‐ South

Please consider all voices from the future occupants of the park (ie. Skateboarders, BMX, Rollerbladers, etc.). I feel like those skateparks built that don't have construction involvement of the end user tend to fail.

Online Survey Responses
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117

118

119

120

Minneapolis ‐ South

I just got back into skateboarding in my 30's and its THE BEST. Around a 120.00 and you have a vessel that gives you an excuse to get out of your house in the winter and hit up 3rd Lair, or pack up the family and friends
for skatepark destination road trips in the summer. The more Minneapolis spends on skateparks the more you have that camaraderie, self betterment, community and general getting off ones ass. I live across the
street from Brackett Park (yes that was a home buying perk) and as excited as I was to skate there everyday... The park is a joke. The ground is referred to as a "cheese grader" every time I am there, and the ramps all have
substantial holes that stop wheels dead. Because local parks like these suck so much my friends and I often find ourselves leaving our neighborhoods to seek out skateparks to ride, the best of which is the Burnsville
concrete skatepark! Boy did they do it right. Concrete is worth driving through rush hour for and thats saying something to a person who chooses to ride a bicycle to work. All that to say, its a total bummer that we all
are leaving Minneapolis (our homes and communities) to places like Eagan, Burnsville and Golden Valley to skateboard when we have parks all over the city that could be so amazing. My main opinions/requests are for
more half pipes. Half pipes bring people together and concrete halfpipes (and bowls) are where community is made! ‐Paul P.S. Thank you so much for taking the initiative to build us better parks. P.P.S. If you put a
concrete bowl into bracket park I will Give you my first born. Just kidding, but seriously... It would be SO RAD

Minneapolis ‐ South

I am very disappointed to see that the skate park at Brackett Park is included in this plan. There are already so many problems at this skate park that making it bigger is worrisome. Problems include: Truant youth during
the school day at the skate park Swearing and loud music at the skate park Youth just hanging around in the space not skating Trash Moving the pieces that are in the skate park outside of the area and onto the tennis
courts Skating on the tennis courts and using the tennis nets as a skating obstacle Harassing people who want to play tennis Older youth not letting younger kids use the skate park I spoke with staff at the community
center about these issues. Staff said they are unable to do anything about these problems because they cannot see or hear what happens at the skate park from the community center. They suggested calling the police.
When the police have been called, they have not shown up. I would like to hear a detailed plan that addresses how these problems will be addressed currently and if the skate park is enlarged at some point in the future.
In addition, the tennis courts will deteriorate faster with people skating on them. How is this being addressed?

Minneapolis ‐ South

Having these resources in our community is a huge asset. We frequent Morris Park regularly and my young kids often want to make a few runs on at the skate park before playing on the playground equipment. My
comment comes from at this plan from a slightly different angle based on my interests and the interests of my kids. Since "skate parks" is the general term being used for a park that is utilized by skateboards, scooters,
and bikes has there been any consideration to incorporate a broader scope to this vision? I am thinking something that would be more geared toward a mountain bike or off‐road skills course where riders, young and old,
could venture off our beautiful paved trails in the city to hone their off‐road skills. Theo is great, but it is on the other side of the city. It would be fantastic to see small scale course, like really small (with the opportunity
to grow) on the southeast side (Nokomis/Hiawatha) of the city that is a blend of pump track, single track, and obstacle/skills. Example: https://www.como.gov/ParksandRec/Trails/jaydix_mountainbikeskillscourse.php
As I read through the skate park plan it is very well laid out and many of the benefits align with off‐road biking. If this is the right forum to look at this type of opportunity great, if not, I realize I may be straying from this
specific objective, but would like to know who or how to approach the topic with the right people. Thanks, Devin

Minneapolis ‐ Southwest

I learned a lot I did not know about skate parks and its' users from the Draft Skate Park Activity Plan. My only concern with the plan is some of the proposed locations in Minneapolis. Given the youthful demographic, the
locations should certainly be accessible from schools/housing and easy to get to. However, I think the MPRB needs to consider additional Highest and Best Use of it's valuable (and renowned) park/trail system within the
city. It is very concerning that current green park space (parks that do not have existing concrete/blacktop surfaces would be torn up to add the skate park elements; so close to large public bodies of water especially in
the case of Lake Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska (with only 1 current large open green space with MILLIONS of visitors each year). It seems a huge disservice to take multipurpose space that can be used by all demographics
(including ADA) and turn it into an extremely specialized use that largely cannot be used year‐round. I'd ask the MPRB to consider locations/sites that could use revitalization ‐ areas that are accessible (closer to city
center as outlined) but have no reason for youth/visitors to currently use them. This could be an opportunity to MPCA Brownfield sites for a use that can be accommodated on any surface large enough to plan a skate
park. If skate parks are a priority than we should be looking for ways to ADD and not subtract green space from our current park system. I'd ask the MSRB NOT to consider sites which are currently used as green
space/park for multiple uses and service to the public, year round ‐ utilizing the highest and best use of each park.

73.94.205.21

2017‐10‐09

121

Minneapolis ‐ Northeast

184.7.174.161

2017‐10‐08

122

Minneapolis ‐ Northeast

97.116.158.96

2017‐10‐08

123

Minneapolis ‐ Northeast

174.141.201.45

2017‐10‐07

124

Minneapolis ‐ South

67.109.65.120

2017‐10‐07

125

Minneapolis ‐ Northeast

Online Survey Responses

Please add your comments on the 2017 Draft Skate Park Activity Plan in the box below.

My name is Matthew Vanatta. I am a Minneapolis native who moved back recently after 8 years of living in Seattle and San Diego. I'm also an action sports journalist for outlets such as Snowboarder Magazine, GrindTV
(Yahoo Sports), ESPN, and more. Minneapolis is a vibrant and progressive city, but the lack of skateboard infrastructure in Minneapolis puts us well behind other major metropolitan areas who have invested in their local
action sports community. The current skateboard park system is dismal. The parks are poorly built to the point where they are dangerous, they are hard to learn on which discourages new participants from engaging, and
they aren't maintained. The benefits that come from a robust skateboard community are too many to list in this brief feedback column, but let me assure you as a lifelong skateboarder and as a former resident of Seattle,
a city that has gone to great lengths to support skateboarding, there are so many positive attributes to a thriving skateboard scene. It is great to see Minneapolis finally start to see the positive and benefits of investing in
quality skateboard parks, my biggest piece of advice is to always keep active skateboarders involved in the decision making process from park design to who builds the actual parks. This is may seem like a non‐issues to
those who do not skateboard, but it is essential to creating a beneficial outcome. If you have any questions or would like to speak further about my experience or input feel free to contact me. Thank You Matthew
Vanatta
I think this plan covered a lot of the issues we're currently facing. I think whatever can be done about height restrictions, having skateboarders involved in the planning of skatepark layouts, and attention to detail (ramps
that make sense/flow/nice ground) will be key.
My comment concerns maintenance and police supervision. Whatever maintenance schedule approved needs to be adhered to. The main problem I see when I take my kids to the skate parks around town is they have
been neglected. A second problem I see is absolutely no police or park employee supervision. I’ve taken my young kids to skateparks all over the city, and have seen kids not much older than mine smoking cigarettes and
marijuana. Lots of kids use skateparks as a place to go where they know they won’t be bothered by adults, many of them not even into skating or biking. I feel like the current skateparks were built and then forgotten
about. This new plan looks great, but plans for maintenance and governance need to be a major part of the discussion.
i am 14 years old and I live closest to bracket and I really want a new and nice skate park because right now brackets skate park is trash the only good thing are the 2 rails and everything else is trash the ramps have chunks
coming out the movable items are completely unskatable an the transitions suck
BEFORE YOU SPEND THE MONEY TO BUILD A CONCRETE SKATEPARK, MAKE SURE THAT IT HAS A FLAWLESS DESIGN SO PEOPLE ACTUALLY WANT TO SKATE IT. THE BOTTINEAU SKATEPARK IS A PERFECT EXAMPLE OF A
SKATEPARK WITH A TERRIBLE DESIGN THAT COST'S A TON OF MONEY. ALSO PLAN AHEAD FOR THE FUTURE AND BUILD LARGER PARKS THAT CAN HOUSE MANY SKATEBOARDERS SO THEY ARE NOT OVER CROWDED
WHICH CAN CAUSE MORE INJURIES FROM COLLISIONS. FRONT SKATEPARK AND MAPLE GROVE ARE AWESOME EXAMPLES OF WHAT SKATEPARKS SHOULD LOOK LIKE. LOTS OF AREA, MULTIPLE SECTIONS, GOOD FLOW,
AND CAN HOUSE LOTS OF SKATERS.
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127
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129

130

Minneapolis ‐ South
Minneapolis ‐ South
Minneapolis ‐ Downtown

Please add your comments on the 2017 Draft Skate Park Activity Plan in the box below.
All that I would say is get someone who actually skateboards to design the parks. The angles that the ramps are too extreme so you lose all of your speed by the time you get up the pyramid. Also don't put stairs on a ramp
unless they're meant for skating. I've been to two skateparks recently, one in Northeast and one in South, that have a stair set but no room for set up to do anything over them. In my opinion it's a waste of space and
should either get taken out or redone so people don't just hang out on them.
The boxes at Brackett have long since disappeared, but we would love to have our ledges back!
Do not work with the 3rd Lair Skatepark. They promise but can't deliver. Very racist and drug issue's. Proliferation of marijuana use.

Minneapolis ‐ Southwest

I think providing “real skateparks” to our park system offering is a brilliant idea. My kids love to skateboard as do many kids in Minneapolis, and having visited other major cities with a thriving skateboard community we
are behind the times in the activities we provide in our parks. I believe public skate parks are safer, and provide a great gathering area for our youth to enjoy even more sports in our neighborhoods. Sometimes it seems
like many parks are underused and this will increase the use of our park system by our community. It also will add to the variety, fun, and image of our city as being a top notch community to raise a family in.

Minneapolis ‐ South

I used to live in Denver & Aspen Colorado. At the age of 27 I learned how to skateboard because of the free parks. I believe the parks were funded through lottery proceeds. I can tell you that the experience of learning
how to skateboard in luxury cement park was liberating and full of opportunities to be part of a very positive community. A each skatepark was a variety of kids, families, and adults always skating, always laughing, and
also trying to mentor one another. My 94 year old grandmother who lives across the street from the Denver skatepark loves to go watch. One day a young man came over and did a bunch of tricks for her and she loved
the attention. So it's such an awesome way to engage people of all ages. It's exciting to see that Minneapolis is putting this on the agenda.

75.168.79.130
66.87.145.160
172.58.84.189

2017‐10‐07
2017‐10‐06
2017‐10‐06

131
132
133

Minneapolis ‐ South
Minneapolis ‐ South
Minneapolis ‐ South

199.242.245.11

2017‐10‐06

134

Minneapolis ‐ Northeast

75.73.14.205
208.87.233.201

2017‐10‐06
2017‐10‐06

135
136

Minneapolis ‐ Southwest
Minneapolis ‐ Northeast

Online Survey Responses

I have lived in Minneapolis for the last 2 years and have very much enjoyed skateboarding at Elliot skate park on a daily basis, despite its shortcomings. I am a lifelong skater and have been to many skateparks over the last
15 years. I believe Elliot is a beautiful place and could attract a large numbers of skateboarders from the surrounding metro with some expansions and improvements. The existing concrete is (as pointed out in the plan)
very enjoyable to ride on. Although funding is a clearly defining factor, I can envision a realistic scenario where the existing ramps are cleared off of the concrete, and new cast in place concrete features and obstacles
could be set in and around the existing concrete. This would help bring down the cost of a full concrete skatepark, while keeping what's great about Elliot as is. I believe the businesses in surrounding blocks would see an
increase in business, and the already prevelant and accepting community of Elliot park would only continue to grow.
Very excited to see whats going to happen with the skateparks around town keep up the great work! And maybe add richfield park to the list, slim is tired of the same obsticals
Go big or don't bother. All the parks are small and not worth the time it takes to get there.
Skateparks create for a confined space where kids can go and be active without worrying about getting in trouble on the streets. Kids that don't feel accepted in traditional team sports often find their way to
skateboarding. If there was a positive and all‐inclusive and all‐inviting place like a quality skatepark near them, I feel like it would make a positive and significant impact in their life. I've never been a part of a community
that is more inviting and more accepting than the Minnesota skate scene. Help it grow by being proactive in the lives of Minneapolis youth.
Looks great. I would urge the MPRB to fund the plan and concrete skateparks. Skateparks have very low programming costs as they require little to no programming. All of the funds are needed for the build. It is difficult
to fund raise for capital projects. Please fund the construction.
I know this is for skate, but skate and BMX go hand in hand. Please help BMXers have a space to go too. Dirt jumps are awesome and are popping up in other Twin Cities areas, but more is better.

Skate Park Activity Plan
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Park ID #s for Skate Park Activity Plan
00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Existing MPRB Skate Park
Overall or general comments
Armatage Park
Bottineau Park
Brackett Park
Creekview Park
Elliot Park
Morris Park

Master Plan‐approved MPRB Skate Park

Other MPRB Park or Trail

Locations Outside MPRB
overall or general comments

Audubon Park
Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska Park
Cancer Survivor's Park
Downtown Mpls
Government Center Plaza
Nokomis/Hiawatha
NE Athletic Field Park
NE Mpls
North Mpls
Outside Mpls
South Mpls
Uptown

Attachment: Attachment D-Skate Park ID Numbers (2017-371 : Skate Park Activity Plan Approval)
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In order to address those themes from the Skate Park Plan (SPAP) public comment period that
would have Moderate Impact on the plan, MPRB staff has compiled this list of general SPAP
amendments that could be made by the MPRB Commissioners. In all of these cases, MPRB staff
has not incorporated these themes into the final SPAP document, because staff contradiction of a
Steering Committee recommendation based solely on the public comment period would be
counter to the goals of the approved MPRB Community Engagement process.
MPRB Commissioners may alter the plan if they so choose. Therefore, this list tabulates each of
these themes, along with the basic language changes that would be required. Should the Board
approve any of these amendments, it may still approve the Activity Plan as a whole. MPRB
Planning staff will modify the plan prior to final posting on‐line and in project files.
Note: Amendment #s are keyed to park numbers as shown in the comment theme summary
#

Park

Topic

Plan Modifications

00A

n/a

Opposition to
restrictions on BMS
pegs



Modify or remove plan text restricting BMX
metal peg use in skate parks, including on pages
44 and 49

00B

n/a

Opposition to use of
skate stoppers



Add plan text restricting or preventing use of
skate stoppers throughout the MPRB system,
including on page 46

00C

n/a

Opposition to use
restrictions



Modify or remove plan text regarding shared
space scheduling or designation, including on
pages 43 and 44

00D

n/a

Suggestion to focus
only on big skate
parks



Modify plan text regarding proposed sizes to
direct staff to focus only on large‐size skate
parks, including on pages 37 and 45

Skate Park Activity Plan Moderate Impact Amendments
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Attachment: Attachment E-Skate Moderate Impact Amendments (2017-371 : Skate Park Activity Plan Approval)

Skate Park Activity Plan
MODERATE IMPACT AMENDMENTS

00E

n/a

Suggestion to fund
construction of
skate parks rather
than programming



Modify or add plan text regarding funding
priorities, including on page 53

00F

n/a

Suggestion to
include off‐road
(mountain) biking



Modify text throughout the plan to add
language regarding inclusion of off‐road
(mountain) biking

00G

n/a

Support for
immediate funding
and improvements



Modify plan text to indicate funding priorities,
including on page 53
Immediately allocate funds specifically to skate
parks



00H

n/a

Support for
skateboarding
outside of
designated skate
parks



Revise plan text regarding the importance of
providing safe designated spaces off‐streets for
skateboarding, including on pages 12‐13

08A

Calhoun/Bde
Maka Ska

Opposition to use of
skate stoppers



Add plan text restricting or preventing use of
skate stoppers, including on page 45
Amend Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska‐Harriet Master
Plan to include text restricting or preventing
use of skate stoppers



12A

Nokomis‐
Hiawatha

Suggestion to
include off‐road
(mountain) biking





Skate Park Activity Plan Moderate Impact Amendments

Modify text throughout plan to add language
regarding inclusion of off‐road (mountain)
biking
Amend Nokomis‐Hiawatha Master Plan to
include text regarding inclusion of off‐road
(mountain) biking
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Attachment: Attachment E-Skate Moderate Impact Amendments (2017-371 : Skate Park Activity Plan Approval)
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5.2

Resolution 2017-372
Resolution Approving Encroachment Permit for Use of 204.00 Square Feet of Land in
Front of the Subject Property at 4628 Lake Harriet Parkway West, Encroaching Upon
Park Land at Minneapolis Chain of Lakes Regional Park, and Collecting Appropriate
Fees Associated with This Encroachment
Whereas, The Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board (MPRB) was created by the Minnesota
Legislature in April 1883 and has the authority to manage and operate park facilities;
Whereas, The MPRB owns and operates Lake Harriet Parkway as part of Minneapolis Chain of
Lakes Regional Park;
Whereas, Brian D. and Nancy P. Siska (Owners) are listed as owners of 4628 Lake Harriet
Parkway West (Property);
Whereas, The Property is situated in the City of Minneapolis and Hennepin County;
Whereas, The Property is currently served by an existing driveway, curb cut, and apron;
Whereas, On September 24, 2017, the Owners submitted to the MPRB an Encroachment
Permit request for use of MPRB land to install pavers on the existing driveway on MPRB land in
front of the Property.
Whereas, The Owner’s modification of the driveway substantially improves the driveway area
that encroaches on MPRB land;
Whereas, MPRB staff has reviewed the site and the encroachment and determined that the
encroachment is not detrimental to the public’s use or enjoyment of park land, does not
significantly impact park user safety, minimizes any impact to park land, and has further
determined that no other access to the Property is feasible;
Whereas, MPRB staff has determined a fee related to the encroachment using methods as have
been used with other encroachments onto park lands and the Owner does not object to
payment of the fee; and
Whereas, This resolution is supported by the MPRB 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan, which
envisions “Dynamic parks that shape city character and meet diverse community needs;”
RESOLVED, That the Board of Commissioners approve the Encroachment Permit for use of
204.00 square feet of land in front of the subject property at 4628 Lake Harriet Parkway West,
Resolution 2017-372
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encroaching upon park land at Minneapolis Chain of Lakes Regional Park, and collecting
appropriate fees associated with this encroachment; and
RESOLVED, That the President of the Board and Secretary to the Board are authorized to take
all necessary administrative actions to implement this resolution.

Resolution 2017-372
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TO:

Planning Committee

FROM:

Michael Schroeder,

DATE:

November 29, 2017

SUBJECT:

Resolution Approving Encroachment Permit for Use of 204.00 Square Feet of Land in
Front of the Subject Property at 4628 Lake Harriet Parkway West, Encroaching Upon
Park Land at Minneapolis Chain of Lakes Regional Park, and Collecting Appropriate Fees
Associated with This Encroachment

BACKGROUND
This action considers approval of an Encroachment Permit for use of 204.00 square feet of land
in front of the subject property at 4628 Lake Harriet Parkway West, encroaching upon parkland
at Minneapolis Chain of Lakes Regional Park, and collecting appropriate fees associated with
the encroachment. The Minneapolis Park & Recreation Board (MPRB) maintains authority for
review of any request for encroachment onto parkland.
The request involves improving the driveway at 4628 Lake Harriet Parkway West (Property).
Brian D. and Nancy P. Siska (Owners) plan to install permeable pavers in the Property’s
driveway. The Property currently has an existing driveway, curb cut, and apron. The addition of
the pavers had an encroachment area of 123 square feet, more than 50% of the total 204
square feet. Because the modification to the encroachment/driveway is substantial, the entire
encroachment area should be recognized and recorded.
MPRB staff has reviewed the site plan and encroachment request and believes the current
proposal has limited impact on park lands and on the recreating public.
The proposed encroachment permit would allow for substantial re-construction of a driveway
and continued use of the existing curb cut and apron on MPRB land located in front of the
Property. The total fee for the proposed encroachment permit is $11,754.03. This fee covers
the 204.00 square feet of encroachment that represents the re-constructed driveway and the
Lake Harriet Parkway West curb cut and apron, all on MPRB land. Additionally, there is an $800
administrative fee to cover staff time for reviewing the proposal and preparing documentation.

RECOMMENDATION

Resolution 2017-372
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Staff recommends that the Board of Commissioners approve the Encroachment Permit for use
of 204.00 square feet of land in front of the subject property at 4628 Lake Harriet Parkway
West, encroaching upon park land at Minneapolis Chain of Lakes Regional Park, and collecting
appropriate fees associated with the encroachment.
This action is supported by the following vision and goal statements in the MPRB 2007-2020
Comprehensive Plan:
Vision Theme 3:
Dynamic parks that shape city character and meet diverse
Goal:
Focused land management supports current and future
generations
ATTACHMENTS:
•

ATTACHMENT A -Encroachment Permit Application - 4628 Lake Harriet Pkwy West

•

ATTACHMENT B - Encroachment Area Exhibit - -2 30 SCALE 11X17 11.9.17 (PDF)

•

ATTACHMENT C - Encroachment fee calculation sheet - 4628 LAKE HARRIET PKWY WEST

•

ATTACHMENT D - Encroachment Permit - Site Plan - 4628 Lake Harriet Pkwy West

(PDF)
(XLSX)

(PDF)

Prepared By: Christine Downey,, Strategic Planning
Review:
Cindy Anderson
Completed
11/14/2017 9:51 AM
Adam Arvidson
Completed
11/14/2017 11:54 AM
Michael Schroeder Completed
11/17/2017 5:42 PM
Planning Committee Pending
11/29/2017 5:40 PM
Jayne Miller Completed
11/19/2017 7:00 PM

Resolution 2017-372
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Attachment: ATTACHMENT A -Encroachment Permit Application - 4628 Lake Harriet Pkwy West (2017-372 : Encroachment Permit - 4628 Lake
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Attachment: ATTACHMENT B - Encroachment Area Exhibit - -2 30 SCALE 11X17 11.9.17 (2017-372 : Encroachment Permit - 4628 Lake Harriet Parkway West - Recommendation to Approve)
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Adjacent property

SUBJECT

Adjacent property

4628 LAKE HARRIET PKWY WEST
4624 LAKE HARRIET PKWY WEST
4632 LAKE HARRIET PKWY WEST
Parcel size (sf)

9,727
$558,600

7,984
$452,800

9,349
$548,900

Land assessed value/sf

$57.43

$56.71

$58.71

Mean average

$57.62

2017 Assessment

(For Taxes Payable 2018)

ENCROACHMENT AREA
(SF)
ENCROACHMENT FEE

204
$11,754.03
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Attachment: ATTACHMENT C - Encroachment fee calculation sheet - 4628 LAKE HARRIET PKWY WEST (2017-372 : Encroachment Permit -
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Calculation of Encroachment Fee
4628 Lake Harriet Parkway West

WEST

Attachment: ATTACHMENT C - Encroachment fee calculation sheet - 4628 LAKE HARRIET PKWY WEST (2017-372 : Encroachment Permit -

Calculation of Encroachment Fee
4628 Lake Harriet Parkway West
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Attachment: ATTACHMENT D - Encroachment Permit - Site Plan - 4628 Lake Harriet Pkwy West (2017-372 : Encroachment Permit - 4628 Lake
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Resolution 2017-373
Resolution Accepting Encroachment Permit from the City of Minneapolis to Construct,
Operate and Maintain Hall's Island Within City Right-Of-Way at the Easterly Section of
the Plymouth Avenue Bridge, Within Above the Falls Regional Park
Whereas, The Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board (MPRB) was created by the Minnesota
Legislature in April 1883 and has the authority to manage and operate park facilities;
Whereas, The MPRB is constructing and will operate and maintain Hall’s Island, which is located
within Above the Falls Regional Park;
Whereas, A portion of Hall’s Island will exist within the right-of-way of the Plymouth Avenue
Bridge, which is a right-of-way of the City of Minneapolis;
Whereas, The City of Minneapolis requires an Encroachment Permit for utilization of City rightsof-way for the construction, operation, and maintenance of Hall’s Island adjacent to and under
the easterly section of the Plymouth Avenue Bridge; and
Whereas, This resolution is supported by the MPRB 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan, which
envisions “Dynamic parks that shape city character and meet diverse community needs;”
RESOLVED, That the Board of Commissioners accept the Encroachment Permit from the City of
Minneapolis to construct, operate, and maintain Hall’s Island within City right-of-way at the
easterly section of the Plymouth Avenue Bridge, within Above the Falls Regional Park; and
RESOLVED, That the President of the Board and Secretary to the Board are authorized to take
all necessary administrative actions to implement this resolution.

Resolution 2017-373
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TO:

Planning Committee

FROM:

Michael Schroeder,

DATE:

November 29, 2017

SUBJECT:

Resolution Accepting Encroachment Permit from the City of Minneapolis to Construct,
Operate and Maintain Hall's Island Within City Right-Of-Way at the Easterly Section of
the Plymouth Avenue Bridge, Within Above the Falls Regional Park

BACKGROUND
The action authorizes acceptance of terms of an Encroachment Permit from the City of
Minneapolis (City) allowing the Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board (MPRB) to construct,
operate and maintain Hall’s Island occurring adjacent to and under the City right-of-way at the
easterly section of the Plymouth Avenue Bridge. The City requires any entity performing work
within City rights-of-way to secure an Encroachment Permit (EP). A portion of Hall’s Island
exists underneath the Plymouth Avenue bridge, and construction activities necessary to create
the island will take place within City right-of-way under the bridge.
Other than a minimal application fee, there are no fees associated with this encroachment.
Due to the fact that construction is commencing at Hall’s Island, staff requests the Board of
Commissioners review and approve this action at Committee and full Board at the November
29, 2017, meeting.

RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends acceptance of the Encroachment Permit from the City of Minneapolis to
construct, operate, and maintain the portion of Hall’s Island within City right-of-way at the
easterly section of the Plymouth Avenue Bridge, within Above the Falls Regional Park.
This action is supported by the following vision and goal statements in the MPRB 2007-2020
Comprehensive Plan:
Vision Theme 3:
Goal:

Resolution 2017-373

Dynamic parks that shape city character and meet diverse community
needs.
Focused land management supports current and future
generations.
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5.3

ATTACHMENTS:
•

ATTACHMENT A - City of Mpls Encroachment Permit PW17-E-757 - granting to MPRB (PDF)

•

ATTACHMENT B - City of MPLS Encroachment Permit - Halls Island 10.31.17 (PDF)

•

ATTACHMENT C - Hall's Island Site Drawing - submitted with Encroachment Permit application

(PDF)

Prepared By: Christine Downey,, Strategic Planning
Review:
Cindy Anderson
Completed
11/14/2017 10:22 AM
Adam Arvidson
Completed
11/15/2017 3:41 PM
Michael Schroeder Completed
11/17/2017 5:53 PM
Jayne Miller Completed
11/19/2017 7:02 PM
Planning Committee Pending
11/29/2017 5:40 PM

Resolution 2017-373
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Encroachment Permit Report
The Department of Public Works has received an application for an encroachment permit requesting
Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board, their successors and assigns, be permitted to install, maintain
and use Park Board Infrastructure within the public right-of-way.
Encroachment Description: According to the plan submitted and of record at the City of

Minneapolis – Public Works (Right of Way Section). All encroachments will be placed
adjacent to and under (the easterly section of) Plymouth Avenue Bridge (8th Avenue NE), PID 15029-24-44-0046/50 in accordance with the plans and drawings dated 10/31/2017, and Christine
Downey, of Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board, has filed with this application.
1. This permit will be granted subject to all requirements and conditions in Chapters 95, 429 and 430 of
the Minneapolis Code of Ordinances.
2. All work done is subject to the approval and acceptance of the Director of Public Works and the
Director of Inspections and all other necessary permits must be obtained.
3. The permission granted shall be subject to all ordinances of the City of Minneapolis now existing or
which may hereafter be passed relative to the use or maintenance of such areas under, on or above
streets, alleys and public places.
4. The permit holder shall pay all costs resulting from the alteration or relocation of any and all public or
private utilities made necessary in connection with the permitted encroachment and is responsible for
all loss, damage or claims resulting from the installation, relocation, use or removal of the permitted
encroachment.
5. Promptly after the installation or removal of the permitted encroachment the permit holder shall
properly replace and repair the right-of-way to a condition acceptable to the Director of Public Works.
6.

The applicant is a self-insured governmental entity and as such is not required to provide a Certificate
of Insurance.

Signature:___________________________________________Date:_________________
(Scott Graykowski, Right of Way Section)
The applicant agrees to the conditions stated above by signing the Acceptance of Encroachment Permit Terms on the
reverse side of this document and by supplying evidence of liability insurance in the amount not less than $500,000.

Permit No. PW17-E-757
(MPLS PB – HALLS IS.)
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Attachment: ATTACHMENT A - City of Mpls Encroachment Permit PW17-E-757 - granting to MPRB (2017-373 : Encroachment Permit from City

5.3.a

ACCEPTANCE OF ENCROACHMENT PERMIT TERMS
Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board accepts the terms and provisions contained in the report
prepared by the City Engineer, wherein the City of Minneapolis will grant to the applicant, their
successors and assigns, permission to install, maintain and use the encroachment described in their
application, subject to the provisions of Chapter 95 of the Minneapolis Code of Ordinances. In accepting
these conditions, the permit holder warrants that their successors and assigns will perform all the acts
and things specified in the Encroachment Permit Report, and will at all times hold harmless the City of
Minneapolis from any and all claims for damages arising from or by reason of the construction,
maintenance, use or removal of the encroachment as described.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, said

__________________________________

has set his hand on ________________________________, 2017.

________________________________________________
PRESIDENT (Signature)
________________________________________________
SECRETARY (Signature)

CORPORATE ACKNOWLEDGMENT

STATE OF MINNESOTA}
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN}

The foregoing was acknowledged before this _______ day of ______________, 2017,
by _______________________________ of Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board,
a municipal corporation under the laws of the State of Minnesota, on behalf of Minneapolis Park and
Recreation Board.

NOTARY SEAL
X_____________________________
(SIGNATURE OF PERSON TAKING ACKNOWLEDGEMENT)
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CHAPTER 95. PROJECTIONS AND ENCROACHMENTS
(Partial transcript for informational purposes)

ARTICLE I. GENERALLY
95.10. Permit required for encroachment; liability; expiration. No portion of a building or other structure, including but not
limited to steam lines, conduits, lighting standards, areaways, retaining walls, parking bays, etc., but excluding signs, as stated in
Chapter 109, shall encroach upon or project into, upon, over or under any street or alley, right-of-way, park or other public property
without a special permit having been issued by the city clerk, except as specifically stated in this code, and the owner of any
structure any part of which encroaches on, into, upon, over or under any public property shall be liable to the city for any damage
which may result to any person or property by reason of such encroachment or the removal of such encroachment whether or not
such encroachment is specifically allowed by this Code.
Any permission hereunder granted and all rights of the permittee hereunder shall cease at any time that said encroachment shall
be removed and such permission shall in no way be considered a relinquishment by the city of that portion of said public right-ofway, or be of any force or effect beyond the time herein provided. Additional conditions may be imposed on encroachment permits
to protect the health, safety or welfare of the public or to protect nearby property owners from hardship or damage or to protect
other public interests as determined by the City Engineer.
95.11. Insurance requirements. Upon compliance with all other provisions of this chapter, such encroachments into, upon, over or
under any street or alley right-of-way, park or other public property may be granted only after filing with the City Engineer by the
owner and/or lessee of the property:
(a) Evidence of a public liability insurance policy in force in the amount of five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000.00) combined
single limit, or more, for bodily injury and property damage for any one encroachment granted after the effective date of this ordinance [adopted February 13, 1976], wherein the City of Minneapolis is made additional insured, or fifty thousand dollars
($50,000.00) for bodily injury and property damage for encroachments on public property which adjoins property used or zoned to
be used for residential purposes, wherein the City of Minneapolis is made an additional insured on a homeowner's policy of
insurance. The additional insured endorsement shall show the date the permit was granted, description and location of the
encroachment, and shall state that the policy does provide the insurance coverage required by this chapter. For any one
encroachment at any one location granted prior to the effective date of this ordinance [adopted February 13, 1976], public liability
insurance coverage shall be in the amount of three hundred thousand dollars ($300,000.00) combined single limit, or more,
wherein the City of Minneapolis is made additional insured. The above endorsements naming the city as additional insured shall
not be required where the city clerk determines that such provision is not commercially available at reasonable cost. Provided,
however, that the furnishing and existence of any such insurance policy shall not limit nor abrogate the obligations of the permittee,
their successors or assigns, to secure, indemnify and hold harm less the City of Minneapolis for the full amount of any actions,
proceedings, claims, costs, damages and expenses.
(b) On all underground encroachments, such policy of insurance shall specifically delete any exclusion with regard to "XCU"
(explosion, collapse, underground).
(c) If any permittee, or the permittee's successors or assigns, allows the insurance policy to lapse without furnishing a new policy in
lieu thereof, the city clerk shall request the city attorney to initiate proceedings to have the permit revoked and the encroachment
removed.
95.12. Issuance of building permit. The director of inspections shall not is sue a permit for any encroachment requiring a special
permit from the city clerk without verification by the City Engineer that all conditions relating to acceptance of the terms of the permit
and filing of the insurance policy have been complied with.
95.13. Manner of making application. The public works department shall accept the permit fee, which is not refundable and shall
refer the application to the appropriate officials for approval. The following non-refundable fees shall be charged to defray the
administrative costs of issuing an encroachment permit:
a) Fifty dollars ($50.00) for encroachments on public property that adjoins property used or zoned to be used for residential
purposes;
(b) Seventy-five dollars ($75.00) for encroachments on public property which adjoins property used or zoned to be used for nonresidential purposes; and
(c) Twenty-five dollars ($25.00) to amend a previously issued encroachment permit, at the discretion of the public works
department.
The director of public works and the appropriate elected official shall examine the application and shall approve the same unless
they find that the application fails to meet the applicable requirements contained in this chapter or if there is a basis for denying the
application because allowing the encroachment would endanger the health, safety or welfare of the public or would cause hardship
or damage to nearby property owners. If both approve the application, the city clerk shall issue the permit. If either the director of
public works or the appropriate elected official denies the application, the applicant may appeal this decision to the transportation
and public works committee which shall make its recommendation concerning the application to the full city council. The city
council shall have the authority to consider any previously denied application and may order the issuance of an encroachment
permit.
95.20. Removal upon order. The owner of any building or other structure, including but not limited to those cited in section 95.10
herein, any part of which projects into, upon, over or under any public property shall remove at once any part or all of such encroachment upon being ordered to do so by the city council and shall restore the right-of-way to a safe condition, and the city shall
not be liable for any damages resulting to the property owner by reason of such an order. Such removal and restoration of the
right-of-way will be at the sole expense of the property owner. Upon failure of the property owner to remove the encroachment as
ordered, the reasonable costs of removing such encroachment incurred by the city shall be billed and levied against the property as
a special assessment.
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Encroachment Permit Application

Attachment: ATTACHMENT B - City of MPLS Encroachment Permit - Halls Island 10.31.17 (2017-373 : Encroachment Permit from City of

DŝŶŶĞĂƉŽůŝƐĞƉƚ͘ŽĨWƵďůŝĐtŽƌŬƐͲZŝŐŚƚŽĨtĂǇ^ĞĐƚŝŽŶ
5.3.b
309 2nd Ave S. #200
Minneapolis, MN 55401
Office 612-673-3607
Email PwRightofWay@minneapolismn.gov
www.minneapolismn.gov/publicworks/permits

Submit completed application, in person, by E-mail, or by U.S. to the Public Works Right of Way Section. Application shall be accompanied
by a non-refundable application fee payable to the "Minneapolis Finance Department" according to the following schedule:
Residential: $25

Non-Residential: $75

Amendment to Existing Permit: $25 (at the discretion of the Department of Public Works)

Property Information
Property Owner: Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board
Property Address: 9 - 9th Ave NE, Minneapolis, MN 55413
Property ID: 15-029-24-44-0065

Ward:

3

Applicant Information
Name: Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board
Address: 2117 West River Road
Phone:

(612) 230-6400

Applicant Signature:

Christine Downey

City: Minneapolis
E-mail:

State:

ZIP Code: 55411

cdowney@minneapolisparks.org

Digitally signed by Christine Downey
DN: cn=Christine Downey, o=Minneapolis Park and Recreation
Board, ou, email=cdowney@minneapolisparks.org, c=US
Date: 2017.10.30 16:16:23 -05'00'

Date: 10/31/17

Encroachment Description
Please describe the type of encroachment being requested, and the materials to be used:

Construction of Hall's Island will involve excavation and general grading to occur within the right-of-way of the Plymouth Avenue Bridge. An area
beneath the bridge will be excavated and re-shaped between the existing bridge abutment along the east side of the Mississippi River and Pier 4. The
project will extend the existing shoreline along the river outward slightly into the river and then carve out a back channel to thus create the island.
Rip rap material will be placed on the newly created side slopes beneath the bridge and within the new channel under the bridge. Plans along with an
in-depth memo regarding 3D modeling and a scour analysis regarding the bridge piers was submitted to the City of Minneapolis and reviewed. It is
expected that the contractor will be using various large equipment such as backhoes and bulldozers to excavate and reshape the area within the right
of way and place the stabilization materials to re-establish the area within the right-of-way.

Attach a survey/site plan which shows the details and dimensions of the encroachment. The drawing must show accurate property lines

and the location of elements of the right of way, such as streets, sidewalks, boulevards, curbs, curb-cuts, trees, hydrants, lights and signs,
bus stops, and utilities. Photos of the site showing current conditions are requested (digital on disk or by E-mail are best.)
Revised 10/25/2017
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Attachment: ATTACHMENT C - Hall's Island Site Drawing - submitted with Encroachment Permit
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PROPOSED LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS OF PARCELS A, B, C AND D:
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LINE A:
Commencing at the most Easterly corner of Block 29, Northrup's Addition,
according to the recorded plat thereof situate in Hennepin County, Minnesota;
thence South 63 degrees 27 minutes 13 seconds West (assuming the
Northeasterly line of said Block 29 as bearing North 26 degrees 37 minutes
57 seconds West) along the Southeasterly line of said Block 29 a distance of
173.80 feet to the most Southerly corner of said Block 29, which point is the
point of beginning of Line "A" to be described; thence South 66
degrees 07 minutes 13 seconds West 75 feet; thence North 23 degrees 52
minutes 47 seconds West, 12 feet; thence South 70 degrees 03 minutes 59
seconds West, 115.90 feet; thence South 66 degrees 36 minutes 32 seconds
West to the shore line of the Mississippi River.
Subject to easements and all restrictions of record, if any.
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PARCEL B
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That part of Lots 1 to 5 inclusive, Block 30, Bottineau's Addition, according to the recorded plat
thereof situate in Hennepin County, Minnesota including reclaimed land and accretions to said
lots; and that part of Government Lot 3, Section 15, Township 29, Range 24, according to the
Government Survey thereof, Hennepin County, Minnesota, including reclaimed land and
accretions to said Government Lot 3; in said Section 15; which lies southerly of the
southwesterly extension of the northwesterly line of Block 28 of said Bottineau's Addition, and
which lies easterly of a line drawn parallel to and 77.70 feet west of the westerly right of way
line of vacated Water Street and which lies west of the east line of the west 7.30 feet of said
vacated Water Street and which lies northerly of line "A" described below and its westerly extension.
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LINE B:
Commencing at the most Easterly corner of Block 29, said Northrup's Addition;
thence South 63 degrees 27 minutes 13 seconds West (assuming the
Northeasterly line of said Block 29 as bearing North 26 degrees 37 minutes
57 seconds West) along the Southeasterly line of said Block 29 a distance of
126.00 feet to the point of beginning of the line to be herein described; thence
North 26 degrees 36 minutes 12 seconds West a distance of 427.67 feet; thence
North 88 degrees 36 minutes 12 seconds West 298.29 feet to the east line of the
west 7.30 feet of vacated Water Street and there terminating.
Subject to easements and all restrictions of record, if any.
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That part of Blocks 28 and 29, Bottineau's Addition, according to the
recorded plat thereof situate in Hennepin County, Minnesota, including reclaimed
land and accretions to said lots; also part of Government Lot 3, Section 15,
Township 29, Range 24 East, according to the Government Survey thereof,
Hennepin County, Minnesota including reclaimed land and accretions to said
Government Lot 3; in said Section 15 also that part of Block 29 Northrups Addition,
according to the recorded plat thereof situate in Hennepin County, Minnesota;
also that part of vacated 9th Avenue NE and also that part of vacated Alleys in
Block 29 of said Bottineau's Addition and said Northrup's Addition, which lies
easterly of the east line of the west 7.30 feet of vacated Water Street and which
lies northerly of line "A" described below and its westerly extension and which lies
westerly and southwesterly of Line "B" also described below.
LINE A:
Commencing at the most Easterly corner of Block 29, Northrup's Addition;
thence South 63 degrees 27 minutes 13 seconds West (assuming the
Northeasterly line of said Block 29 as bearing North 26 degrees 37 minutes
57 seconds West) along the Southeasterly line of said Block 29 a distance of
173.80 feet to the most Southerly corner of said Block 29, which point is the
point of beginning of Line "A" to be described; thence South 66
degrees 07 minutes 13 seconds West 75 feet; thence North 23 degrees 52
minutes 47 seconds West, 12 feet; thence South 70 degrees 03 minutes 59
seconds West, 115.90 feet; thence South 66 degrees 36 minutes 32 seconds
West to the shore line of the Mississippi River.
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LINE A:
Commencing at the most Easterly corner of Block 29, Northrup's Addition, according to the
recorded plat thereof situate in Hennepin County, Minnesota;
thence South 63 degrees 27 minutes 13 seconds West (assuming the
Northeasterly line of said Block 29 as bearing North 26 degrees 37 minutes
57 seconds West) along the Southeasterly line of said Block 29 a distance of
173.80 feet to the most Southerly corner of said Block 29, which point is the
point of beginning of Line "A" to be described; thence South 66
degrees 07 minutes 13 seconds West 75 feet; thence North 23 degrees 52
minutes 47 seconds West, 12 feet; thence South 70 degrees 03 minutes 59
seconds West, 115.90 feet; thence South 66 degrees 36 minutes 32 seconds
West to the shore line of the Mississippi River.
Subject to easements and all restrictions of record, if any.
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That part of Lots 1 to 5 inclusive, Block 30, Bottineau's Addition, according to the
recorded plat thereof situate in Hennepin County, Minnesota, including reclaimed land
and accretions to said lots; and that part of Government Lot 3, Section 15, Township 29,
Range 24, according to the Government Survey thereof, Hennepin County, Minnesota
including reclaimed land and accretions to said Government Lot 3; and
a part of an island, known as Hall's Island, in said Section 15; which lies southerly
of the southwesterly extension of the northwesterly line of Block 28 of said
Bottineau's Addition, and which lies westerly of a line drawn parallel to and 77.70 feet
west of the westerly right of way line of vacated Water Street, and which lies easterly
of the east shore line of the Mississippi River, and which lies northerly of line "A"
described below and its westerly extension.
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That part of Block 28 together with vacated Alley and Block 29, Bottineau's Addition,
according to the recorded plat thereof situate in Hennepin County, Minnesota; also that
part of of Block 29 Northrup's Addition, according to the recorded plat thereof situate
in Hennepin County, Minnesota also that part of vacated 9th Avenue NE lying northeasterly
of a line known as Line "B" described below.
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LINE B:
Commencing at the most Easterly corner of Block 29, said Northrup's Addition;
thence South 63 degrees 27 minutes 13 seconds West (assuming the
Northeasterly line of said Block 29 as bearing North 26 degrees 37 minutes
57 seconds West) along the Southeasterly line of said Block 29 a distance of
126.00 feet to the point of beginning of the line to be herein described; thence
North 26 degrees 36 minutes 12 seconds West a distance of 427.67 feet; thence
North 88 degrees 36 minutes 12 seconds West 298.29 feet to the east line of the
west 7.30 feet of vacated Water Street and there terminating.
Subject to easements and all restrictions of record, if any.
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Attachment: ATTACHMENT C - Hall's Island Site Drawing - submitted with Encroachment Permit
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5.4

Resolution 2017-374
Resolution Approving Memorandum of Understanding to Explore Options of the
Towerside Green Space Model for Ownership, Development and Management
Whereas, The Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board (MPRB) is authorized to contract with
public and private entities in the performance of its duties;
Whereas, MPRB, the Mississippi Watershed Management Organization (MWMO), and Prospect
Park Properties (PPP) share responsibility for improving environmental quality and access to
green space within the Towerside Innovation District and the MWMO’s Watershed within the
City of Minneapolis, and these entities also recognize the benefit of working in close
partnership at the intersection of the vision and mission of the respective organizations;
Whereas, The parties will focus on the exploration of models for the Towerside Innovation
District Green Spaces, specifically the Phase 1 Signature Greenspace;
Whereas, The parties agree their mutual goals can be best achieved through a joint agreement
around green space ownership, development, design, programming, and management in the
Towerside Innovation District with a shared commitment to innovation in sustainability, design,
and programming;
Whereas, The parties recognize the increased need for green space, public space, and
stormwater treatment facilities to support the intensified density of the district;
Whereas, The community has expressed extensive support for future public green space
depicted in the Towerside District through years of planning and design, and from statements
of support from the Prospect Park Association and other key stakeholders.
Whereas, PPP and its affiliates are in the process of developing three extremely dense projects
on three contiguous city blocks adjacent to the Phase 1 Signature Greenspace, which, when
fully permitted, these projects will have contributed more than $1,000,000.00 in Park
Dedication Fees;
Whereas, The option to purchase and preserve the land slated for the Phase 1 Signature
Greenspace will expire 18 months after September 30th, 2016 on March 31, 2018.
Whereas, This agreement is to advance the conversation around the signature green space in
Towerside as part of an exploratory phase, and not to take action with design, acquisition,
programming, build out, or maintenance until an agreed upon model is determined;

Resolution 2017-374
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Whereas, This resolution is supported by the MPRB 2007-2020 Comprehensive Plan, which
envisions “Dynamic parks that shape city character and meet diverse community needs;”

RESOLVED, That the Board of Commissioners approve the Memorandum of Understanding with
Prospect Park Properties and the Mississippi Watershed Management Organization to explore
options of the Towerside Green Space Model for ownership, development and management;
and
RESOLVED, That the President of the Board and Secretary to the Board are authorized to take
all necessary administrative actions to implement this resolution.

Resolution 2017-374
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TO:

Planning Committee

FROM:

Michael Schroeder,

DATE:

November 29, 2017

SUBJECT:

Resolution Approving Memorandum of Understanding to Explore Options of the
Towerside Green Space Model for Ownership, Development and Management

BACKGROUND
This resolution considers approving a Memorandum of Understanding between the Prospect
Park Properties, the Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board, and the Mississippi Watershed
Management Organization to explore green space models in the Towerside district for design,
development, ownership, management, and programming. This MOU represents a next step in
the ongoing role of the Park Board in the Towerside Innovation District planning effort, building
off of the Memorandum of Understanding with the Prospect North Partnership for Participation
in the Planning of the Prospect North Innovation District in 2016.
Towerside
Towerside is 370 acres of development opportunity extending from the University of Minnesota
campus in Minneapolis and east into Saint Paul. The district is served by three Green Line LRT
Stations, lies at the center of the metro area interstate highway system, and is adjacent to the
University’s medical, academic, athletic, and bio-discovery research facilities. Towerside is the
only designated innovation district in the region with the intent to bring together
entrepreneurs, residents, researchers, developers, and businesses within a new, equitable,
restorative, healthy, and arts-inspired community. It is an intended national model for
developing a thriving urban community. While the focus of this MOU is the future green spaces
that fall within the Towerside District, the larger vision for the District is integral to the green
space model.
About the MOU
The MOU would set forth an exploratory phase to determine a design, development,
ownership, management, and programming model that will work to integrate the goals of
innovation, equity, and accessibility to all potential green spaces in and around Towerside,
including the Grand Rounds Missing Link. The green space scenarios will include design and
programming work to date by all Towerside stakeholders and the East of the River Park Master
Plan that is working to master plan all existing and future neighborhood parks in SE and NE
Minneapolis. The exploratory phase will include community engagement facilitated by MPRB
for Phase I and Phase II green spaces as part of the East of the River Park Master Plan.

Resolution 2017-374
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FUNDING/COST SUMMARY
The MOU carries no financial commitment on the part of the MPRB.

RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends approval of the Memorandum of Understanding with Prospect Park
Properties and the Mississippi Watershed Management Organization to Explore Options of the
Towerside Green Space Model for ownership, development and management.
This action is supported by the following vision and goal statements in the MPRB 2007-2020
Comprehensive Plan:
Vision Theme 3:

Dynamic parks that shape city character and meet diverse community
needs.

Goal:

Parks shape and evolving city.

Goal:

Park facility renewal and development respects history and focuses on
sustainability, accessibility, flexibility, and beauty.

Due to an issue of timing, staff requests the Board of Commissioners review and approve this
action at Committee and full Board at the November 29, 2017 meeting. This is due to upcoming
March project milestones and no scheduled MPRB board meeting in December 2017.
ATTACHMENTS:
•

MOU PPP_MPRB_MWMO-111317

(PDF)

Prepared By: Carrie Christensen, Senior Planner, Strategic Planning
Review:
Cindy Anderson
Completed
11/16/2017 12:17 PM
Adam Arvidson
Completed
11/17/2017 12:12 PM
Michael Schroeder Completed
11/18/2017 7:59 AM
Jayne Miller Completed
11/19/2017 7:09 PM
Planning Committee Pending
11/29/2017 5:40 PM

Resolution 2017-374
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5.4.a

November 13, 2017

This Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) is entered into effective as of the date of
the last signature on this document (“Effective Date”) by and between the Prospect Park
Properties (“PPP”), dba Center of the Market, LLC (COM); the City of Minneapolis acting
by and through its Park and Recreation Board (“MPRB”), a body corporate and politic
under the laws of the State of Minnesota; and the Mississippi Watershed Management
Organization (“MWMO”), a watershed management organization duly established
pursuant to Minnesota Statutes Chapter 103B.

A.

Recitals and Statement of Purpose
The parties share responsibility for improving environmental quality and
access to green space within the Towerside Innovation District and the
MWMO’s Watershed within the City of Minneapolis, and recognize the
benefit of working in close partnership at the intersection of the vision
and mission of the respective organizations.
i.

The Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board (MPRB) exists to provide
places and recreation opportunities for all people, and is committed
to protecting and improving its natural resources, parkland, and
recreation opportunities for current and future generations.

ii.

The MWMO is a public organization that partners to protect and
improve water and habitat in our urban watershed. The MWMO
invests in people and infrastructure to support clean water, and
provide knowledge, scientific data and expertise to help manage our
vital water resources.
Prospect Park Properties is a private development company working
to redevelop the Towerside area and is committed to working directly
with members of the community to create amazing projects which
will benefit the immediate neighborhood and the larger city as a
whole.

iii.

B.

The parties will focus on the exploration of models for the Towerside
Innovation District Green Spaces, specifically the Phase 1 Signature
Greenspace, as depicted in (Exhibit A). Towerside is 370 acres of
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Memorandum of Understanding
to Explore Options of the Towerside Green Space Model for Ownership, Development
and Management

development opportunity extending from the University of Minnesota
campus in Minneapolis east into Saint Paul. The district is served by three
Green Line LRT Stations, lies at the center of the metro area interstate
highway system, and is adjacent to the University’s medical, academic,
athletic and bio-discovery research facilities. Towerside is the only
designated innovation district in the region with the intent to bring
together entrepreneurs, residents, researchers, developers, and
businesses within a new, equitable, restorative, healthy, and arts-inspired
community. It is an intended national model for developing a thriving
urban community. While the focus of this MOU is the future green spaces
that fall in the Towerside District, the larger vision for the district is
integral to the green space model.
C.

The parties recognize that their mutual goals are best achieved through a
joint agreement around green space ownership, development, design,
programming, and management in the Towerside Innovation District with
a shared commitment to innovation in sustainability, design, and
programming.

D.

The parties recognize the increased need for green space, public space,
and stormwater treatment facilities to support the intensified density of
the district.

E.

The community has expressed extensive support for future public green
space depicted in Exhibit A in the Towerside District through years of
planning and design and statements of support from the Prospect Park
Association and other key stakeholders.

F.

The parties recognize that PPP and its affiliates are in the process of
developing three extremely dense projects on three contiguous city
blocks adjacent to the Phase 1 Signature Greenspace, depicted in Exhibit
A. When fully permitted, these projects will have contributed over
$1,000,000.00 in new Park Dedication Fees.

G.

The parties understand that the option to purchase and preserve the land
will expire 18 months after September 30th, 2016 on March 31, 2018. See
Exhibit B.

H.

This agreement is to advance the conversation around the signature
green space in Towerside as part of an exploratory phase, and not to take
action on design, acquisition, programming, build out, or maintenance
until an agreed upon model is determined.
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5.4.a

The exploratory phase will take into consideration varying models of
green space ownership, development, and management:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

1.

Expenditure of accrued and future Park Dedication Fees;
Dedication of Land in Lieu of Park Dedication Fees;
Private Land dedicated for Public Use;
A unique combination of the above models; or
A model yet to be determined.

Goals
a.

The parties will work together to coordinate and align designs, development,
ownership, management, and programming of public space and stormwater
management in the Towerside Innovation District.

b.

Wherever possible, the parties will work to integrate the goals of innovation,
equity, and accessibility to the green space, including all potential green
spaces in and around Towerside, including the Grand Rounds Missing Link.
One of the MWMO’s goals for the Towerside Innovation District include: a
“One Water” management approach for the District’s water budget;
improving the cost efficiency of infrastructure; improving water quality, flood
resiliency, habitat and ecological functions; and an increase in publically
accessible green stormwater infrastructure.

c.

The parties will base their models on design and programming work to date
and the East of the River Park Master Plan that is working to master plan all
existing and future neighborhood parks in SE and NE Minneapolis. This will
include community engagement facilitated by MPRB for Phase I and Phase II
green spaces.

d.

The parties will achieve the desired integration through the use of a two-year
work plan, identifying opportunities to establish shared agency priorities that
can be subsequently incorporated into budgets, capital improvement plans,
policy development, master planning efforts, and other agency-specific plans
and initiatives.

e.

After a Towerside Phase I exploratory stage, the preferred model for
ownership, development, management, programming, and design will be
determined by March 2018, at which time this MOU will be amended to
outline subsequent actions in one or more project specific implementation
plans. Throughout the exploratory phase, MPRB and MWMO will work in
collaboration on the conceptual design of Phase II green space.
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I.

5.4.a

The parties intend for these shared agency priorities to benefit from
collaborative planning, cost sharing, and the development of investment
strategies that will attract additional outside funding, through the
coordinated pursuit of grant funds, legislation, and other partnerships.

The parties intend for the process, agreements and systems developed in
Towerside Phase I will provide a foundation and template for similar systems in
Towerside Phase II and the Upper Harbor Terminal.
g.
The parties agree that this MOU is intended as a planning guide for
coordinated project planning and implementation, but does not formally
obligate any party to implementation of any specific project. Such
commitments are to be addressed in specific project agreements, as
discussed below. This agreement does not commit the parties to any
specific expenditures of funds.
h.

The parties will provide updates at key milestones to the Boards of each
party, and will strive to engage the public in ways that extend beyond events
and activities already framed in the East of the River Park Master Plan
process.

2. Implementation Process
Following review and agreement on the Towerside green space and stormwater
model by each agency, the project team will jointly develop a project specific
implementation plans to be memorialized into a project specific agreements.
Project specific implementation plans will detail roles and responsibilities for further
feasibility studies; design; bidding; construction management and oversight;
stormwater and green space declarations and easements(ownership, long-term
operations, maintenance, and programming).
3. Term
This MOU shall be effective until December 31, 2019 and may be renewed
thereafter by agreement of the parties for terms of two (2) years, or other terms as
the parties mutually determine.
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f.

5.4.a

For the Minneapolis Park & Recreation Board

Attachment: MOU PPP_MPRB_MWMO-111317 (2017-374 : Towerside Green Space Model MOU)

By: ___________________________________
Its ____________________________________

For Prospect Park Properties

By:____________________________________
Its ____________________________________

For Mississippi Watershed Management Organization

By ____________________________________
Its ____________________________________
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Exhibit A: Green Space Model Study Area Boundary
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5.4.a

Exhibit B: PPP/COM Parkland Agreement
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